The Sunshine Room

It's wherever you put an Armstrong vinyl floor.

Any room becomes a sunshine room when the floor is Armstrong Vinyl Corlon®. Deep-glow colors in sparkling, easy-to-clean vinyl create a bright, cheerful mood that makes you feel sunny all day.

This gleaming country kitchen has a new kind of Armstrong floor that adds still another welcome dimension...cushioned comfort.

It's Cushioned Coronelle

Below the hefty, vinyl wear surface is a foamed vinyl backing called Cushioncord®.

Because this backing "gives" under pressure, Cushioned Coronelle is quieter, warmer, more comfortable to walk on. And the Cushioncord is not affected by moisture, so the floor can be installed almost anywhere, even in a basement.

Best of all, Cushioned Coronelle is available in two stunningly realistic designs: the graceful Palerma styling shown here and a natural-looking brick.

To be sure of a trouble-free installation, buy Cushioned Coronelle from a store that has been certified by Armstrong to install this exclusive, new flooring. To find the one nearest you, call this number, toll-free: (800) 243-6000. (In Connecticut, call (800) 942-0655.) Ask for the name of the retailer who sells Cushioned Coronelle.

If you'd like more facts about Cushioned Coronelle, plus a picture-packed booklet showing our other fine floors, write Armstrong, 7008 Maple Ave., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

Floor design copyrighted by Armstrong.
There are two sides to a Sears electric dryer.

Your side.  His side.

Electronic sensing
It "feels" your clothes, tells when they're dry. Saves you a lot of guessing when you set the timer.

Wrinkle Guard
Keeps permanent-press clothes from wrinkling if you're not home the minute they're dry. Tumbles them without heat every 5 minutes for 2 1/2 hours.

Dry rack
A blessing when you have to dry things you can't tumble. Like teddy bears and sneakers.

Load-A-Door
Now you can unload without dropping clean clothes on the floor.

Sears service
It's fast and competent. And it's available anywhere in the United States.

Easy-care lint system
A light tells you when screen needs cleaning. Helps you keep dryer at peak efficiency.

Accessible lighting
Console and interior light are removable from the front—easy to replace when they burn out.

Acrylic enamel
Each of two coats is baked on. It's the same type of enamel that's on a $7,000 car.

Available at most larger Sears stores and through the catalog.

Live carefree...Live Better Electrically
Edison Electric Institute, New York, N.Y.

Kenmore Dryer. It's designed for you, but built for your husband.
Who else wants a rewarding career as an interior decorator?

Read how you too can get into this exciting money-making field for women

ired of monotony? Meager income? You can change your whole life by learning how to become a successful interior decorator.

Decorating is a profession that is made to order for women. It is just the place where you can put your natural love of beauty to practical use.

The women pictured on this page are only a few of the many who have recognized this opportunity and who are now on the happy road to success in the decorating field.

Just as they did, you can train with La Salle for the same kind of career—in your spare time at home. You can qualify for a great choice of positions leading to fine salaries—or plan to go into a profitable business of your own.

A tremendously expanded field

Decorators are now used to beautify homes, hotels, business offices, building lobbies, clubs and institutions. That’s why the profession has grown so enormously.

Your work as a decorator is varied and interesting. It frequently takes you and your clients into plush showrooms and exclusive shops filled with treasures. You move in a world of fashion, creativity and ever-new challenge.

Designing and furnishing even a single room can earn a decorator hundreds of dollars; larger assignments much more. Many women do extremely well in just part-time work; their own homes often serve as showcases for prospective clients.

What the La Salle course teaches you

The La Salle course in Interior Decorating has been prepared to give you comprehensive preparation for this exciting modern career. Lessons come to you by mail; they are as enjoyable as the professional work itself. Much of the study material included is unusual in a course of this kind. For instance, you get an attractive, simple-to-operate slide projector with color slides that show interiors as big as life on your wall. You also get professional sketching equipment, coloring materials, stencils that make it easy for you to draw room plans and furniture arrangements, and much more.

Step by step, you are shown how to develop your creative ability. You are taught the principles of color and design, trained in the selection and use of furniture, fabrics, accessories, lighting. You learn how to achieve beautiful settings for any kind of room. Even before you have finished the course you will be able to apply your new knowledge to glorifying your own home.

At each step you are given practical assignments which are then carefully reviewed by your instructors and returned to you. You are well prepared for your work as a professional decorator.

Mail coupon for free booklet

More than 2,000,000 people have enrolled in La Salle’s home-study programs. If you are seriously interested in a decorating career send for LaSalle’s beautiful free booklet which tells how you can get started. There is no obligation. (You may be surprised by the low cost of the course.) LaSalle, 417 S. Dearborn Street. Chicago, Illinois 60605.

Mail coupon today for free booklet

© 1970 LaSalle Extension University

LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution

417 S. Dearborn Street, Dept. 56-091, Chicago, Illinois 60605

Please mail me your free illustrated booklet “Your Career in Interior Decoration,” describing the La Salle home-study course.

Mr. Mrs. Miss (Circle title and please print)

Address Apt.

City State Zip.

Mail coupon for free booklet

More than 2,000,000 people have enrolled in La Salle’s home-study programs. If you are seriously interested in a decorating career send for LaSalle’s beautiful free booklet which tells how you can get started. There is no obligation. (You may be surprised by the low cost of the course.) LaSalle, 417 S. Dearborn Street. Chicago, Illinois 60605.

Mail coupon today for free booklet
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If you want real silver, you have to polish it.

Yes, polishing silver can be something of a nuisance. So can watering a plant every day to keep it growing. Or tending a log to keep a fire crackling.

Or ironing a hand-embroidered pure cotton sheet.

But have you ever slipped into a bed made with percale sheets so smooth you could almost glide on them? Have you ever caught the scent of them when they're freshly ironed? Or run your hand over the raised embroidery and thought how it looks almost like Wedgwood?

Or opened the linen closet door just to enjoy seeing them there all tied up with green and pink and white ribbons?

Then you're the reason we're still making Supercale.

Just as we always have since your great great grandmother chose her trousseau linens.

We're still choosing the cotton just as carefully as we did in 1846. All pure natural cotton. And only the longest, most lustrous, flawless strands of it.

We're still combing and combing it until it feels almost like silk. Still weaving it so close and firm and strong that Supercale sheets are still being handed down from mother to daughter.

Yes, a Wamsutta Supercale sheet is an out and out luxury.

But it is one third of your life. Spend it dreaming in Wamsutta Supercale.
Frigidaire's Skinny Mini.

Fits almost anywhere.

(only 2 feet wide)
rigidaire introduces
the skinniest washer/dryer ever made.

When you can put your Skinny Mini Laundry Center near your mountain of dirty laundry. Skinny Mini is only two feet five and one half feet tall. So it fits almost anywhere in your home . . . . . bathroom, kitchen, basement or closet (with adequate wiring, plumbing, and venting, of course). Ideal, too, for mobile homes, vacation homes, and apartments.

And Skinny Mini is full of surprises. Like the washer and dryer work at the same time. (Or, you can use either unit independently.) Eye-level controls, and the convenience of being able to wash, dry and fold without moving a step.


Skinny Mini Washer: Four wash and rinse temperature combinations. Three soil settings. A lint removal system without a lint trap to clean. One more thing. Skinny Mini is available in Copper/White, Gold/White, Green/White or solid Snowcrest White.

5-year nationwide Protection Plan backed by General Motors. 1-Year Warranty for repair of any defect in the entire product, plus a 4-Year Protection Plan (parts only) for furnishing replacement for the following. In the Washer: defective washer tub, water seal, transmission (except belts), drive motor, water pump impeller and seal. In the Dryer: the drive motor, driver, and idler assembly.

Frigidaire bothers to build in more help.
Add color charisma to your private life... at WHITE SALE SAVINGS

Printed no-iron percale sheets of polyester and cotton, by J. P. Stevens. “Big Red Flower,” splashy red floral with blue and green. “Mini Dot,” white dots on red, blue or green. Bottom sheets reverse the colorings. Flat sheets, now 6.00 to 12.50, fitted sheets now 6.20 to 13.00. All, regularly 7.00 to 15.00.

Cases, now 2.10 and 2.50, reg. 2.60 and 3.00.

Also: an introductory offer: “Lausanne” sheets, multicolor embroidery bordering white unbleached no-iron polyester and cotton flat sheets, 6.50 to 13.50. Cases, 2.50 and 3.00. After September 1, sheets will be 7.50 to 15.00; cases will be 3.00 and 3.50.

Blue Heaven® pillows... three blissful comforts. Permanent press ticking.

Down (soft) or down and feathers (medium), cotton ticking striped and sprinkled with blue roses. Standard, queen or king, now 18.00 to 30.00, reg. 21.00 to 35.00.

Dacron® polyester filled, blue and white striped cotton and polyester ticking. Standard, queen and king, now 6.00 to 10.00, reg. 8.60 to 12.00.

Molded foam latex, blue and white striped cotton ticking. Baby, standard, supreme, queen and king, now 4.00 to 14.00, reg. 4.50 to 16.00.

Also: 1” thick latex foam mattress toppers. By B. F. Goodrich. Twin, full, queen, king, now 9.00 to 19.00, reg. 11.00 to 21.00.

“Mini Dot” comforter... white dots on red, blue or green, reversing to matching solid color. Cotton, with Dacron® polyester fiberfill. Twin, full, king, now 18.00 to 36.00, reg. 21.00 to 42.00.

B Altman & Co

Come shop our White Sales through August 31st

Altman’s fourth floor, Fifth Avenue, and branches. Come in, or call (212) MU 9-7000 for our 24-hour a day, 7-day a week phone order service.
A wonderful offer from PARENTS' MAGAZINE, America's famed authority on bringing up children

Here's CHARLIE BROWN plus four books more... including WINNIE-THE-POOH for fun galore!

For $1.59 your child will see How much pleasure books can be!

**Books...** $12.75 Value... For Only $1.59

- **The Pooh Story Book** by A. A. Milne, with new illustrations in full color by E. H. Shepard. Three of the most memorable of the Pooh stories are included in this beautiful, entertaining volume. "An inviting introduction to the well-loved books." - Horn Book. Publisher's price $3.95
- **How Fletcher was Hatched!** by Wende and Harry Devlin. A large hound dog decides it's time for him, too, to be hatched when he sees what a big fuss his young mistress makes over baby chicks emerging from their shells. Color pictures. Pub. price $3.95
- **The King With Six Friends** by Jay Williams. Young King Zar loses his throne and goes job hunting, aided by six resourceful friends. He regains not only a kingdom but a lovely princess. "Lovely colored illustrations." - Library Journal. Publisher's price $3.95

**Take all 5 books for $1.59**

with trial enrollment in PARENTS' MAGAZINE'S

**Read Aloud and Easy Reading Program**

Directed by PARENTS' Magazine

Selected Picture and Story Books for Little Listeners and Beginning Readers

Recommended by Kindergarten and Early Grade Teachers

Every year thousands of kindergartners and their parents to PARENTS' Magazine's Read Aloud and Easy Reading Program. They like the quality of books offered through membership; they note the enjoyment which brings each new book's arrival, and the beneficial effect on reading skills and school work. Parents are equally pleased.

IF CARD HAS BEEN REMOVED, MAIL THIS COUPON

Parents' Magazine's READ ALOUD AND EASY READING PROGRAM, Dept. BU-2 P.O. Box 161, Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621

Please enroll the child named below as a member. In accordance with your offer, please send, as an introductory package, the five books: "Donkey-Donkey," "The Pooh Story Book," "You're In Love, Charlie Brown," "How Fletcher was Hatched!" and "The King With Six Friends," total value $18.75. Bill me only $1.59 plus small mailing charge, for the entire package of 5 books. If not thoroughly pleased, I may return all the books within 10 days and owe nothing. Otherwise, you will send a new book each month at the member's price of only $1.59. I may cancel membership any time after the child has received four monthly selections.

Child's Name (PLEASE PRINT) *Age
City & State... Zip Code.

Signature of Parent or Donor

IF CARD HAS BEEN REMOVED, MAIL THIS COUPON

Parents' Magazine's READ ALOUD AND EASY READING PROGRAM, Dept. BU-2 P.O. Box 161, Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621
A DECORATOR SPEAKS HIS MIND

To top off a beautiful room, you need the right ceiling.

BY WILLIAM BALDWIN

I often wonder why even my most sophisticated clients—those who plan a room's colors, fabrics, furniture, and objects down to the last ashtray—almost always fail to look up. There was a time when the ceiling was the glory of a room. Think of those beautiful old ceilings in Italy and Spain, arched, sculpted, painted with stars. Or the great English Adam ceilings of the late eighteenth century, elaborately plastered and painted—ceilings so wonderful that carpeting was often woven to match. Today, with some striking exceptions, the ceiling is largely ignored.

It amazes me that in New York, the tall city with the short rooms, where people ought to be concerned with raising the roof, so many merely give the ceiling a lick of white paint and let it go at that. Unless the walls are stark white, too, white paint is guaranteed to bring that ceiling down all over your shoulders. If you want to lift the ceiling, you should paint it darker than the walls—anywhere from one tone darker to almost black. Then it will recede like a clear sky at midnight and be more dramatic. Many rooms in Latin countries where plaster-white walls prevail, have ceilings of sky blue or sea green. Not only does the color heighten the room, it also makes the room incredibly cool looking, and helps get rid of that old villain, glare.

Even a room with dark walls can have a dark ceiling if there are enough windows all around to give good crosslight. With only one exposure, though, a dark ceiling can be fatal. A friend of mine once painted his living room, with its single row of windows, a dark, shiny brown—ceiling and all. At night, it was magic. The ceiling disappeared right into the New York skyline, and the whole room sparkled. But during the day, you would open the door and see absolutely nothing but black, with glare at the far end. It was like living in the Holland Tunnel. My friend repainted his ceiling within a month. It is now a buff color, and that makes all the difference in the world. When a ceiling must be pale, even a few drops of the wall color in the ceiling white keeps the ceiling a comfort-

To see more of the many beautiful ideas from Henredon's Circa 75, send 50c to Henredon, Dept. HG 8-70, Morganton, North Carolina 28655.

Henredon

CIRCA 75...a collection of beautiful ideas from Henredon.

And here are a few of them. A table that reveals its extra legs only when expanded so its simple lines remain simple. (It grows to seat from four to twelve also.) Two-door chests that exactly duplicate Oriental originals—right down to their handsome brass lock shields. And chairs with caned backs and soft cushions that invite relaxed dining.

To top off a beautiful room, you need the right ceiling.

BY WILLIAM BALDWIN

I often wonder why even my most sophisticated clients—those who plan a room's colors, fabrics, furniture, and objects down to the last ashtray—almost always fail to look up. There was a time when the ceiling was the glory of a room. Think of those beautiful old ceilings in Italy and Spain, arched, sculpted, painted with stars. Or the great English Adam ceilings of the late eighteenth century, elaborately plastered and painted—ceilings so wonderful that carpeting was often woven to match. Today, with some striking exceptions, the ceiling is largely ignored.

It amazes me that in New York, the tall city with the short rooms, where people ought to be concerned with raising the roof, so many merely give the ceiling a lick of white paint and let it go at that. Unless the walls are stark white, too, white paint is guaranteed to bring that ceiling down all over your shoulders. If you want to lift the ceiling, you should paint it darker than the walls—anywhere from one tone darker to almost black. Then it will recede like a clear sky at midnight and be more dramatic. Many rooms in Latin countries where plaster-white walls prevail, have ceilings of sky blue or sea green. Not only does the color heighten the room, it also makes the room incredibly cool looking, and helps get rid of that old villain, glare.

Even a room with dark walls can have a dark ceiling if there are enough windows all around to give good crosslight. With only one exposure, though, a dark ceiling can be fatal. A friend of mine once painted his living room, with its single row of windows, a dark, shiny brown—ceiling and all. At night, it was magic. The ceiling disappeared right into the New York skyline, and the whole room sparkled. But during the day, you would open the door and see absolutely nothing but black, with glare at the far end. It was like living in the Holland Tunnel. My friend repainted his ceiling within a month. It is now a buff color, and that makes all the difference in the world. When a ceiling must be pale, even a few drops of the wall color in the ceiling white keeps the ceiling a comfort-

To see more of the many beautiful ideas from Henredon's Circa 75, send 50c to Henredon, Dept. HG 8-70, Morganton, North Carolina 28655.

Henredon
able distance away. To raise a light ceiling even more, install a narrow cornice molding painted to match the walls. In small rooms like entrance halls or dressing-room passageways where you don't stay very long, a delightful ceiling raiser is mirror. But I would never mirror the ceiling in a room where you linger very long—it's quite unnerving to glance up and see yourself standing on your head.

There are some rooms, believe it or not, whose ceilings are too high. Generally, the smaller the room, the lower the ceiling should be, to avoid the feeling that you're sitting in the bottom of a well. You can lower the ceiling physically by building a whole new one. One corridor I know has one wall of built-in cabinets, the other of paintings and drawings. The ceiling is unbleached muslin stretched on a frame. And above it, diffused by the muslin's irregular weave, is a row of lights directed at the pictures. That ceiling is functional, attractive, and gives the hall much better proportion. You can also lower the ceiling visually. The simplest way is to paint the cornice molding to match the ceiling, or install the molding a little way down the wall and paint everything from there up in the ceiling color.

Beams in ceilings were once considered such terrible eyesores that they were painted out at once, but they can be great assets. If you have plastered beams, you can wallpaper them or decorate them with stenciling. I've even gone so far as to paint the bottom of the beam pale blue, the sides green, and over each color, thin lines of scarlet. On the other hand, if the beams are only around the edges of a room, I recommend painting them the same color as the wall. They make a kind of frame for the furniture and look built in rather than stuck on. If you have wood beams, you can darken them, lighten them, wax them, paint them, or make them look old and rustic. And who says the panels between beams must be a single color, or even painted at all? One ceiling I know in Peru has wood beams and between them, a herringbone pattern of terra-cotta brick. Another ceiling is hung between pale beams with silver paper, glazed with amber to a bronzed, nonshiny glow.

It is imagination that makes a ceiling, like anything else, something glorious. Recently I worked on one in Florida, a tray-shaped wood ceiling that rose from wall height to 20 feet, with exposed beams crisscrossing one another in marvelous patterns. We glazed the whole thing with clear transparent colors—deep blue and green for the beams, paler shades for the panels between. The result is striking: subtle color plus that beautiful wood grain. In another house I worked on, the bedroom ceiling is dominated by a huge circular skylight. I worried for a while that the couple might be disturbed by the early morning light streaming through, but to my great relief, they love it. Theirs is a living ceiling, thrilling as a thunderstorm, and as romantic as a starlit night.

How Come?

Saturday night out you treat yourself to Daiquiris, Mai-Tais, Martinis...
But at home it's the usual drab routine.

It doesn't have to be. Not when you have your pick of 18 superbly delicious Heublein Cocktails. All made from the finest liquors. All full-strength. Nothing to add. Nobody to tip. Taste something exciting at a first-rate bar. Then bring that excitement home with Heublein.

A good drink out is a good drink in.
What is Kittinger?

More than furniture—almost a legend—certainly a tradition. Kittinger, the finest English and American traditional furniture ever made. The entire Kittinger Story is contained in "A Library of 18th Century English and American Designs," 180 pages, profusely illustrated. Send three dollars to:

**KITTINGER**

a division of General Interiors/1889 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14207

We'd rather you buy another brand of piano than no piano at all.

We think everybody ought to have music in his soul. It could make quite a difference. Oh, we don't claim it would save the world or feed the hungry masses. But it could make a lot more pleasant in the face of all the problems we have to live with. And it's available to anyone who'll try.

We don't expect everyone to become a concert artist. But we do believe that everyone can learn to make music.

Especially on a piano. That's the best place to begin. It's the foundation instrument, embodying all the theory, all the beauty of music. Our piano. Anybody's piano.

**YAMAHA**

INTERNATIONAL CORP. MONTEBELLO, CALIF. 90(40

Questions & answers

**antiques**

BY LOUISE ADE ROGER

**AMERICAN EMPIRE SOFA**

I inherited this sofa from relatives who in turn had inherited it from their father, born in 1766. It has a brass inlay in the rosewood back strip. When the sofa was first restored, we found the claw feet had a Chinese stain. Can you possibly tell me more about the piece and determine its date?

J.B.L.—Pasadena, Calif.

Your sofa, designed in the Grecian manner, is in the American Empire style, dating around the 1820s. With its graceful lines and bold carving, it represents the finest quality of workmanship of that era. The sofa was probably made by a New York cabinetmaker.

My great grandmother bought these plates when the English home of the Empress Eugénie was vacated. Were they made for Napoleon III as I've been led to believe? I've included the design on the side and center of each plate. One stamp on the back says "E. Leveille, 74 Bt. Haussmann, Paris"; another, "B. W. M. & Co., Romeo."

R.C.—Stowe, Vt.

The Staffordshire potters Brown, Westhead, Moore & Co., who made your plates, worked at Cauldon Place, Hanley, 1862-1904. They registered the pattern "Romeo" at the London Patent Office, January 23, 1868. Leveille was the Parisian shop where the plates were purchased, which makes it unlikely that they were made specifically for Napoleon III. They might have been owned by him, but to prove that would take considerable research—possibly a hunt through old bills and inventories.

In our small library, we have limited resources, and we're trying to identify this bronze turtle, hand-carved with a hole in the center top.

W.C., librarian—Cairo, Ga.

Your turtle is a Chinese water dropper, a very important part of the calligrapher's equipment, as he had to drop the water on the ink stone to make ink. It looks like a rather nice one, probably eighteenth century.
Watercolor Rose is a sheet to make you lazy. Up in the morning and back to bed. For a nice, quiet breakfast with no intrusions. Surely your day will wait just a few minutes more for you to get started. And once you’re started, you’ll be glad all over again for Watercolor Rose. It’s a no-iron blend of 50% cotton and 50% polyester that needs practically no care. Just one of many happy-time sheets from Cannon Royal Family now at White Sale prices.

CANNON
ROYAL FAMILY

Cannon® Watercolor Rose sheets indulge you in shades of pink, blue or yellow. At fine department stores. Cannon Mills, Inc., New York 10020.
Next time you're in town, stop by and say hello...

Fascinating city, Washington. We say enjoy every golden moment of your stay. Then, before heading home, slip over the line into Maryland. Visit the United States Naval Academy in historic Annapolis; visit the world seaport of Baltimore, the National Anthem City; bask on the beach at Ocean City; enjoy the charm of the Eastern Shore or scenic Western Maryland. Once you've said hello to Maryland... you'll find it hard to say goodbye!

May we send you a colorful Maryland Travel Kit? Write: Maryland Department of Economic Development Suite HG-80, State Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland 21401

SOME NOTES ON

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH

BY REBECCA WARFIELD

THE WASHINGTON BEAUTY SCENE...

SOME ENDEARING PLACES

Washington is a city where visitors tend to feel extremely well with themselves. Attractive. Unfurled. Infused with the charisma of the Capital. For one thing we own the place (New York belongs to Them whoever They are, San Francisco belongs to Them, even Perth Amboy is Theirs but Washington is just simply Ours), and this gives a becoming, proprietary air to the way everybody walks, particularly on the broad sidewalks down near the seats of power.

Here is the Alabaster City side of Washington, white with marble that seems to be washed invisibly, daily, live with the incessant movement of fountains, heroic with Jefferson and Lincoln, green-green-green for many months with old, heavy trees and miles and miles of grass. Cropping most casually anywhere here—a quick call-up of the birth of this nation. As an example, there was a moment lately when the custodian of the house that belonged to Stephen (My Country Right or Wrong) Decatur stood in the beautiful Federal doorway and looked down to the White House across Lafayette Square. "This whole park," she explained, "was supposed to be part of that site, but Mr. Jefferson thought that that much grounds for a Presidential residence might be a little pretentious. So he decided against it."

This instinct—on a national scale—for the exact proportions of good manners is still part of the sensitivity of this city. Washington may not be all the way with Lord Chesterfield when he wrote "Everything is Best at Capitals, the best masters, the best companions, the best manners," but apart from the follies and vanities of politics, it does behave in a dependably easy, human way. For instance, a visitor wandering near the White House and seized with a longing to polish up her looks, might ordinarily hesitate to seek out the Best Place in Washington. Just a few blocks up Connecticut Avenue she can find a place where there is a particular kind of Washington excellence and absolutely no put on or put down...

THE PLACE OF THE LITTLE RED DOOR

Many pretty Government girls, quite a few Diplomatic ladies, most of the people who invent and reinvent the social scene and Mrs. Nixon—who has a tiny, tranquil pale pink room reserved for her—just naturally gravitate to Elizabeth Arden's. This long, low white place is actually two houses rambling together and Miss Mildred Gouthrie, who has been directing it for years, admits "It's a funny old building." But obviously no new, impersonal, steel and glass structure could ever reproduce this irreplaceable atmosphere—Continued on page 22
Would you clean an oven for 2½ cents?

a Roper gas range will.

This 1970 Roper Gas Range has an oven that cleans itself automatically. At much less than you’d pay for cleaning materials. Cooks automatically, too. Turns things off, keeps them warm. Then there’s the automatic Tem-trol (Burner-With-A-Brain*).

Infra-radiant smokeless gas broiling. Lift up/off cooktop. Find out more at your Roper dealer or gas company. Gas gives you a better deal.
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Explained by David Reuben, M.D.
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Wake up your living room.

Creation from the land of Verdi, Caruso and Vivaldi! Magnificent reproduction in Finished Old Gold recaptures the rhythms of the Masters, graces the home with timeless beauty. One of many designed to wake up any wall in your home. For the list of nearby dealers and complete color catalog from the world's largest mirror manufacturer, send 50c to:

Carolina Mirror Corporation
North Wilkesboro, North Carolina 28659

YodW
never see more authentic styling than this.
Only more of it. And you can see it all for a dollar.
I'd like to see it all. Here's my dollar. Please send your color catalog showing your Early American collections.

My name is ____________________________
and my address is _______________________
city __________________________ state ______
zip

The Place You might keep on walking down Connecticut Avenue until it becomes imperceptibly and puzzlingly all at once—Seventeenth Street.

In Washington, even more than in other parts (possibly because there's always the threat of a news camera popping out of nowhere), getting and keeping a figure is truly the gut issue. Conversations circle the twin problems of diet and exercise and who's lost weight now (everyone mentions Mrs. Mesta's new figure).

Now one place that subscribes to all schools of exercise thought is the Watergate Health Spa, down near the river. Winding underground in the big Watergate Hotel this place is a cool, efficient, contemporary Baths of Caracalla. There's a magnificent large economy sized pool, sauna rooms, steam baths, a whirlpool massage bath, booths for body massage, rooms for supervised exercise, a sort of fun house room with every kind of mechanical exerciser dreamed of by the mad scientist, a sleep and rest and Yoga meditation area, an outdoor deck for sunning, and, leaving no exercise stone unturned, Yoga classes. There has been, particularly among students, a gradually increasing interest in this...
Thermador Goes to All Lengths to Give You a Choice of....

BILT-IN SINGLE THERMATRONIC RANGE. It’s the new microwave range complete with browning element that does all the hurry-up chores that the big oven can’t handle. Warms up the party dinner that was cooked yesterday without the dry-up of ordinary reheating. When you want a hasty but tasty frozen meal when there is no time for details, the Thermatronic will cook it right in the tray it comes in. Fresh meats and vegetables are cooked to the gourmet’s taste. Thermador thinks you should have this speedy “extra range.” It really cooks and really browns.

Or

BILT-IN THERMATRONIC RANGE AND SELF-CLEANING OVEN COMBINATION. The Thermatronic Microwave Wonder is a perfect complement to the beautiful Thermador Bilt-in Self-Cleaning Oven. Thermatronic added to the Self-Cleaning Oven will give you all the cooking convenience available anywhere.

Choose the Thermatronic Bilt-in singly or in combination each with beautiful black glass doors.

For detailed information write

Thermador
5119 District Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90022. Department HG
The Elegant Difference
Division of Norris Industries

Model MTR 11, 120V
Model MTR 12, 240V
Model MTR 24, 240V
Random thoughts on Moving to Washington from a Senator's wife

By Lorraine S. Cooper

Editor's note: As the wife of the Senator from Kentucky, Mrs. John Sherman Cooper has lived in Washington, during the months when Congress has been in session, for over fifteen years. Before that, she was a diplomatic hostess in India while her husband was U.S. Ambassador there.

Washington is unlike any other place in this country. It is not a state, it is not a county, it is simply a government town, and power in government is its concern. In other cities the president of a bank or a success story in any field is the yardstick of achievement. That achievement is often measured by money. Here the people who live on government salaries are comparatively poorer, and their success is measured by their political power in their states and in the capital.

In no other city do you meet such a mixture of people. I imagine the I.Q. here is higher than in any other place in the country. There are many knaves but few fools.

Washington is friendly because people in politics and government know the importance and rewards of good manners—but also very impersonal. As there is a huge turnover with every new administration, people are glad to see you come and often utterly unaware of your departure. Newcomers to Washington must make their own way. For anyone moving into this odd limbo, here are a few suggestions.

If possible, try to live in Washington itself. The big advantage of being in town is mobility. During your first year here, you may be invited to join a number of different groups. My advice is to join everything. Later you can decide what is most interesting to you.

Never underestimate the importance of protocol. All government people have a certain rank, and recognizing this helps you throughout every difficult social situation. You do not have to worry about how to seat a dinner. You simply call the Protocol Division of the State Department. No one can be annoyed by where he is placed as that is where he belongs.

The Social List, known to all as the Green Book, by Carolyn Hagner Shaw, lists every government official and member of Congress and states the official precedence starting with the President and going down to the ordinary citizen. Everyone who has lived here knows this, and the only people who will tell you it is silly are those who do not have any rank at all. Believe them not.

An incorrectly placed government official will hopefully be polite enough not to mention your faux pas, but he won't forget it.

Administrations come and go, but the continuity in Washington is preserved by the Supreme Court, Senate, House of Representatives and governmental departments. Of course, the whole town is not made up of transients. The "cliff dwellers" have lived here since Washington was founded, and their lives are comparable to those in any other city of the United States. They too have had a native-son President—George Washington.

Political Washington has ironically been called a town made up of successful men and the women they married when they were young. Do not be deceived. The cement of Washington's political and social life is the wives of these successful men.

It isn't clothes that count here, it's power, brains, and ability. And a wife can use these talents at home just as her husband can at work. This is why you hear so much about Washington entertaining, which is usually a continuation of government concerns. For example, when a foreign minister arrives in Washington, his embassy will arrange a dinner with the U.S. officials who are his counterpart.

That is also why you hear so much about Washington food. The French Embassy is especially noted for its cuisine. Madame Lucet, wife of the Ambassador, sent me the menu for the dinner that the President and Madame Pompidou gave in honor of the President and Mrs. Nixon at the Embassy.


For American cuisine, I consider the dinners (for from four to twenty-four guests) given by Alice Roosevelt Longworth the best. Her menu rarely changes: Crab meat soup, Filet of beef or saddle of lamb and Vegetables, Tiny hot biscuits, Salad and cheese, Vanilla mousse served with Vermont maple syrup.

You read a great deal about entertaining for large numbers in Washington, but often the most valued invitations are to small dinners where policy is made when, alas, the ladies leave the room. These usually consist of from eight to twelve guests and vary from seated to buffet to a combination of the two, with help provided by waiters who come out for the night from the catering establishments. Every hostess arranges her dinner in the way easiest for her household.

The minute the first azalea comes into blossom, spring fever hits the town, and until the winter frost, many parties are held out of doors as there are so many large and small gardens in Washington. Our postage stamp of a garden becomes large and small gardens in Washington. Every hostess arranges her dinner in the way easiest for her household.

The minute the first azalea comes into blossom, spring fever hits the town, and until the winter frost, many parties are held out of doors as there are so many large and small gardens in Washington. Our postage stamp of a garden becomes another living-dining room where we can serve breakfast, lunch, or dinner.

William Walton in his book The Evidence of Washington quoted me as saying something I believe is true: "Washington is like those Chinese boxes that contain another box and then another and another. Each one you open is, you're sure, the last one, but then you find there's still something else, something more inside. You can feel it. I've lived there many years, and I still keep opening new boxes. I begin to wonder if I'll ever open the final one—or if there is one."
This is an original Vera design for Burlington. You can frame it. You can hang it. You can sleep on it.

Pleasant dreams
A man of unlimited words, Art Buchwald always has a phrase for everybody—war watchers, revolutionaries, happy householders—most of which turn up in his world-wide syndicated newspaper columns. Having learned from inside sources that he also had an uncommonly efficient home-maintenance system, House & Garden interviewed him at his house in the Wesley Heights section of Washington, D.C.—a meticulously kept, French-inspired house surrounded by a manicured lawn and spotless swimming pool. Seated on a silk sofa in his comfortable living room, Mr. Buchwald divulged his carefully researched method.

What inspired you to work out your home-maintenance system? “I have this philosophy that there are millions of people who were born to do physical work and a few who were born not to. I consider myself one of the fortunate ones born not to. Shortly after my marriage, I discovered that my wife was born to labor, and I encouraged this. In fact, I began to train her to do things around the house—repairing, gardening, all the heavy work. I’m not cruel about this. I think it’s made a better woman of her.”

You mean domestic labor is character building? “That’s it. I consider it character building and people are constantly congratulating me on what a fine character my wife has. They do not realize that it comes from my careful training. Incidentally, I was in the Marine Corps, and that’s where I got this ability to train people.”

Do you give her much guidance? “I’m always here on a consultancy basis, and that’s very helpful to her. I think she’s grateful. I’ve also helped her get started in many new fields—cleaning the swimming pool, for example. I showed her what valve she had to turn on and off.”

Have you helped her in any other outdoor projects? “I think that behind every woman cutting the grass, there should be a man urging her on. Now one thing we do in this family is to play touch football, and that’s why I want her to keep the lawn manicured. She doesn’t play in the games. She’s just in charge of the grounds. She has to supply the beer and food and stuff. And she does it quite well. But I think it’s sort of nice to say to your wife—instead of ‘would you cut the lawn?’—‘would you cut the playing field?’”

It sounds like more fun. “Right. The trick is never make your wife think that it’s work. You can’t be too obvious about what you’re doing. You have to use great subdety. You might call out from an upstairs window ‘It looks beautiful, Mother’ or ‘My God, you got all the grass by the tree. I never thought you’d get it.’”

You urge her on with encouragement and praise? “That’s what wives really want—encouragement and praise. The greatest mistake most men make is not taking a few minutes now and then to admire their wives’ work. There’s no reason why you can’t stop during the commercial of a TV golf game and give her some encouragement. Many men act like plantation owners—the women think they’re slaves, which becomes a problem.”

What about the Women’s Liberation movement? “If there is going to be a Women’s Liberation movement, I think it should start in the garden. I can’t think of any better way for women to work off this desire for freedom than with crab grass and lawn mowers. I’m very sympathetic with women who want their place in the sun—particularly when the sun is shining on my property. I think if the Women’s Lib is going to work, the women are going to have to learn to do these things. I’m giving my wife very good training. She knows how to repair a lawn mower, how to drive, and how to replace...”

Continued on page 28
Nothing lasts forever. But a KitchenAid dishwasher comes close.

Many people trade in their cars every 3 years, and give up the ghosts on their television sets.

While a KitchenAid dishwasher just keeps running. It doesn't need a 10,000 mile check-up, or a new tube.

It gives years of dependable service with few service headaches, if any.

It works so well and lasts so long because it's made by a company with more experience in making dishwashers than anyone else.

We've been making home dishwashers for 20 years, and commercial dishwashers for more than 80 years.

And even though we've been making dishwashers for a long time, we still test every dishwasher that comes out of our factory. Which is your assurance that a KitchenAid dishwasher will stand the test of time.

But don't just take it from us. Ask someone who owns a KitchenAid dishwasher. And a car. And a tv set.

If you still believe in good old-fashioned quality in this impermanent world of ours, see your KitchenAid dealer. He's listed in the Yellow Pages. For free literature, write KitchenAid Dishwashers, Dept. ODA-8, The Hobart Manufacturing Company, Troy, Ohio 45373.
the parts in a washing machine. What else is there to Women's Libera­
tion? Oh, there are some spoilsports who say I'm exploiting my wife,
but actually I'm training her to be brave. She has some time off and
icebox privileges."

Does she ever complain? "Yes, there are occasions, I must admit, when my wife
goes a little bit berserk and says 'All I'm doing around here is run­
nning a hotel!' But I can spot these moments about forty-eight hours
before they come, and then I might recommend a trip to New York
to buy some grass seed or a new power saw she has set her heart on.
I have bought her a toolbox on occasion. That's the kind of thing I
encourage in my wife—creativity."

What about little things around the house, like decorating? "About decorating
I always have two words to say to her: 'How much?' But I find she
and the decorator both lie to me. She knows I'm wise to the decorator,
so she has sort of stopped asking my advice. See those fabric samples
over there in the chair—they've been there for about six months. As
a matter of fact that might be a clever decorating system—just to get
samples and throw them on the chairs as if you're about to redecorate.
A good tip for people who can't afford to redecorate."

What happens if you're going to entertain? Do you ever help with parties? "Yes, I'll give you a perfect example of
how we operate. We have a very big Easter party for about 175 people.
I'm the Easter bunny. We split the duties. My wife gets the food,
she gets the help, she gets the caterer, she sets up the tables, puts up
the decorations, gets the eggs dyed, and I rent the bunny suit. So that's
where we do the sharing. That's togetherness."

Does she come as an Easter bunny too? "No, she does the labor and I'm the bunny. But that's show business."

Do you have any advice for Mr. Nixon? "No, I don't. Until you bring it up I
forgot that the Nixons live in Washington. Yes, they do live here.
Well, you know there's a twenty minute attention span in this country
on any subject. It used to be called beautification, now it's called
ecology. I think Lady Bird did a good job of getting the ball rolling."

Would you send your wife out to work on something like that? "No, we have enough ecol­
ogy to do right around here. Conservation starts at home, and if you
can keep the grass growing and the trees blooming and the paint from
cracking, you've done your job."

So on the whole, you feel your system is a success? "Look at this: We've been married eighteen years and
this thing is working. Whatever I'm doing, I'm doing right. It gives
me time to become better acquainted with things that are much more
important. What it really boils down to is who's going to paint that
fence. I think that's what it's all about. That's what marriage is all
about. Who is going to paint that fence?"
Nearly lost forever—this rare sculpture by Degas

Beautifully recast in Foundry-Stone, yours as a gift with membership

... and no obligation to buy anything now or ever.

Because Degas worked in wax or clay and never bothered to cast his sculpture in bronze, much of it crumbled during his lifetime and was lost forever. Luckily, Danse d’Espagne survived and a small number of bronzes were cast a few years after the artist's death in 1917. Now, from one of the original bronzes, part of the collection of The Sculpture Collectors Limited, a Foundry-Stone casting has been made of this masterpiece of form and captured emotion. This work is not available except with membership in Sculpture Collectors. It is not for sale, and no more will be cast after these few years.

But Danse d’Espagne can now be yours as a gift—with an entirely new kind of membership that never obligates you but privileges you to acquire fine works by outstanding living artists, at prices far below those commanded by dealers and galleries.

You become an art collector and patron of fine works by contemporary masters. In much the same way the Medicis collected their Michelangelos and Raphaels, your membership admits you to a community of patrons of contemporary sculptors and makes you an immediate beneficiary of their talents.

All commissions are awarded by the Curator, guided by a distinguished Board of Advisors consisting of art historians, critics, collectors, and appraisers. Their selections are based upon both artistic merit and value.

Specially commissioned works for members only

Each work is individually signed, then hand-cast in Foundry-Stone—a newly developed polyester miracle that permits a wide variety of textures, colors and finishes. Each piece will be cast in an edition sufficient to meet the needs of membership and will not be offered for sale by us outside the membership. However, members may resell to other collectors with no restrictions of any kind.

As a member, you will have the opportunity—but never the obligation—to add fine multiple sculpture to your collection.

No obligation to buy anything—ever

Each quarterly offering will feature three exclusive, signed works by artists such as Dali, as well as other outstanding European and American sculptors—among them, Dehner, Denhof, Ente, Glimsky, Hartwig, Minaux—all important artists whose works have been appreciating in value. Yet, their prices to you are as low as $25 and never more than $45.

Each work will arrive accompanied by a certificate of authenticity, a biography of the artist, and an appreciation of the work. Each piece is handsomely mounted on a stone base designed to present it most effectively.

Any questions? Please call 1-800-225-5300. To join, simply mail the postpaid card. You never need send any money now; your $10 lifetime membership dues makes you a lifetime member of Sculpture Collectors. Immediately upon joining you receive a replica of Degas' graceful Danse d'Espagne as a gift. And membership brings you still another benefit: a complimentary subscription to The Foundry Mark, an authoritative sculpture journal, illustrated in full color, and designed for people who are knowledgeable about art, but not necessarily expert.

Your membership begins with a gift—and can lead to a lifetime of pleasure and profit collecting art. To enjoy the adventure of owning handsome works by contemporary masters, simply mail the postpaid card. You need not send any money now; we'll bill you for your $10 lifetime membership dues.
Stevens-Utica® No-Iron Sheets
They don't just make beds. They make bedrooms.
This summer in Washington, D.C....Mrs. Thomas Allen is directing a hundred volunteers who are helping with “In the Swim,” the cool-off project the Reverend Mr. and Mrs. Allen started three years ago to bus ghetto children for the day to private or country club swimming pools. Among pool owners who have signed up for this season: the John Hechindays, the Edward P. Morgans, the Philip Gayelins....Mrs. Paul Ignatius, Mrs. Richard Helms, and Mrs. Russell Train are hard at it checking research....Mrs. Eleanor Israel and over-packaging, pesticides, and soft drink containers. For April—Concern, Inc. Its aim: to guide women all over the country who want to do something to alleviate the environmental crisis. Eco-Tips covers detergents, plastic containers, over-packaging, pesticides, and soft drink containers. For more information write Concern, Inc., 2100 M Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20037....Mrs. Eleanor Israel and Mrs. Dudley Owen are calling on newly arrived diplomatic families (who keep moving to the city all year at the rate of nearly fifty a month), offering them a trio of practical pamphlets—The Kitchen, Your Home in Washington, Schools in the Washington Area—put out by THIS. Initials stand for The Hospitality & Information Service echelon) with facts they need to know to cope with the gritty of living and raising children in the U.S. capital. Current sponsors, headed by Mrs. Dean Rusk, include all Cabinet wives and wives of top D.C. officials....Mrs. Dean Rusk, while making ready to move away from Washington to Athens, Ga. (where the former Secretary of State will be University of Georgia’s Samuel H. Sibley Professor of International Law), has been actively involved in planning a repeat of this year’s new feature of the American Field Service’s student program: bringing foreign high school students to live with families within the city and attend urban schools....One day a week, Mrs. Edward P. Morgan is making rounds of the maternity ward of D.C. General Hospital talking to new mothers about various methods of birth control, making arrangements for each to be given detailed advice when she returns for her six-week check-up. Working as a volunteer for Planned Parenthood-World Population, Mrs. Morgan, in the fall, goes on the national board....Mrs. Henry Strong is overseeing upwards of thirty helpers following up on the hundred calls a day that come into the City Hall Complaint Center, Washington’s local branch of “Call for Action.” “Now that the children are grown, we just take off a week here, a week there,” says Mrs. Strong; “it makes for a fractured summer but a happy one.” By pleasant coincidence, her co-chairman, Mrs. Madison Jones is planning to be in town—and ready to take over—during exactly the period when the Strongs will be away....Mrs. Gilbert Hahn, Jr., and Mrs. Robert H. Finch are talking over plans for a reprise of the “Clothing for Children” project they organized last year. Having discovered that over 10,000 children who should be going to school were not because they had no clothes, the two government wives “mobilized the troops;” lined up local police stations as deposit centers, collected children’s clothes from all over town, distributed them to eighty-five of the city’s elementary schools. They also raised $15,000 in cash, which they spent on shoes, buying them virtually at wholesale. “It took three months of slugging,” said Mrs. Hahn, “but we were helped enormously by Station WTOP, the CBS outlet here—they ran radio and TV spots for us every day for a month. This situation—ghetto children without clothes—must exist in every big city in the country. I wish more people would do more about it.”
Rooms they love to live in

Somewhere in almost every house there is a room so personal, or so beautiful, or both, that it is loved with almost the affection one would give to a human being. This is as true in Washington as it is anywhere else, and in the rooms here and on the following pages, you will find the stamp of three life styles, three ways of creating aliveness with inanimate objects. Since favorite rooms become so for an infinity of reasons, the first of our trio is almost autobiographical in that everything in it is a memento of travel, of living abroad, of a long slow accumulation of possessions that could no more be parted with than old friends. In the second, the owner indulges two passions: collecting porcelains and objets d'art, most of them Chinese, all very old, and arranging them side by side with modern paintings in a juxtaposition that is as harmonious as it is unexpected. The lady of the third house shuttles between two favorite rooms—one a garden-room annex of the other—as her mood impels her, exchanging soft luscious color, the sensuous silkiness of fabric, and the beautiful glow of paintings for hot color, simple furniture, and a little forest of greenery. To ask why these women love their rooms is to ask a mother why she loves her child. For each has created something all her own and no one else's.

THE DAVID K. E. BRUCES

We use our living room for everything. It's filled with things we've collected from everywhere we've lived.

"We added this room to the house—it's 24 by 35 feet—before we left for London, but we didn't do the decorating until we got back last year," explains Mrs. Bruce, referring to the family's eight years in Great Britain while her husband was U. S. Ambassador there. "To me it seems very different from our living room in London, but our friends say it has the same feeling—very personal and lived in. Of course, we have some of the same things here. The painting over this sofa [where she is sitting, right] is one of a set of four seventeenth-century Dutch panels that we got in Paris. Those white and gold chairs? I love them, too. They're English Regency. We found them in a little country antique shop in England—already covered in that wonderful gold silk."
Another of the Dutch panels, opposite page, hangs in the Bruces’ living room over a settee of extraordinary shape, covered with seventeenth-century Dutch trompe l’oeil needlepoint. In another corner, below, a Chinese paper screen and a table covered with eighteenth-century Mid-Eastern fabric, perhaps Circassian.
Many of the objects in their Washington living room have moved around as much as the Bruces: He was U. S. Ambassador to France in the early fifties and to West Germany in the late fifties as well as to Great Britain in the sixties. “My favorite thing in the whole room,” says Mrs. Bruce, “is that painted wooden panel over the curved-back sofa [above]. We got that while we were in London. It’s Louis Quatorze—a French warship with ropes modeled in gesso—and the frame is of the same period. The sofa came from London, too. And the fringe on the curtains. Actually, they were made when the room was built—they’re part Thai silk, part taffeta. But the walls were white. When I came home last year, I tried every color I could think of with the lime curtains and finally decided on this watermelon. We found the mantel [opposite page] in Charleston, S. C.—it had come out of an old house there. The painting is Flemish. That long rug? It’s Bessarabian. Aren’t the designs naïve? They look even odder the closer you get to them.”
A single hand of my creation and manipulation. I see. Dr. Honey studed to be a doctor. Snaped only because "my day" looks well.

Mr. Honey, house continued.

1780. He handled his Chinese hands—borrowed names. A Tobacco Leaf pattern verse and print, under a little basket with a strawberry seltzer and a

Mr. Honey, house continued.

1790. He handled his Chinese hands—borrowed names. A Tobacco Leaf pattern verse and print, under a little basket with a strawberry seltzer and a
and antique porcelain.

modern paintings is a mixture of

This Stilnovo Makney
Rooms They Love To Live In
Clutter, if you organize it, is a nice state to live in.
"You wouldn’t believe it," says Mrs. Mellon Byers, "but this house is forty years old and, in the sense of lack of light, a shady customer. Somehow, sunshine had to come from somewhere, hence the yellow living room, which, thanks to Sister Parrish [Mrs. Henry Parrish II of Parrish-Hadley, Inc.] looks young and bright and makes me feel the same way. [Mrs. Byers is all of twenty-eight.] The yellow is really laid on—glazed yellow walls that they combed with a curry comb, I think, to get the striated finish; a yellow background for the furniture fabric, and yellow faille curtains. They’re faced on the window side with powder blue, so pretty when you’re out in the garden room and nice for the neighbors. The blue and white rug steps up the freshness—or will, until the dogs send it to the cleaners. There are four of them, three Pekes and a sort of Labrador, and they rule the roost. They also like the furniture, which is very comfortable—about all I ask of furniture. Paintings I love, and I ask a great deal of them. That’s a Pissarro over the mantel, and there’s a Bonnard at the other end of the room, a Redon in the library, and a Fantin-Latour in the dining room. In a way, they’re my Chippendale and Hepplewhite." (Continued)
The garden room is my ivory tower.

A terrace that “was nothing much but hot” Mrs. Byers replaced with a glassed-in garden room (see it again on our cover) “where I practically live. It’s very cool, and the dogs love to stretch out on the floor. Or on me. This is Adam, who is very loving and very wise. The floor tiles came from Portugal, and I wish a Portuguese had come with them to lay them. Very difficult. And this is one of my favorite fabrics. I wanted something really wild and finally found it. Sister Parrish was a little startled, but she said as long as the colors were repeated in the living room in a gentle way, it would work. People are fond of this room, and we lunch out here a lot. I like formal dinners, but only for twelve. When you have exactly twelve dining chairs, that settles that. For more people, we do a buffet, and eat where we like. My idea of fun is a really relaxed Sunday lunch with a quiche or something grilled in the garden, salad, and strawberries that have spent the night in a bowl of wine. So easy, and somehow, so refreshing. I like candles and glitter and a lot of flowers, but on a hot, lazy weekend, almost nothing can touch a real hair-down, feet-up lunch out here.”
From Washington's houses, gardens, parties Ideas you'd love to live with

_towering garden room_, built on the 14-foot-wide strip of land between the 1810 Georgetown house of Mr. and Mrs. Rowland Evans, Jr., and the house next door, gives the syndicated columnist and his family a place to be "outdoors" the year round under glass. The 25-foot-high room is heated by hot-water pipes under its slate floor and by hot air above—and cooled in summer. Architect: Albert G. Mumma, Jr.; Landscape architect: Lester A. Collins.

Leafy sentinels growing in square planters guard the stairway at the James Biddies'. He is Director of the National Trust for Historic Preservation.

From an oval dining table in an oval dining room. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Klots' guests look through a wide doorway into a light bright garden room brimming with potted plants and hanging baskets.

Black and white for inner on the terrace overlooking the swimming pool at the Arthur Wendell Gardners': Mrs. Gardner serves cocktails at one end, sets a table at the other end with dashing polka-dot vinyl mats, zebra patterned plates, six-sided Mexican hurricanes.
African masks and artifacts brought back from numerous safaris are displayed in a room of their own in the house of The Secretary of Commerce and Mrs. Stans.

A study for two gives Benjamin C. Bradlee, Editor of the Washington Post, and his painter-sculptor wife each a personal desk recessed in a wall of books that frames a ceramic fountain. White shape atop the plinth is one of Mrs. Bradlee's works.

Long-legged bamboo chairs around an oval bar in the Mandel Ourisman pool house provide perches from which guests can keep tabs on swimmers while listening to the record player housed in the armoire nearby.

Gothic arched bookcases lined with marbleized paper circle the library in the Victorian house of the Honorable and Mrs. Robert H. Charles. They were designed by Grace Fakes of McMillen, Inc.

Enclosing a porch at the back of Kentucky Senator and Mrs. John Sherman Cooper's house with translucent vinyl sheets turns it into a conservatory in winter, makes it possible to leave open the French doors of the adjoining library.

Antique Sèvres 1792 for Prince Louis de Rohan was Mrs. Merriweather Post's personal choice for a small luncheon on the octagonal table of her octagonal breakfast Chandelier was made for the Palace of Pavlovsk in Leningrad. Potted orchids around bay window get extra light from mirrors on ceiling of bay and beside it. Last year Mrs. Post deeded her and its spectacular collections to the Smithsonian Institution.
Bold black and white grid marks off the plank floor of the hunt room. The Under Secretary of the Navy and Mrs. Warner added to the house on their working farm in nearby Virginia. Floor pattern was first scored with an electric needle, then painted.

A screening room in the basement of the Jack J. Valenti house is where the President of the Motion Picture Association of America and Mrs. Valenti show films before taking their guests upstairs for a buffet supper.

Sofa in a niche makes the most of the space in Mrs. Frank G. Wisner's library. She had bookshelves built against every available inch of one wall, leaving only enough free to accommodate sofa.

A family sitting room plus a greenhouse was the result of enclosing and air conditioning a porch at the William R. Merriams'. He is a vice-president of A.T.&T. Roof over greenhouse consists of wood louvered topped by frosted glass.
Oval ceiling recess tops

An oval bay looking out on the swimming pool from the slate-floored game room in the house of Assistant Secretary of State and Mrs. A. Meyer. Architect, Dean Philpot; interior designer, George Donn.
A terraced garden for dining at top level, cocktailng at mid level —both to the tinkle of fountains in lower-level pools—fills a slope outside the house of the Honorable and Mrs. Norman S. Paul. He was formerly Under Secretary of The Air Force.

A stairwell is a showcase for citations, photographs, and memorabilia in the duplex apartment of Mr. and Mrs. John Duncan. He is a former District of Columbia Commissioner.

Smoked salmon is the first course in the salmon-walled dining room of Mr. and Mrs. Clive Livingston DuVal II. He is a member of the Virginia House of Delegates. Dolly Madison took refuge in this house when a fire at the White House left her a homeless First Lady.

A collection of antique handbags studs a stairwell in Frankie Welch of Virginia’s dress shop and home—an historic house that was once George Washington’s bank.
A walled garden used for outdoor dining is one of the cool delights of the Georgetown home of the Honorable and Mrs. William Chapman Foster. He was formerly Director of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.

Contemporary bedroom

As the painting on one wall in Mr. and Mrs. Eric Ravenal’s once traditional house. All interior space was completely redesigned, reorganized, updated.

Antique furniture, all of it wearing a beautiful patina, is contrasted with seats of vividly contemporary color in the Georgetown drawing room of Mrs. B. Lauriston Hardin, Jr.
Chintz on everything gives the living room of the Charles Leffingwell Bartletts—he's the syndicated columnist—an English country house air. Soft beige carpeting quiets the flood of pattern.

A tree house and an ancient trolley car are the highlights of a country playground on Mrs. Drew Pearson's farm. Probably much fun as Disneyland, they keep the Pearson grandchildren high—and

Scarlet walls, boiserie, and toile de Jouy fill Rhode Island Senator and Mrs. Claiborne Pell's library, a warm and enormously personal room enriched with a collection of art and artifacts.

The surprise of steel and glass with Chippendale and gilt in the eclectic living room of the Honorable and Mrs. James H. Scheuer. The wife of the representative from New York is interior designer Emily Malino.
An artist puts his work to work in his own house. At the Sam Gilliams', Mr. Gilliam has used one of his paintings as a room divider and swagged one wall with a painted canvas construction.

A Corot-like view of the Potomac is the reward of Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Dickerson, Jr.'s, eagle's-nest terrace. She is the well-known Washington correspondent for NBC's "Today" show.

Dining room fresh as a garden at the Oliver Mallory Walkers'. Windows are hung with treillage-patterned shades and framed with forest green lambrequins.
There is a fresh kind of beauty and many ideas to bring home from the water, flowers, trees, and rocks at Expo '70. Here, for example are four of the nine fountains designed by sculptor Isamu Noguchi for the Pond of Dreams. Two are elevated cubes of perforated metal that jet water down and outward. Two are called Golden Mushrooms: As one rises from the water, the other—in a kind of aquatic counterpoint—descends to wait its turn to rise again.

(Continued)
Water runs through Expo '70 like music. A rill called the South Brook, rippling through a bed of polished stones to drop in a waterfall into Water Spider's Pond. Outdoor cobbled stones at the Algerian Pavilion, also laid indoors to meet a paving of glazed tile. A giant bin outside the Ricoh Pavilion, filled with rocks decoratively colored blue and green. A sculpture garden, of great pieces of wood set in a shallow pond, the Canadian Pavilion. A little man-made mountain, part of the Polish Columbian Pavilion, bathed with two waterfalls. The Glass Cafe, a restaurant of glass cages hung on a mirrored wall in Expoland, amusement park. Each cage wears a cascade spouting from its roof, giving guests the feeling of dining under a waterfall. A garden of various levels of limpid water, at the Indonesian Pavilion. Giant mushroom lights, with beds of enormous yellow pansies in the garden of the French Pavilion. A stylized steel tree, jeweled with reflecting spheres. This, the Swiss Pavilion, is called the Pedestrian Stream.
WATER GARDENS

Water flows in a rippling stream around the Sanyo Pavilion, 1, where it is fed by a waterfall gushing over a wall. A fluorescent sphere, 2, the German Pavilion is set in a garden of spring flowers planted in tiers. Pyramidal steps inside the Canadian Pavilion, 3, are planted on one side with flowers, descend to quiet pools in which tree-topped island gardens seem to float. In the terraced gardens of the German Pavilion, 4, a bed of calceolarias framed in latticework baskets. Cool water rushes down a wall over lighted arches, 5, at the Indian Pavilion. Snow white planters of bright flowers, 6, set in a pool of water in front of the Takara Beautilion which was designed by Noriaki Kurokawa. Built of steel units, the Beautilion has the fantasy of an intricate metal sculpture, heroically scaled.
Some of the best ideas are ready-made. 1. Sharp supergraphic 3-foot canvas squares, easy to hook up as screens, cubes, or angled wall hangings. By Joe Grimaldi for Supergraphic Originals. 2. Ruffles updated . . . bed pillow shams of no-iron white cotton, edged with eyelet embroidery. By Howard Curtains. 3. A splendid “Bean-bag” chair in House & Garden’s Sun Yellow. Packed with polystyrene pellets and ready to toss anywhere in a room. By Craft Associates. This flowered room, right, great for parties or privacy, began with yards and yards of pleated curtains stretched between horizontal Kirsch rods to create a Shirred tent ceiling and to cover the walls. The banquets are foam rubber mattresses with throw bedspreads tucked around them, resting on wicker table-benches. Curtains, moiré upholstered chairs, flowered table skirt, and bedspreads by Bloomcraft, through their complete-in-six-weeks decorating service. India silk and cotton scarves tied bandanna-style around pillows at hand introduce dozens of shimmering little prints. Finishing touches . . . an English chrome and glass coffee table, green leaf and fluted white dinner plates, gilded flatware and milk-white goblets—all available at Bloomingdale’s.

READY-TO-USE DECORATING

Giving any room a fresh, exuberant new look can be easier than you think these days. The strategy is to tap the super ready-made furnishings either in stock or simple to order in many stores across the country. Then put your choices together in strong new ways—for example, stretching flowers by the yard across a corner, concealing a couch that can swing from the ceiling, raising up room dividers to work as skylights. In short, let imagination lead the way to a freewheeling style of decorating that is very much your own.

Shopping information, page 96; store directory, page 139.
The new zest of bold patterns

1. Peter Max sky on a cotton window shade. By Cameo Curtains. 2. Curtains with sizzling colors inside. By Selig. 3. Triangle-topped “Multiplication” tables. By Samsonite. 4. Stretch couch cover, as easy to slip on as a leotard. By Sure Fit. 5. Lacquered secretary/bar. By Bernhardt. 6. In this flexible party room, the airborne “couch” is a foam rubber pad, sheet-covered, resting on a door. “Curtains” are striped sheets with poles through their hems. The tables stacked as sculpture, cubes, fold-up chairs—all at Macy’s. Vera-designed sheets by Burlington House.

In white bath-prints are "the deco-walls and mirrored tiles. Plants glimpsed just beyond door/outdoor garden. Twin sinks, one-Eljer. "Atlantis" towels by Martex; window panels by American Cyanamid; towel racks by Jakson. 2. A slim, plexiglass, battery-run timepiece. "Accent," a sunny op print on cotton. 3. A curvy foam rubber chaise that looks great slipcovered or left in its natural stale. By Quasar Khanh. 4. An elegant television, encased in white plastic. By RCA. 5. Chrome cube, 24 inches square. 6. Nature is indoors here with ferns and ivy flourishing on many levels. Swinging from the ceiling, a see-through shelf unit by John Harris frees counter space for subtly colored minerals mounted as sculpture. Paisley "Soroya" towels and matching vinyl shower curtain by Fieldcrest. 7. In this bathroom—part gallery, part exercise room—art is mounted in snap-in frames, towels slipcover pillows and a latex foam rubber mat, set out for Yoga. Smoothed on the walls—"Accent," a Con-Tact-backed print by Riverdale. "Trio" and "A Maze" towels by Stevens; shower curtain by Ames; louvered blinds by Thru-Vu.
1. More geometric supergraphics by Joe Grimaldi. In New York at W & J Sloane's.  2. Handsome campaign chest with silk-screened surface designs. By Drexel.  3. A new generation of Parsons tables, lightweight and seamless, made by injecting plastic into a mold. Available in House & Garden's Parrot Green, Sun Yellow, Flag Red. By Medallion.  4. Freed from its flat, vacuum-packed box, the "Swell" chair expands to its final size in seconds. By Craft Associates.  5. This glass-topped table comes as a kit. Its acrylic legs notch together. At Lucidity.  6. A new, deep-dye processed Fiberglas curtain, striped almost every color in the rainbow. By Burlington House.  7. An extra-flexible wall system—part bookcase, part desk, part cabinet. By Bernhardt.  8. An honestly easy-to-put-together see-through table. In a kit from Plexicraft.  9. In this blue and white bedroom, arranging beds along the walls creates flexible space for guests or entertaining. And imported and "everyday" furnishings are used in inventive ways. The skylight is really three room dividers made of Sheesham wood from India and painted white. Mattresses and box springs, angled around the Hardwick & Magee jacquard-patterned rug, are slipcovered with white quilted mattress pads, as are the rows of bed pillows. Crisp and compatible—white round tables that nest, a bamboo-edged white Parsons table, and cool tabletop collection of Imari ware—all at Altman's.

Shopping information, page 96; store directory, page 139.
The very personal garden of Dorothy Hirshon

**AN OLD-FASHIONED COUNTRY GARDEN**

From spring to late summer, Mrs. Hirshon's garden yields “masses of flowers for the house” — daffodils planted to look like wild flowers down a grassy slope, lilies in pots from an airy shed, opposite page, top, organically grown roses and dahlias. Hers is also a garden of rustic bridge, opposite page, bottom and dreaming ponds.
"I like to grow flowers with colors and shapes happiest for my house." 

A lush place of long perspectives and charming nooks, Mrs. Hirshon's garden is surprisingly strict in its planning and cultivation. It is an organic garden. "I rely on ladybugs and natural sprays of pyrethrum and sulphur and have for years." Flower colors are limited to white, mauve, and purples. An interior designer, she thinks they are best for her house, "though I love all flowers, even the often despised gladiolus, which I find indispensable." Indoors and out, her flowers thrive. Ever-perishable phlox lasts a week in bouquets, possibly because she always carries tall cans of water with her to the cutting garden. Lest cutting near the house leave a picked-over garden, she makes a point of using pot plants and ivy in the area adjoining the house. Impatiens in pots and tuberous begonias in a basket hang from a well head brighten the terrace, 1. A shed with fiberglass roof and bamboo awning, 2, has a tile sink for cutting and potting. Mrs. Hirshon often arranges dahlias, zinnias, and roses for her library, 3, or the terrace to whose parasol is an apple tree, 4. The patio, 5, is cooled by English ivy and porcelain vine (turquoise-berried A. pelopis, heterophylla amurensis), with a swizzle of elephant ears. Lilies are a summer favorite arranged in small bouquets for the dining table, 6, in pots around a fountain, 7, or massed under a Childe Hassam painting.
Official Washington Ideas for entertaining

THE WHITE HOUSE, fringed by magnolias, above, is Washington's hub. A live-in museum, very much a home, it changes with the tenure of each president. During the past ten years, it has also reflected a rebirth of interest in Americana. The mansion's public rooms have become more historical, its private rooms more personal, more familial. A little library, left, has been restored in the style of the early nineteenth century with rich cream paint, Charles Bird King's famous Indian paintings, and superb Duncan Phyfe furniture. In the State Dining Room, right, Mrs. Nixon has revived the E-shaped table. For Prime Minister Wilson, she used the latest Castleton dinner service commissioned for the White House.
ENTERTAINING IDEAS continued

BLAIR HOUSE
The nation's official guesthouse is slowly reaching perfection. Each time a room is refurbished, its decoration, as a rule, is a gift—or an amalgam of gifts. The Margaret Truman suite, occupied by the President's daughter when the White House was remodeled twenty years ago, was recently redecorated—a gift from Mrs. Arthur Gardner. The two rooms, left and above, were given a coat of sunshine with pale yellow paint, a pretty background for flowered chintz spiced with apricot accents. In another bedroom for distinguished guests, right, is an extraordinary needlepoint rug. The work of a group of women from Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michigan, the rug is an Audubon's dream of flora and fauna native to the woodlands of these states.
ENTERTAINING IDEAS continued

Each embassy in Washington brings to it a different bit of the world. Although the exteriors of the buildings are sometimes impersonal, the interiors are enormously individual. Antiques, paintings, and the crafts of the ambassadors’ countries become transatlantic roots that create settings for endless parties. At the **BRITISH EMBASSY**, above right, afternoon tea is a daily rite for Mrs. Freeman, wife of the Ambassador, and daughter Lucy. But at night, the drawing room is used for large predinner gatherings. The silver and white room with its touches of scarlet, and an adjacent hall, above left, with its deep-blue, statue-filled niches and shrimp pink chairs could easily exist in an English Stately Home. In the **VENEZUELAN EMBASSY**, below left, white wicker furniture and a forest of greenery and flowers bring an aura of the tropics to Massachusetts Avenue. In this window-wrapped room, the Ambassador and Señora Sosa-Rodríguez introduce their guests to rare orchids, exotic ferns, and South American coffee. At the **KUWAIT EMBASSY**, in the Omayyad Room, below right, the Ambassador and Mrs. Al-Ghoussein offer their brand of coffee—Arabian. Carved and painted walls and ceiling, Damascene silk, inlaid furniture, Kuwaiti chests, and rare opaline are woven together into a mysterious but beautiful lushness.
At the **ITALIAN EMBASSY**, above left, an elaborate dinner given by the Ambassador and Signora Ortona. Superb Venetian glass and gold-banded china fill the table, rainbowed by the multicolored Murano chandeliers in this white and gold dining room. Not far away, but a far cry from Italian dazzle, is **MAYOR WALTER WASHINGTON’S OFFICE**, above right, where pure Americana prevails. The eagle-fin- settled Victorian side chairs and mahogany sofa were donated by the Smithsonian Institution, and the nineteenth-century mantelpiece more often than not displays gifts given to the Mayor by visiting dignitaries. At a party in the John Quincy Adams room at the **DEPARTMENT OF STATE**, below left, dignitaries were treated to more American antiques such as the President’s armchair, a fine example of New York Chippendale. A drafting table designed by Thomas Jefferson is shown to the party’s hosts, The Secretary of State and Mrs. Rogers, by the curator of the diplomatic rooms at the State Department and the White House, Clement Conger. The Ambassador of Israel and Mrs. Rabin do a certain amount of entertaining at the **ISRAELI EMBASSY**, surrounded by their fascinating collection of Israeli art. The main living room, below right, olds three groups of “functional American furniture,” a painting by Jenny Kali, and a swirling metal sculpture symbolizing Israel’s first air force.
Notes for the hostess

BY MARY MOON HEMINGWAY

Nothing so stimulates the appetite as eating by the water, on the water, near the water. On a boat, it’s fun to spoof those Lucullan banquets so dear to the hearts of ocean-going chefs by bringing aboard a mini-feast that requires no further preparation. Fill one properly cooled freezer chest with cold stuffed crab trimmed with hard-cooked egg, dill, and capers. In a large plastic bag inside another chest, carry your salad—endive, artichoke hearts, hearts of palm, and fresh spinach—to be tossed in a bowl at mealtime. For openers, why not hearts of celery, stuffed with caviar, sour cream, and cream cheese, plus sliced raw mushrooms and thin rounds of zucchini to be dipped in seasoned salt. Cool the champagne (what else?) by trailing it behind in a net buffered with foam rubber. For the finale, miniature éclairs and a variety of melon balls (Spanish, honeydew, casaba, cantaloupe, watermelon) freshened with mint.

By the side of a stream, what more appropriate fare than trout? You can get good ones now in tins. They’re easy to carry in a picnic basket and particularly delectable served with a mustard sauce. Along with the little fish, lots and lots of watercress salad, small buttered hard rolls, and Camembert. This time cool your white wine in the running brook. For a sweet, why not apple turnovers or fruit tarts?

On the beach aim for a happy medium between the clambake and the sand-seasoned hot dog. In the Northwest, we used to enjoy digging a small pit, laying it with hot coals on which to bake a salmon (any big moist fish will do), covering the fish with seaweed and foil, topping it with sand, bringing it forth at its succulent peak. With this, we liked boiled new potatoes and corn on the cob, cooked right on the spot. If you are not fish minded, try lamb steaks marinated with mint and garlic and grilled over the fire. Surprising accompaniment, surprisingly good: cold boiled new potatoes and corn on the cob, cooked right on the spot.

A leisurely breakfast by the pool—sheer bliss. Fresh peach juice made in a blender, sweetened with honey, and iced. Then prosciutto with melon or fresh figs, if you can get them, oatmeal bread-and-butter sandwiches, pots and pots of coffee, lots and lots of sun.

Opposite page: The ballroom of “Foxridge,” interior designer Richard L. Ridge’s ante-bellum house in Middleburg, Va., is arranged for a dinner for twenty-four guests who will serve themselves in the dining room, dine here, dance later. From party to party, Mr. Ridge switches the color and pattern of the tablecloths (he keeps four sets) but always sticks to Swedish crystal and Italian pottery plates. “If someone drops one, I haven’t lost an heirloom.”

Photograph by Horst
Menus and recipes from Washington parties
Imported Martini & Rossi has a taste that comes through, even when it's grilled, chilled, sautéed or souffléed. A taste so delicious, M&R is the nation's favorite vermouth. Use Sweet Vermouth to add intrigue to countless dishes. And Extra Dry Vermouth in any recipe that calls for white wine. Here's what can happen when M&R and your imagination get together:

1. **M&R and Tonic.**

2. **Vodka Martini.**
   Stir 3 parts vodka with 1 part M&R Extra Dry, over ice. Strain into chilled glass. Twist of lemon peel optional.

3. **Chicken Livers Reale.**
   1 pound chicken livers
   2 tablespoons butter
   1/2 teaspoon salt
   Dash of pepper
   1 tablespoon chopped parsley
   1/4 cup Martini & Rossi Extra Dry Vermouth

   Wash and dry chicken livers. Remove connective tissue. Brown livers in butter in chafing dish or skillet. Add salt, pepper, parsley, and M&R Extra Dry. Simmer 10 minutes. Serves 8 to 10 as an appetizer.

4. **Orange Cloud Soufflé.**
   1 can (6 oz.) frozen orange juice, defrosted
   1 envelope unflavored gelatin
   1/4 cup sugar
   4 egg yolks, slightly beaten
   1/4 cup Martini & Rossi Sweet Vermouth
   1 cup heavy cream, whipped
   4 egg whites
   Dash of salt


   Recipe can be doubled and made in a 2-quart casserole.
Lobster Tails Rossi.
6 lobster tails, 8 oz. each, defrosted with membrane on underside removed.
6 tablespoons Martini & Rossi Extra Dry Vermouth
2 tablespoons butter
Broil lobster tails, shell side up, 5 inches below heater unit or flame, 5 minutes. Turn, flesh side up, pour 1 tablespoon M&R Extra Dry Vermouth over each lobster tail, dot with butter, broil 7 minutes.*
Serves 6.

Rice Torino.
1/3 cup butter
V2 cup long grain rice
1 cup chopped onions
1 clove garlic, mashed
1/2 pound sliced mushrooms
1 cup Martini & Rossi Extra Dry Vermouth
3/4 cups hot chicken broth

Ham Jubilee.
5 pound smoked, boned ham
1 1/2 tablespoons cornstarch
1/3 cup sugar
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon cloves
Grated rind of 1 orange
1 pound can pitted bing cherries, drained
3/4 cup Martini & Rossi Sweet Vermouth

RENFIELD IMPORTERS, LTD., N.Y.
Menus and Recipes from Washington Parties

Washington is a city of great party-going, party-giving. As the capital, it is a fusion of people from all over the world, hosts and hostesses who for the most part entertain at home. Most of those we spoke to prefer dinners for ten or more and buffet parties for a great crowd. In summer, parties are more informal, with many hostesses doing the cooking themselves.

**THE PRESIDENT AND MRS. NIXON DINNER IN HONOR OF THE PRESIDENT OF FRANCE AND MADAME POMPIDOU**

At the state dinner given by The President and Mrs. Nixon in honor of The President of France and Mme. Pompidou during their visit to the U. S. in February, 110 guests sat at an E-shaped table in the State Dining Room.

**Vegetable Salad**

1 cup diced carrots
1 cup tiny green peas
1 cup diced celery
1 cup homemade mayonnaise

Cook the carrots and peas in boiling salted water until tender. Drain and cool. Mix with the celery and mayonnaise, and refrigerate.

**Cucumber Salad Cups**

6 medium cucumbers
1/2 teaspoon Tabasco sauce
1 teaspoon chopped chives
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup sour cream

Peel, seed, and thinly slice 4 of the cucumbers. Mix with the Tabasco sauce, chives, salt, pepper, and sour cream. Peel the remaining 2 cucumbers and cut each into 4 slices about 1/2 inches thick. Scoop out center with a melon ball cutter to form small cups and fill with the cucumber-sour-cream mixture. Chill.

**Sauce Verte**

1 bunch watercress
1/2 cups homemade mayonnaise
1/2 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce

Reduce the watercress to a puree in a blender and push through a sieve. Mix with the mayonnaise and Worcestershire sauce.

**JELLIED SALMON TROUT GREEN SAUCE**

**CHICKEN STUFFED WITH CHIPOLATA**

**NEW POTATOES GREEN PEAS**

**CHOCOLATE SOUFFLE**

**WINE: BERNAKASTEL HESLING 1966**

**Le Saumon La Fayette**

2 cups water
1 tablespoon vinegar
Juice of 1 lemon
1 cup diced onion, carrots, and celery
2 teaspoons salt
8 6-ounce slices fresh salmon
1/2 cup dry white wine

**Vegetable Salad (see recipe below)**

**2-pound lobster, cooked, with tail meat cut into 8 even slices and remaining meat diced**

**Cucumber Salad Cups (see recipe below)**

**12 cherry tomatoes**

**1 lemon, cut into 8 wedges**

**Parsley sprigs**

**Sauce Vert (see recipe below)**

Combine the water, vinegar, lemon juice, diced vegetables, and salt in a heavy 12-inch sauté pan. Bring to a boil, reduce the heat, and simmer for 5 minutes. Add the salmon slices and wine and cook for 3 or 4 minutes. Remove from heat and cool fish in the stock.

To assemble the platter, mix the Vegetable Salad with the chopped lobster and arrange on an oval 16-inch platter. Drain the salmon slices and arrange down the length of the platter. Place the slices of lobster meat on top of the salmon. Arrange the Cucumber Cups and cherry tomatoes alternately around the dish. Decorate the rim of the platter with lemon wedges and sprigs of parsley. Serve Sauce Verte separately. Serves 8.

**WINE: PULIGNY-MONTRACHET 1966**

**CHÂTEAU AUSONE 1962**

**LOUIS ROEDERER CRISTAL 1962**

**LE CONTRE FILET DE BOEUF AUX CEPES**

**LE FROMAGE DE CAMEMBERT**

**LA LETTUE DE KENTUCKY**

**LES POMMES NOUVELLES**

**LE MELON GLACE A LA VICTORELLA**

**LE SAUMON LA FAYETTE**

**LE CONTRE FILET DE BOEUF AUX CEPES**

**LE MELON GLACE A LA VICTORELLA**

**LE FROMAGE DE CAMEMBERT**

**LA LETTUE DE KENTUCKY**

**LES POMMES NOUVELLES**

**THE PRESIDENT AND MRS. NIXON DINNER IN HONOR OF THE PRESIDENT OF FRANCE AND MADAME POMPIDOU**

**CHOCOLATE SOUFFLE**

**WINE: BERNAKASTEL HESLING 1966**

**Le Saumon La Fayette**

2 cups water
1 tablespoon vinegar
Juice of 1 lemon
1 cup diced onion, carrots, and celery
2 teaspoons salt
8 6-ounce slices fresh salmon
1/2 cup dry white wine

**Vegetable Salad (see recipe below)**

**2-pound lobster, cooked, with tail meat cut into 8 even slices and remaining meat diced**

**Cucumber Salad Cups (see recipe below)**

**12 cherry tomatoes**

**1 lemon, cut into 8 wedges**

**Parsley sprigs**

**Sauce Vert (see recipe below)**

Combine the water, vinegar, lemon juice, diced vegetables, and salt in a heavy 12-inch sauté pan. Bring to a boil, reduce the heat, and simmer for 5 minutes. Add the salmon slices and wine and cook for 3 or 4 minutes. Remove from heat and cool fish in the stock.

To assemble the platter, mix the Vegetable Salad with the chopped lobster and arrange on an oval 16-inch platter. Drain the salmon slices and arrange down the length of the platter. Place the slices of lobster meat on top of the salmon. Arrange the Cucumber Cups and cherry tomatoes alternately around the dish. Decorate the rim of the platter with lemon wedges and sprigs of parsley. Serve Sauce Verte separately. Serves 8.

**WINE: PULIGNY-MONTRACHET 1966**

**CHÂTEAU AUSONE 1962**

**LOUIS ROEDERER CRISTAL 1962**

**THE PRESIDENT AND MRS. NIXON DINNER IN HONOR OF THE PRESIDENT OF FRANCE AND MADAME POMPIDOU**

At the state dinner given by The President and Mrs. Nixon in honor of The President of France and Mme. Pompidou during their visit to the U. S. in February, 110 guests sat at an E-shaped table in the State Dining Room.

---

*The Honorable and Mrs. David K. E. Bruce are far-famed and greatly experienced hosts, due, in part, to Mr. Bruce's many years of service as the U. S. Ambassador to France, Germany, and Great Britain.*

---

MRS. DAVID K. E. BRUCE LUNCHEON FOR SIX

The Honorable and Mrs. David K. E. Bruce

**BUTTER**

**CAKE FLOUR**

2 ounces bitter chocolate, cut in pieces
1 1/2 cups hot milk
3 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons flour

**1/2 cup superfine sugar**

**4 eggs, separated**

**Salt**

**2 to 3 tablespoons dark rum or cognac**

Butter well an 8-inch soufflé dish and roll with cake flour to coat sides and bottom. Shake out excess.

Melt chocolate in milk in top of double boiler, stirring until smooth and hot. Melt butter and blend with flour and sugar. Add chocolate mixture and stir over low heat until mixture starts to boil. Remove from heat.

Beat egg yolks and stir 3 tablespoons of hot chocolate mixture into them. Then pour egg yolks into chocolate, and add salt to taste and rum or cognac. Cook over low heat for a minute until mixture thickens slightly. Remove from heat and allow to cool. Beat the egg whites until stiff and gently fold into chocolate mixture. Pour into soufflé dish and set in pan of hot water. Bake in a 325° to 350° oven for 45 minutes or until firm. Serve immediately with whipped cream. Serves 6.

---

**Chocolat Soufflé**

**WINE: BERNAKASTEL HESLING 1966**

*House & Garden, August 19—*
**Spinach Cheese Rolls**

1 medium onion, finely chopped
1/4 cup olive oil
10-ounce package frozen chopped spinach, defrosted and well drained
1/2 pound feta cheese
6 ounces pot cheese
3 eggs, well beaten
1/4 cup bread crumbs
10 sheets ready made phyllo or strudel pastry
1/2 cup melted butter

Saute the onion in olive oil for 5 minutes.
Add the spinach and simmer until most of the moisture has evaporated. Crumble the feta cheese and combine with the pot cheese. Add the eggs and mix well. Toss bread crumbs with spinach mixture, then mix in the cheese.

Cut each phyllo sheet in quarters. Lay one piece on a damp towel, and cover the others with a damp cloth. Work quickly so dough doesn’t dry out. Brush each sheet with melted butter. Place 1 tablespoon of filling along narrow end 1 inch from edge. Fold the inch margin over the filling, and fold long sides in. Brush again with butter and roll completely. Place rolls on cookie sheets, brush tops with butter, and bake in a 425° oven for 20 minutes or until lightly browned. Serve warm. Makes 40 pieces.

**Mrs. Gilbert Hahn, Jr.**

**Sunday Night Supper for Six**

Mrs. Hahn, whose husband is chairman of the City Council of the District of Columbia, loves suppers in the kitchen. This recipe for Spinach Gateau comes from a friend, Mrs. Sander Vanocur, wife of the TV newsman. Sander Vanocur, wife of the TV newsman.

**Mrs. Timothy W. Stanley**

**Weekend Supper for Six**

Mrs. Timothy W. Stanley likes to entertain at dinner for twelve in formal European style. Her luncheon parties are less formal—for six to eight guests—and she loves to cook for those, herself.

**Sorel Verdi**

2 packages frozen chopped spinach
1 pound ricotta cheese
1 egg
2 egg yolks
Pinch of nutmeg
Salt, freshly ground black pepper
1/2 cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese
4 tablespoons melted butter

Cook spinach according to package directions, but do not overcook. Drain and cool. Squeeze out all moisture by hand. Drain the ricotta and place in a mixing bowl with the spinach, egg and yolks, nutmeg, and salt and pepper to taste. Mix well and chill in refrigerator. Half an hour before serving, bring a large kettle of salted water to a boil. Dust your hands with flour and form the spinach mixture into small balls the size and shape of a walnut or just a bit larger. Drop the dumplings into the boiling water a few at a time. When they rise to the surface (after about 3 or 4 minutes) remove them with a slotted spoon and place on a heated serving platter. When all are cooked, sprinkle with grated Parmesan, pour the melted butter over them, and serve immediately. Serves 6.
MRS. ARCHIBALD B. ROOSEVELT, JR.
DINNER FOR TWELVE

Mrs. Archibald B. Roosevelt, Jr., whose husband is a grandson of President Theodore Roosevelt, thinks "your entertaining is dictated by your house. You adapt a party to set off the house—they set off each other. I have never liked the intimate dinner for eight to ten. I prefer dinners for sixteen to twenty—conversation is better."

**CHICKEN AND CLAM CONSOMMÉ**
**ROAST LOIN OF PORK**
**SMALL PEAS AND SAUTÉED MUSHROOMS**
**WATERCRESS SALAD**
**RASPBERRY SOUFFLÉ**
**WINE: CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE**

---

**PUREE OF CHESTNUTS**

2 pounds fresh chestnuts, or 1 pound whole canned chestnuts
2 stalks celery
2 cups chicken stock
Salt, freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg
1 teaspoon glace de viande (meat glaze)
3 tablespoons sweet butter

Cut a 1/2-inch gash on the flat side of each chestnut, place in a hot oven or under the broiler for about 5 minutes, and peel off the shells and inner skins with a sharp knife.

Place in a saucepan with the celery stalks and chicken stock, bring to a boil, cover, reduce the heat, and simmer gently for about 20 minutes, or until they are tender. Drain, reserving stock but discarding celery. Put through a ricer or sieve, and season with salt and pepper to taste, cinnamon, nutmeg, and glace de viande melted in a little hot water. Beat in the butter. If the puree is too thick, thin with a little of the reserved stock. If using canned, cooked chestnuts, heat in stock and then follow recipe. Serves 6 to 8.

---

**COLD BORSCHT**
**HOT BUTTERED NORWEGIAN FLATBREAD**
**CRISP CHINESE-STYLE DUCK**
**FINE EGG NOODLES**
**MIXED GREEN SALAD**
**BLACKBERRY MOUSSE**
**MOLASSES COOKIES**
**WINE: ST. ÉMILION**

---

**WASHINGTON PARTIES COOK BOOK**
continued

MRS. FRANK G. WISNER
DINNER FOR EIGHT

Mrs. Frank G. Wisner, who entertains at dinners for twelve to sixteen, seats her guests at one large table plus one or two smaller ones. Together with her cook, she considers this one of her nicest menus.

---

**TRUITES FARCIES**

8 1/2 pound brook trout
Salt, freshly ground black pepper
2 cups fish stock or clam juice
2 cups dry white wine

**FOR THE STUFFING:**
8 tablespoons sweet butter
1 tablespoon chopped shallots
1/4 pound mushrooms, chopped
1 cup freshly made white bread crumbs
2 tablespoons finely chopped parsley

**FOR THE SAUCE:**
1 tablespoon flour
8 tablespoons sweet butter

**FOR THE GARNISH:**
2 dozen button mushroom caps
1 tablespoon sweet butter
Chopped parsley

Arrange the trout in a pan about 2 1/2 inches deep, season to taste with salt and pepper, cover with fish stock and white wine, and bake in a 400° oven for 15 minutes. Remove to a platter and bone by carefully lifting out the backbone. Keep trout warm. Strain and reduce the stock by half, and set aside.

Meanwhile, make the stuffing. Heat 1 tablespoon of the butter in a heavy frying pan and sauté the shallots until tender. Add the mushrooms and cook until almost dry, about 5 minutes. Add the bread crumbs and chopped parsley, season with salt and pepper, and cook slowly for about 3 minutes, stirring constantly. Add remaining butter, cool, and use to stuff trout.

To make the sauce, mix the flour and 1 tablespoon of butter together and stir into the reserved fish stock, cooking over low heat until thickened. Adjust seasoning and stir in the remaining butter. Keep warm.

Heat butter in heavy skillet and sauté the mushroom caps until lightly browned. Pour the sauce over the trout and garnish with the mushroom caps and chopped parsley. Serves 8.

---

**CRISP CHINESE-STYLE DUCK**

2-4-5 pound ducklings
1/2 cup soy sauce
2 tablespoons ground ginger
1/2 cup honey
1/2 cup dry sherry
1 clove garlic, coarsely chopped

**FOR THE SAUCE:**
1/2 cup red currant jelly
1/2 cup strained orange juice
1/4 cup red wine
1 teaspoon arrowroot or cornstarch

Pull out and discard any loose fat from around the neck and cavity of the birds. Wash and pat dry inside and out. Prick skin all over to release fat. Mix 3 tablespoons of the soy sauce with 1 tablespoon of the ginger and brush over ducklings, inside and out. Leave at room temperature for 30 minutes for flavors to penetrate.

Preheat oven to 325°. Place the ducklings on roasting pan rack, cook 1 hour.

Meanwhile combine the remaining soy sauce and ginger with the honey, sherry, and garlic, mix well, and simmer, stirring occasionally, for 10 minutes. Prick surface of ducklings all over a second time to ensure a crisp skin. Remove and discard garlic from soy sauce mixture, then brush all over the ducklings. Continue cooking, brushing the skin with this mixture every 15 minutes until the ducklings are glazed and the juices run clear when the flesh is pierced, about 1 more hour.

For well done, cook 15 minutes more.

Heat the currant jelly, orange juice, and wine in a saucepan, add the arrowroot or cornstarch mixed with 1 tablespoon of cold water, and cook until the sauce is slightly thickened. Serve warm. Serves 6 to 8.

---

MRS. RAYMOND E. COX
INFORMAL DINNER
FOR SIX

Mrs. Raymond E. Cox claims "the whole art of cooking is in the seasoning" and is proud of her marvelous cookbook which seasons beautifully. "You can follow a recipe exactly from a gourmet cook book, and it won't taste the way you like because you cannot measure seasoning," she maintains.

**CONSOMMÉ BELLE VUE**
**POULET RÔTI À L'ESTRAGON**
**LEEEKS À LA NORMANDE**
**SOUFFLÉ AU CHOCOLAT**
**WINE: MONTRACHET**

---

**CONSOMMÉ BELLE VUE**

Combine equal amounts of chicken broth and clam juice. Bring to a boil and season with a pinch of cayenne pepper. Simmer for 5 minutes. Serve hot in cups with 1 teaspoon of whipped cream on top.
mrs. francis shor
luncheon for six

mrs. francis shor, whose husband is an associate editor of the national geographic society, likes to gather a large group of friends at cocktail buffets or give small carefully put together dinners. "for a dinner party, it's important for a hostess to choose guests for compatibility—politically and internationally," she says.

salade provençale

pissaladière

*hot fish mousse with lemon cream sauce
brooked dilled tomato halves

pineapple ice with fresh mint
sablés de caen
wine: meursault

hot fish mousse

butter

very fine, dry bread crumbs
2 pounds fresh halibut or pike
2 teaspoons salt
1 cup light cream
4 egg whites
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1 teaspoon lemon juice
dash nutmeg

1/2 teaspoon freshly ground white pepper
1 cup heavy cream, whipped

lemon cream sauce (see recipe below)

preheat oven to 350°. butter a 1 1/2-quart mold well, and coat with bread crumbs. cut fish into small pieces, pick over carefully to remove all bones. put in bowl, sprinkle with salt, and pour in cream. turn blender control to highest speed. drop only a small amount of fish and cream at a time directly in over the blender blades. switch control on and off, using scraper to push down mixture, until blended. pour out as soon as it is smooth, and continue until all is done. add 2 egg whites to blender, and half the puréed mixture, and blend again. pour into a large mixing bowl; add 2 more egg whites to blender jar and blend with second half of fish purée, and add to mixing bowl when it is smoothly blended. sprinkle cornstarch, lemon juice, nutmeg, and pepper over fish; beat 200 strokes with a whisk or slotted spoon. fold whipped cream gently into the fish purée. pour into mold, cover with heavy aluminum foil, set in a larger pan, and add hot water 1/2 of way up sides of mold. bake for 1 hour. test by inserting a silver knife blade; when it comes out clean, mousse is cooked. remove from water, and keep in warm place until ready to serve.

mrs. john robson

dinner for six

mrs. john robson, whose husband was the under secretary in the department of transportation during the johnson administration, loves to cook and "wouldn't think of having a caterer." mrs. robson usually invites eighteen for dinner and seats them at round tables.

chilled watercress soup

* lamb chops eleanore

carrot soufflé ring with fresh green peas cucumber salad
miniature lemon muffins

vanilla pots de crème with wild raspberry sauce

wines: anjou 1967
château la lagune 1966
château la tour blanche 1964

lamb chops eleanore

6 chicken livers
1/2 pound mushrooms
5 tablespoons butter
salt, freshly ground black pepper
1 tablespoon finely chopped parsley
6 double-rib lamb chops

chopped parsley

trim and finely chop the chicken livers and mushrooms. sauté them over low heat in 2 tablespoons of the butter, stirring frequently, without letting them brown. season with salt and pepper to taste and add the parsley. trim fat from the lamb chops and slit them to make a pocket. stuff them with the chicken liver mixture. heat remaining butter in a heavy casserole, add the chops, and sear them over high heat on both sides. cover the casserole and bake the chops in a 350° oven for 25 minutes or until tender. or skewer the chops to close the pockets and broil them on both sides until they are brown and crisp. arrange the chops on a heated platter, pour the juices over, and sprinkle with parsley. serves 6.
You’ve found the perfect setting for your dream house. And here is your chance to compare floor plans and styles. Look ahead . . . with exciting ideas in the Fall-Winter 1970-71 issue of HOUSE & GARDEN BUILDING GUIDE.

A complete survey of the latest developments in home construction, including plans and prices for 54 houses. Basic building tips help you avoid the pitfalls that often trap enthusiastic but unwary planners. Discover what’s available in resort and vacation designs, kitchens and baths, fireplaces, stairways, and much more—ALL in the new Fall-Winter 1970-71 issue of HOUSE & GARDEN BUILDING GUIDE.

WASHINGTON PARTIES COOK BOOK continued

MRS. IRVING BERGER
DINNER FOR TWELVE

Mrs. Berger entertains formally but very imaginatively. She offers a wide variety of cocktails before dinner including mimosas—½ orange juice to ½ champagne (Blanc de Blancs). Later in the evening, after the Brandony, she refreshes guests with a cool pitcher of fresh pink grapefruit juice. As an hors d’oeuvre she might serve tiny paled eggs. (Hard cook eggs and scoop out almost all yolk. Fill with fresh caviar.)

FONDUE DE CRUSTACÉS
FILET DE BOEUF À LA GIRONDINE
BOUQUET OF VEGETABLES
BIBB LETTUCE, ENDIVE, AND CHIVE SALAD
WHEEL OF BRIE, TOPPED WITH TOASTED SLIVERED ALMONDS (SERVED WARM)
GÂTEAU FAVORITE CANDIED FRUIT
ESPRESSO CAFÉ HAGUE
WINES: MONTRACHET JACQUES PRIEUR 1961
CHÂTEAU LAFON ROCHE 1959
DELBEC CHAMPAGNE

MRS. CHISHOLM LINDSEY
BLACK-TIE DINNER FOR SIX

Mrs. Lindsey likes to entertain at small cocktail buffets with “rib-sticking” food served on one plate (“in Washington this means eighteen to twenty-four people”) and seated dinners for six to ten.

BUFFET DINNER FOR SIX

Mrs. Brown, wife of a young Washington lawyer, entertains a great deal, usually for small groups in an informal atmosphere.
**Potato Crisps**

Soak peels of new red potatoes in salted water in refrigerator for 1 hour. Drain and place on a rack on baking sheet and sprinkle generously with olive oil, lemon juice, Tabasco sauce, coarse salt, and freshly ground black pepper. Roast in a 400° oven until slightly puffed and very brown and crispy. Sprinkle with chopped parsley and serve immediately.

**MRS. JOHN SHERMAN COOPER**

**SUMMER LUNCHEON FOR SIX**

Mrs. John Sherman Cooper, wife of the senior senator from Kentucky, is one of Washington's most celebrated hostesses. This menu is typical of the luncheons Mrs. Cooper gives in summer.

**COLD EGGS IN ASPIC**
**ESCALOPE DE VEAU A LA MARSEILLAISE**
**ENDIVE AND WATERCRESS SALAD**
**APPLE AND ORANGE TART**
**WINES: DRY WHITE LIGHT RED**

**Apple and Orange Tart**

- **Butter**
- 2 pounds cooking apples, peeled, cored, and sliced
- 2 oranges

2-3 tablespoons sugar 1/2 cup apricot glaze 9-inch precooked pastry shell (baked in a flan ring)

Butter a large casserole, add the apples, cover, and cook, stirring occasionally, without adding any liquid, until the apples are tender. Put through a sieve, return to the casserole with the grated rind of the oranges, and 2 or 3 tablespoons sugar, depending on the tartness of the apples. Cook until thick and well blended. Cool. Pour into the pastry shell.

Cut all the white pith away from the oranges and slice into thin rounds. Arrange in an overlapping pattern on top of the apple purée. Brush warm apricot glaze over the orange slices. Serves 6.

**MISS ELIZABETH BURTON**

**DINNER FOR TWELVE**

Miss Burton, who loves to give formal parties for which she herself is the cook, finds a formal dinner for eighteen or twenty-four as easy to prepare as one for only ten.

**FLOUNDER NIÇOISE**
**CROWN ROAST OF LAMB GLAZED SMALL ONIONS**
**CASSEROLE OF FRENCH GREEN BEANS**
**GREEN SALAD CHEESE PLATTER**
**ORANGE ICE WITH GINGER TOPPING**
**WINES: PAVILLON BLANC DU CHÂTEAU MARGAUX 1964**
**LADOIX, CÔTE DE BEAUNE 1962**
**KUGH BRUT 1961**

**Ginger Topping**

Scatter over the top of ice, which has been chilled in a melon mold, a mixture of 1/2 crumbled ginger snaps and 1/2 candied ginger, finely chopped.

**Eat the Foods You Love—And Still Lose Weight!**

Now for the first time, you can eat fried chicken, cheeseakes, milkshakes, and browines—and still lose weight with the Slim-Pak Plan!

**Thousands Do! You Can Too!**

You can get slim and stay slim while you enjoy your favorite foods: waffles or pancakes with maple syrup! Chili! Hot muffins! Turkey with dressing! Goulash! Beef Stroganoff! Ice cream sundae! Pot roast! Mashed potatoes and gravy! Pie with whipped cream topping!

**The Dime-a-Day Diet!**

And the Slim-Pak Plan is not only safe, easy, and effective, it costs you just a dime a day! Even less if you buy the 60 or 90 day Plan! For a Dime-a-Day, you can have the figure you'll love, be able to wear the clothes everyone will admire!

**Lose Weight—Without Starving!**

The Slim-Pak Plan is not a fad or crash diet; contains no dangerous drugs. Especially formulated for the dieter who has "tried everything"—and failed!

**Slim-Pak is Personalized!**

Slim-Pak can work for you where other diets have failed because only your Slim-Pak Plan takes into account the foods you like to eat, your sex, your age, your height, your present weight, and what you'd like to weigh!

**Calls Slim-Pak 'A Blessing'**

"Never found a diet so easy to stick with, nor a plan that really worked for me as Slim-Pak does. What a blessing it is to be able to lose weight without starving. God bless you and the medical scientists."

**WEIGHT LOSS GUIDE**

How much weight would you like to take off—and keep off? Our records show:

- People who
  - Usually
  - want to lose
  - order:

- 1-10 pounds 30-day Plan
- 11-19 pounds 60-day Plan
- 20 lbs. 90-day Plan
- 12-19 pounds 60-day Plan
- Over 20 lbs. 90-day Plan

Ask your doctor about the Slim-Pak Plan first! Your Personalized Plan includes tablets that supplement food but play no role in weight loss! Registered by name: U.S. Patent Office 771541.

© 1976—Northwestern Pharmaceuticals, 466 North Western, Los Angeles, Calif. 90004

**MAIL NO-RISK COUPON NOW!**

**NORTHWESTERN**
466 No. Western Ave., Dept. 119-A, Los Angeles, Calif. 90004

YES, I'd like to try Slim-Pak at your risk! I would like to lose 6 to 16 pounds in the next 20 days. I understand that there is a money-back guarantee that I must lose those unwanted pounds without starving, needless calorie counting, or giving up many of my favorite foods.

Please rush my Personalized Slim-Pak Kit! It contains everything I need to take care of myself. I am happy to lose weight while I enjoy three big, satisfying, vitamin-rich meals—plus snacks—every day! Please include the tablets indicated:

- 30-day supply—$3
- 60-day supply—$5 (save $2)
- 90-day supply—$7 (save $2)

Please add extra 50¢ for postage and handling!

Send C.O.D., I enclose $1 deposit

Please complete:

- Name
- Address
- City
- State
- Zip

**RESULTS GUARANTEED**

These excerpts from actual letters were unsolicited. Your degree of success with the Slim-Pak Plan obviously depends on YOU, but remember:

**WEIGHT LESS—OR PAY NOTHING!**

Lose 6 to 16 pounds in the next 30 days—without ever going hungry—or money back!

Loses 27 Pounds in 60 days!

"I have just completed my second bottle of Slim-Pak tablets. When I started, I weighed 180 pounds and measured 40 inches around the waist. I now weigh 153 pounds and have a 34-inch waist."

Teenager Loses Pound a Day!

"I am 16 years old and have been on the diet for 2 weeks and have lost 14 pounds. I have dieted many other times, but 1 have gotten the greatest satisfaction from the Slim-Pak diet. I am very seldom tired and usually do not get hungry between meals."

"I was Getting Desperate!"

"I was getting desperate. Now I have lost inches and pounds making it possible to get back in my size 9 again."

Loses 10 Pounds in One Week!

"Slim-Pak is marvelous. I have lost 10 pounds in one week and am recommending it to my club members."

"Without Nervous Tension!"

"Without fear of getting off my diet or nervous tension and that empty feeling. I have lost 10 inches from my hips—5 inches from my waist. I have lost 18 pounds."

"Miraculous" Says Lady, 70

"I am 70 years of age and they have helped me miraculously. Besides losing weight I have gained considerable strength and desire to live."

More than 10,000,000 vitamin-fortified Slim-Pak tablets have been dispensed. Based on an audit of refund records, THE SLIM-PAK PLAN HAS SATISFIED 99.1% OF ITS USERS. And Slim-Pak must satisfy you—or your money will be promptly refunded!
Beautiful Gardens

Send for NEW fall catalog with 144 pages, over 1,500 subjects

Considered by many to be America's finest garden catalog: superb selections of favorite bulbs, shrubs, plants — plus unusual and exotic special offerings. Every item tested and guaranteed.

WAYSIDE GARDENS
America's Home Gardening Headquarters

WAYSIDE'S CATALOG NOW COSTS NOTHING!

Send $2 deposit; we'll enclose a $2 refund certificate good on your first order. Hurry, quantities are limited.

WAYSIDE GARDENS
203 Mentor Avenue, Mentor, Ohio 44060

Dear [Name],

I am enclosing my deposit for your fall catalog. I am interested in the superb selections of favorite bulbs, shrubs, plants, and the special offerings that are considered to be America's finest. The catalog is known for its tested and guaranteed items. I look forward to receiving it.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Address
City
State
Zip

STEREOPHONIC HIGH-FIDELITY CREDENZA

Available for your own components or complete with Grommes stereo/monophonic hi-fi. At leading stores. Permanent displays may be seen through your dealer or decorator at 964 Third Ave., New York City • Merchandise Mart, Chicago • Furniture Industries Mart, Philadelphia • 9000 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles.

Send 75 cents to Department G for booklet.

UNION-NATIONAL, INC. • JAMESTOWN, N.Y. 14701

WHIMSICAL TURTLE BREADS

might be adapted for children's parties. They're easier to make than you might imagine. Form the body first. Head, legs, and tail are shaped separately, moistened with water, then attached to the main loaf.

Irish Whiskey Pie

1 tablespoon and 1/2 teaspoon gelatin
1 1/2 cups water
Salt
1/3 cup milk
2 squares unsweetened chocolate
4 egg yolks

Toasted sliced almonds

Dissolve gelatin in cold water. Melt over double boiler until hot and clear. Mix a pinch of salt, milk, chocolate, egg yolks, and 1/2 cup and 2 tablespoons sugar. Cook until chocolate and sugar are dissolved. Put in bowl. Add gelatin mixture. Chill over crushed ice until syrupy. Beat egg whites until stiff, adding 2 tablespoons sugar gradually. Fold in chocolate mixture, then 1/4 cup cream whipped. Add nuts and whiskey. Fold until smooth. Pour into 9-inch baked pie shell. Top with remaining cream whipped and toasted sliced almonds. Serves 8.

THOUGHTS AND THINGS FOR ENTERTAINING

SUMMER PARTY IDEAS

FROM A COUNTRY RESTAURANT

Definitely no rural innocent when it comes to good food, The Farmer's Daughter in Orland Park, Ill., outside Chicago, is a restaurant where each dish is presented with charming pastoral style. Seen here are some of the original serving ideas created by the owner, Kandy Henely, and perfectly adaptable for summer parties on the patio or at the poolside. From her forthcoming cook book, Mrs. Henely suggests a delicious dessert, Irish Whiskey Pie, given below, for a supper buffet.

Amber-colored Rhine wine goblets cosset an ambrosial dessert, zabayon con fresones, a specialty of the chef, Dietrich Schroeder. Ice cream is served imaginatively in flower-pots (Why not plant a real flower for each guest?).

Irish Whiskey Pie

1 tablespoon and 1/2 teaspoon gelatin
1 1/2 cups water
1/4 cup sugar
2 egg whites
1/2 cups heavy cream
1/2 cup sliced almonds
2 squares unsweetened chocolate
2 tablespoons Irish whiskey
9-inch baked pie shell

4 egg yolks

Toasted sliced almonds

Dissolve gelatin in cold water. Melt over double boiler until hot and clear. Mix a pinch of salt, milk, chocolate, egg yolks, and 1/2 cup and 2 tablespoons sugar. Cook until chocolate and sugar are dissolved. Put in bowl. Add gelatin mixture. Chill over crushed ice until syrupy. Beat egg whites until stiff, adding 2 tablespoons sugar gradually. Fold in chocolate mixture, then 1/4 cup cream whipped. Add nuts and whiskey. Fold until smooth. Pour into 9-inch baked pie shell. Top with remaining cream whipped and toasted sliced almonds. Serves 8.

Nothing big, you understand. For just 50 cents, we'll reciprocate with lots and lots of our new color brochures, featuring our many exciting thru-the-home furniture collections. (For example, this Foyer Commode is from our Royal Tribute grouping.) The address: Carolyn Langley, Dept. HG-870, American of Martinsville, Martinsville, Va. 24112.

American of Martinsville
Another unusual dessert idea for a picturesque party finale—the grape tree. Sculptured from nothing more than a piece of driftwood and festooned with clusters of fruit. Scissors and finger bowls are on hand.

A milk can makes a great outdoor wine-cooler. If you haven't an old one, Saks Fifth Avenue has a copper edition.

You might build a whole party around two ideas from The Farmer's Daughter—the sausage tree cart, *Arbol de Chorizos*, and the mobile cheese board. Both roll around conveniently indoors or outdoors for guests to serve themselves. Sausage, served with crusty bread, sliced onto wooden paddles. The cheese, aboard a wheel-about butcher's block, goes with halos of crisp, Swedish Kings-Bread.

Spicy sausage tree hors d'oeuvre trolley, LEFT. Two-tier plank top serving cart with hardwood surface, black metal frame at Hammacher Schlemmer. Similar charcuterie stand and individual paddles of Burma teak by Milnor at Carson, Pirie Scott. The mobile cheese board, ABOVE, is a butcher's block on casters. Block at The May Co.

Trees Grow On Ideas...

ideas that help nature enrich the soil around them—ideas that make war on the thousands of insects that attack them—ideas that offset smog, pollution and other hazards with which people unintentionally hurt the health of their trees.

Like so many things in our changing world, shade trees in our cities and suburbs are becoming more and more dependent on scientific research and care for survival. For more than sixty years the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories have continuously been developing ideas from the experimental to the production stage, providing Bartlett fieldmen with the solutions to individual shade tree problems and the latest in tree care techniques.

You get complete professional service that extends far beyond local knowledge when you put your trees in the hands of a Bartlett Tree Expert. He is a technician skilled in expert diagnosis and trained to apply the techniques developed by our research scientists to regional conditions. That's why it will pay you the next time a tree problem arises to consult your local Bartlett Tree Expert.

BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS

Home Office, 2770 Summer Street, Stamford, Conn.
Research Laboratories and Experimental Grounds.
Local Offices from Maine to Florida and west to Illinois and Alabama.
Boeing’s jumbo jet, the 747, has brought new ease to long distance flights, not so much through speed (although it does shave a few minutes off flight time), as with new seating and space in the seats, which are 2 inches wider, softer, more cupped to rest your head, and have a footrest to stretch your legs. Space in the aisles for transcontinental pacing. There’s even a specially designed space for shaving (mirrors and outlets throughout the plane). And although the luggage allowance is the standard sixty-six pounds for first class, forty-four pounds for economy, Japan Air Lines allows you to carry more of it into the cabin. Above your seat is a snap-shut stowaway compartment for a full flight bag or a small attaché case, and below the seat is a dedicated space for a soft duffel. There is also a place in the cabin where you can hang small garments on coat racks.

First airline off the ground with a 747 was Pan Am. Now nine others are flying them. Each fleet has the flavor of its home country, plus its own special comforts, gadgets, and services since Boeing designed the interiors to each airline’s specifications. BOAC has a “baby bar” with two banks of bottle warmers. TWA reserves a special area for smokers. Alitalia offers a super executive chair designed by Sergio Lenci: the whole unit flips back for reclining, has fingertip controls for lights, music, movies. Air France offers a library of detective novels in French, English, and Spanish.

The interiors of Japan Air Lines’ 747s, just put into service in time for the last two weeks of Japan’s Expo ’70, were inspired by traditional Japanese garden design. Designed by Isamu Kenmochi, each of the four passenger sections has its own garden atmosphere, its own predominant color and motif—wisteria, wild orange, pine, or marigold. The mural decorations, the stewardesses’ kimonos, the china, the menus, even the plane’s boarding passes, all carry out the garden’s color and motif. When you come aboard, you can relax in slippers and a happi coat designed by Japan’s famous fashion designer, Hanae Mori, and practice using the tiny Japanese fan you’ll find in your seat pocket. You can wander upstairs to the lounge designed as a “Teahouse in the Sky” and sip green tea or a cocktail.

First class, you can order a classic Japanese appetizer—sushi (rice with raw fish or vegetables and seaweed), or sashimi (marinated raw fish), or grilled with ginger and soy sauce, then go on to beef teriyaki, or grilled fish, or nabe (braised vegetables). Warm sake will come in a little carafe set on its own lacquer coaster. After dinner you can watch a movie, or a filmed lesson in basic Japanese; listen to a special Japanese hit parade—Ryuuko. Or just pour over the maps of the world you’ll find in your seat pocket.

Until mid-September the airline’s “Garden Jets” will whirl crowds to take in the Expo’s Water Gardens, page 58—after that to enjoy such excitement as Japan’s spectacular autumn with its brilliant foliage: The Autumn Festival with its ancient Shinto ceremonies is held in October at the ancient Toshogu Shrine at Nikko. In November, in the Shinjuku Gyoen (Garden) in Tokyo, there is a spectacular Chrysanthemum Show where the blooms from several-hundred-year-old bushes are as much as 15 inches in diameter. Japan Air Lines’ Garden Jets fly daily from Honolulu to Tokyo four times a week from Los Angeles, stopping in Honolulu.
since there is nothing like the power of an idea whose time is about to come. Giselle Fitch, a young American who was born in Hong Kong and studied Yoga in India, is a persuasive teacher, easily able to convince anyone yearning to be fascinated by some form of nonboring exercise. The Watergate has a club membership program and weekly and daily arrangements. The telephone number is (202) 327-7055.

THE BOAT

That's a Place to Eat

Nearby, a restaurant floats at the end of a pier, the Gang Plank, the most irresistibly alluring place possible. One deck—all glassed in—at water level lets you eat with the river lapping at your elbow and all the busy little boat life going on around. There aren't any particular items that watch weight because the whole menu—chiefly steaks and fish—does that anyway (including the lobster, which they say is flown down from Maine on the Gang Plank plane). The Gang Plank stays open until midnight, is handy for supper after, and very close to, the Arena Theatre. The telephone number is (202) 554-5000.

THE BIG, LITTLE HAIR PLACE

Today when people think of the Top, the In, they almost invariably think big—i.e., the most swinging, the most successful hair place in Washington is in a tiny little Victorian house on Wisconsin Avenue, Georgetown's main drag. It is called Jean Paul et Norbert and a small swinging sign says "Art et Coiffures." You come into a biig chaotic square room hung with a string of little paintings: Jean Paul, himself an artist, says "I didn't paint them but I chose them." Everyone seems to be democratically sitting out in the open under the dryers, and in certain Washington circles there was some debate "Jackie used to sit out here in the Room with everybody," "No she didn't, she was always tucked some place upstairs or downstairs." In any case, there isn't any downstairs anymore but a charmingly furnished blue and white tole ghost room. Jean Paul says "I had this done for myself, but I had to abandon it because I couldn't control things from down here." And that's perhaps the secret of the whole successful operation. Jean Paul, who is a Frenchman ("I only have French working here"), is a perfectionist and keeps his artist's eye on absolutely everything that goes on. Everything has gone so swimmingly that he owns a superior French restaurant, La Provencale nearby at 1616 Wisconsin Avenue and a Men's Boutique almost next door. Shampoo and set here is $9.50. The telephone number is (202) 965-1646.

THE SUSPENSEFUL PLACE TO DINE

One of the newer and certainly one of the most astonishing places to eat is not far away in Georgetown—La Niçoise. This rather conventional-looking restaurant offers French food served à point and has a clientele with a great deal of éclat. But for some arcane reason, at dinner, the waiters swoop up to your table on roller skates. (No one knows whether they train the waiters to skate or skaters to wait.) Will two skating waiters collide? Will your order reach its destination safely? And if not, at what point between the kitchen and

If your wife thinks furniture is fun

...profit by it.

If she's the kind of woman other women call for help with their decorating problems, she probably already knows all about the exciting possibilities of wall-hung furniture. It's a modular system of real furniture, from a manufacturer who's been in business since 1916.

Now consider an exciting opportunity for profit: You and your wife can own an Interior Systems furniture and accessories store for $14,500 down, plus working capital. We guarantee a minimum $10,000 income the first year. What's more, we supply the beautifully decorated store. We'll even send your wife to school where she'll learn everything she needs to know—at our expense.

An Interior Systems store only takes one to operate. Your wife, with occasional part-time help—like you.

Use the coupon below or phone collect (213) 478-0433 for all the business facts you need. An Interior Systems store franchise could be big enough for both of you.

Interior Systems, 10889 Wilshire Boulevard, Dept. U8
Los Angeles, California 90024

Please send me, without obligation, your Franchise Information Kit.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City ___________ State _______ Zip ______

INTERIOR SYSTEMS

Continued on page 142
**Information for shopping**

ALL PRICES QUOTED THROUGHOUT THE EDITORIAL PAGES OF HOUSE & GARDEN ARE APPROXIMATE.

CONSULT YOUR INTERIOR DESIGNER OR STORE DECORATING DEPARTMENT.

---

**INSTANT DECORATING**

Page 64: "Direction" 6-part silk screen on 3' x 3' canvases by Joe Grimaldi for Supergraphic Originals, limited edition of 150, $500 the set exclusively at "J. Stone, 414 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10016.

2. "Heidi" pattern bed pillow shams. 20" x 26", Kodel polyester and combed cotton, durable press finish, $7.50 each (matching bedspread available) by Howard Curtain Co.

3. Bean Bag Chair in wet-look vinyl (available in small, medium, and large sizes in all fabrics), medium size shown $102 by Craft Associates.

---

**SALE**

Port Royal Plantation Inn

New, your family can enjoy a vacation together, with an extra vacation treat while you're free to enjoy all Port Royal Plantation Inn.

- **Golf**
- **Fishing**
- **Sailing**

They'll have their own world of fun supervised by trained counselors. For the children, Port Royal Plantation Inn's Kids Club, Hilton Head Island, S.C. designed by Danny Ho Fong for Supergraphic Originals.

---

**SALE**

**NORTH CAROLINA**

**SOUTH CAROLINA**

**HILTON HEAD ISLAND**

---

**TRAVEL**

**NEW JERSEY**

**ATLANTIC CITY**

Marlborough-Blenheim

ON THE BOARDWALK AND OCEAN

Time-honored as a "mark of excellence" for quality charm, unsurpassed personal service and eminent clientele. Situated on 5 Magic Acres at Park Place in America's famous ocean resort, ATLANTIC CITY.

---

**SOUTH CAROLINA**

**HILTON HEAD ISLAND**

---

**VIRGINIA**

**BRISTOW**

---

**THE TIDES INN & The Tides Golf Lodge**

Yachting, golfing, tennis and all the rest in an unparalled rural Virginia atmosphere of luxurious informality, within a day's drive of much of the South and East.

---

**HOUSE & GARDEN**
**SHE NEEDS YOUR LOVE**

Little Mie-Wen in Formosa already knows many things... the gnawing of hunger... the shivering of fear... the misery of being unwanted.

But she has never known love. Her mother died when she was born. Her father was poor—and didn't want a girl child. So Mie-Wen has spent her baby years without the affection and security every child craves.

Your love can give Mie-Wen, and children just as needy, the privileges you would wish for your own child.

Through Christian Children's Fund you can sponsor one of these youngsters. We use the word sponsor to symbolize the bond of love that exists between you and the child.

The cost? Only $12 a month. Your love is demonstrated in a practical way because your money helps with nourishing meals... medical care... warm clothing... education... understanding housemothers...

And in return you will receive your child's personal history, photograph, plus a description of the orphanage where your child lives. You can write and send packages.

Your child will know who you are and will answer your letters. Correspondence is translated at our overseas offices.

(If you want your child to have a special gift—a pair of shoes, a warm jacket, a fuzzy-feather—you can send your check to our office, and the *entire amount* will be forwarded, along with your instructions.)

Will you help? Requests come from orphans everywhere. And they are urgenent. Children wrapping rags on their feet, school books years out of date, milk supplies exhausted, babies abandoned by unwed mothers.

Since 1938, thousands of American sponsors have found this to be an intimate person-to-person way of sharing their blessings with youngsters around the world.

Little Mie-Wen and children like her need your love—won't you help Today?

Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in: India, Brazil, Taiwan (Formosa) and Hong Kong. (Or let us select a child for you from our emergency list.)

**CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc.**

Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204

I wish to sponsor [ ] boy [ ] girl in (Country)  

[ ] Please send me more information.

Write today: Verent J. Mills  

Address

Name

City

State

Zip

Registered (VFA-080) with the U.S. Government's Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are tax deductible.

Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge, Toronto 7

**Write today: Verent J. Mills**

**CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc.**

Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204

I wish to sponsor [ ] boy [ ] girl in (Country)  

[ ] Please send me more information.

Address

Name

City

State

Zip

Registered (VFA-080) with the U.S. Government's Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are tax deductible.

Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge, Toronto 7
Giant Antique Map
Exquisitely Beautiful Old World Map
In Antiqued Gold Wood Frame

SOLD in art stores for $35. Now yours for just $5.95. Antique gold wood frame included—imagine decorating your home with this superb antique map. This breathtakingly beautiful map in color will bring rich new beauty to any room in your home. The character of this fine art is so excellent that they find an enthusiastic audience of art lovers, decorators and appreciative homemakers wherever they are exhibited.

You'll understand why they are so commanding when you see the exquisite craftsmanship employed by the map maker. The small black and white illustrations shown at left cannot convey the dramatic beauty and rich engraved look of these magnificent laminated reproductions: fitted and framed in solid wood with antique gold finish. You must see them in huge full color to appreciate their beauty.

Each map is a large 16" x 10" with lavishly embellished borders. You will be thrilled with the grace and beauty it will add to your home, office or club.

Wood Frame Included

$1.98

BUY YOURSELF AN HEIRLOOM!

Your pride in owning this beautiful highboy will be exceeded only by your joy in having so many drawers. (My mother kept her secrets in one like this, among Dad's socks, ties, and collar buttons.) But best of all, it is the epitome of your own good taste.

Made of cherry with a rich brown tone finish, brass hardware, and broken pediment with finial. Eleven drawers with center guides, dovetail joints.

The simple Queen Anne styling accented the beauty of the cherry wood. Use it with prized antiques or contemporary furnishings, in bedroom, hallway, or as Colonial American did; in the living room. W 45½, D 19½, H 79½ inches.

$259.95, shpg. chgs. collect. No C. O. D.
Send 25c for catalogue of reproductions.

Department HG-57
Streets, Box 715, Concord, N. H. 03301

Ephraim Marsh

Gaze into the Future
Here is a "crystal" ball, complete with pedestal that makes an interesting conversation piece for office or home. Give him the future for his desk. Ball is three inches in diameter and is supported on a hardwood pedestal. $5.95

GENEVA IMPORTS

Dept. 68, P. O. Box 204, Teeneech, N. J. 07666

$5.95

WORLD ARTS

Box 577-K, Wilmington, California 90744

LOOK!
The crafty ladies in Blowing Rock found a mountain craftsman to hand fashion this charming primping mirror of solid walnut or cherry. Mahogany too, on special order. Pattern is from Colonial times.

18" $22.50; 21" $26.50.
Add $1.50 post. Craft catalogue, 25c. Creative Crafts, HG8, Rt. #1, Box 1010, Blowing Rock, N. C. 28605.
IT FOLDS!

handsome and handy—
extra seating for
kitchen pow wows,
our card crowd. Red,
white or blue enamel
with natural caned
seats. 17¾" by 18"
y 31" high. $16.95;
$30 pr. Exp. coll.
From Italy by way
of Storehouse, Inc.,
HGB, 1923
Peachtree Rd.,
Atlanta, Ga. 30309.

TIMELY HUTCH

A bit of Americana, reproduced in miniature
with interesting detail. Little Meissen-like
plates, pitcher and candlesticks in a wood
tone cabinet atop the electric clock base.
11¾" high, 5¾" wide, 2⅞" deep. $7.95 plus
50¢ post. Colonial Studios, Dept. AHE-8,
20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606.

SWISS IMPORTS

Wonderfully washable,
no-iron polyester
batiste. 72" cafés,
24" long, $12.50 pr.;
Valance, 72" by 12" $6.95 each. Pdp.
Catalogue, 65c;
swatch, 35c.
Hildegarde, HG8, 597
Farmington Ave.,
Hartford, Conn. 06105.

ROBIN PIN

Ceramic pin in soft natural colors
from a painting by Bucks County
artist, L. Hager. Golden setting with
safety clasp. 1¼" by 1¼". Just
25 from Clymer's of Bucks County,
HGB, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950.

LEVI PLACEMAT

Red-bordered blue denim mat with
leather Levi patch stitched securely
to serve as a coaster. 18" square red bandana
napkin tucks into left hand pocket.
Western flavor for cook outs and cook
ins. $2.75 each; four for $10.50. Pdp. Holly
House, HGB, 9924 Edgecove,
Dallas, Tex. 75238.

An Amazing Value for only $2.98

Lighted Pineapple Centerpiece

With many luscious fruits
around its base gives delight
full "dining in the tropics'
atmosphere! Light shines
through the translucent true-
life color of the pineapple,
making a unique centerpiece
sure to be admired by guests!
Uses 2 "C" batteries, not incl.
A great buy for only $2.98.

MAIL 10-DAY
NO RISK COUPON
GREENE LAND STUDIOS
3718 Everland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33134
Enclosed is check or m.o. for 

—$8441 Pineapple Lamps @ $2.98 (Add 35¢ post each)

Name
Address
City
State
Zip.

HAN D EMBR OIDERED
CREW EL FROM I N D I A

In stock for immediate delivery.
Multicolored floral pattern delicately hand
embroidered in wool on natural hand-woven
Indian cotton from Kashmir. Ideal for
elegant draperies, upholstery, bedspread,
throw, pillows, etc. Available by the yard in
50" width—only $9.95 per yard, post paid.
CREW EL PILLOW COVERS
12½" sq. or rd. $5.00 each
NEW COLOR CATALOG AND
SAMPLE CUTTING, 9¢ in coin
FEATURING NANDA RUGS & CREWEL PRODUCTS
GURIAN'S
11 East 33rd Street—Dept. HG8
New York, New York 10016

CRISTAL & TROPICS

Carved in clear crystal
with the "tropical" design;
an elegantly designed center
piece. A true work of art,
measuring 16" tall. $39.95

DELICATE

Dogwood
Design
ETCHED IN
ICED
CRYSTAL
8" GLOBE

Fashioned by Old
World Craftsmen
to give new life
to any decorating
scheme. Three
charming enchan-
trees of Rogers
gold circle base
of imported Ital-
ian marble, show-
ered with hand
- cut imported crys-
tal pendants.
Completely elec-
trified. Overall
height 26". An
elegant
center piece.

2,000 EARLY AMERICAN
REPRODUCTIONS

Direct by mail, huge selection of
hand-to-find items. Colonial furniture,
early colored glass, pewter, dinner-
ware, hand-forged tongs and hinges,
chandeliers, candle holders, clocks,
fire-places, switch plates, much more!
Great way to gift-shop for Early
American fans. Send 25¢ for 80-page
catalog, many full color illustrations.

Old Guilford Forge
85 Broad St., Guilford, Conn. 06437
LOUD AND CLEAR
Gold-colored metal desk plaque proclaims in black lettering: 'It's hard to be humble when you're as great as I am. No false modesty here, or is it ego-assuaging? I'll give friends a joshing good laugh!" 4" by 4" on stained wood.

FOR FERTILE SOIL
Custom care here for soil and foliage consists of a test kit and 'XYZ' fertilizer with potent ingredients to mix with water, and a proportioning sprayer to give just the right amount of fertilizer deep root feeding. All three, and a promise never to burn your lawn in any weather, $12.95 plus 50c post. Sudbury Lab., Inc., 2720 Dutton Rd., Sudbury, Mass. 01776.

BABY SAMPLER
Make an enchanting crewel baby sampler from a complete kit that includes a darling design with young one's name and birthdate. Stamped 13" by 13"/4" linen then finished in cottons, blacks, and more. Crewel yarns in pinks, blues, green and white. $2.95 plus 35c post. Fruitwood finish frame, 11" by 14". $3.50 plus 45c post. The Stitchery, HGB, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181.

PILLOW PUNCH
Walk on the wild side with plump white pillows bearing jungle designs. Choose a tiger, lion or zebra. Each measures a handy 17" by 17" just for throwing, to make a big impression on a sofa, chair or bed. In super smart black on white. $6.95 plus 75c post. ea. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG8, Northport, N. Y. 11768.

SMALL TALK
Dial "Darling" for the latest word in imported telephones. Go-with-everything white atop a shiny gold base with a gold dial, retractable handset cord, standard length cable, plus a melodious bell tone to boot. Lightweight, compact. $29.95 plus $1.50 postage. Order from Metropolitan Telelectronics, HGB, 35 W. 35th St., New York, N. Y. 10001.

RED AND GREEN
Christmas Labels
Make your Christmas mailings merry and efficient. Personalized in red with your name and address or any message that fits, printed on white non-curling gum paper. Tree is green. Great for letting your Christmas card list know your current address. Any 4 lines (about 20 characters per line). 500 for $2 (via air, $2.30). Thank you kindly, Bruce Bolind, 20 N. Bolind Blvd., Boulder, Colo. 80302.
MIRACLE VALUES by mail!

BIG MIRACLES by mail—SAVE $1

Complete set of 4 for only $3.

* Chinese Lady $1.
* Chinese Lord $1.
* Fisherman $1.
* Warrior

Amazing offer. Order now.

BEAUTY in your own home of old world opulence. Create a splendid focal point, a striking center of attention. Use your decorator's skill—your eye will tell you how to place these for most striking effect in any room. Simply, each can transform any room a man shares, they add a classic, distinctive atmosphere to any room. Imagine picking pineapples year after year. This amazing dwarf banana tree will thrive indoors, on windowsills or in summer; its grower ships only well-rooted, root-potted plants. Grow delicious juicy ripe pineapples indoors. After picking fruit, they last, hung on mesures of fragrant snow-white blooms and bear fruit again and again.

Sale $9.95

Quality that will delight you—white, white china, substantial each plate weighs over 1½ lbs!, Bird pictures in full, lovely rich yet soft colors, so detailed they could be used for a naturalist's lesson. Each feather and detail exquisitely rendered by superb artists, then captured permanently by English artisans who have been at their craft for generations.

COLOR AND DESIGN SO BEAUTIFUL THEY "GLITTER". ADD A CLASSIC BEAUTY TO YOUR WINDOW. SHOW THEM OFF TO ADMIRING FRIENDS AND GUESTS ON TASTING TRAYS, PLAQUES FOR HANGING—ONLY $8.95!

SAVE $10 on a sizeable supply, but they will go fast—order now.

WORLD ART GROUP, Dept. 8HG
2 First St., East Norwalk, Conn. 06880

Please rush me the Items I have checked below. Satisfaction Guaranteed. I enclose $...

WORLD ART GROUP, Dept. 8HG
2 First St., East Norwalk, Conn. 06880

Gentlemen:

Please rush me the items I have checked below. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

* Banana Tree
* Pineapple Plant
* Paint Sprayer

Each magnificent plate!

Please include $10 per painting for Postage & Handling.

We advise you to get yours without delay. Full money back guarantee. No one will guess how little they cost—thanks to surplus crop for banana cream pie, fritters, etc.). Adjusts for proper consistency—get professional results. Just plug in, pull lever $100. $200, $300 up to $500 on all paint-

ADDED VALUE by mail!

Big, 10-inch Golden-Rimmed BONE CHINA Display Plates from STOKE-ON-TRENT in England...Irresistibly Priced!

OPTIONAL—3 PLATE HANGERS

Sturdy wire hangers protect your precious Game Bird Classics while giving full display. Put them up in just a few minutes, on any wall. Worth far more than this nominal price.

Actual size of each magnificent plate!
INTRODUCING STACKABLES

PUT EVERYTHING IN PLACE

CREATE A WALL OF CUBES
AT LOW COST
NOTHING STACKS UP TO STORAGE LIKE STACKABLES

In situations where hazards or economy prevent the use of costly furniture, STACKABLES are ideal. Think about it. It's tougher to find a place STACKABLES wouldn't be in place.

Put STACKABLES anywhere and anyway you want. Put them side by side, make a room divider, or a storage wall. Designed of RIGID FIBERBOARD on a functional basic 12" Cube. Spon's intelligent and attractive storage for books, toys, records, Hi Fi, clothes, ANYTHING. Sets up in seconds. GREAT for the den, children's rooms, office, boat or wherever Decorative Storage is needed.

STACKABLES are available in Oyster White which harmonizes nicely in any interior or they can be personalized with Spray Paints, decorative STICK-ONS or Magic Markers.

SOLD AS SET THREE 12 x 12 x 12 inch cubes.

$4.95 Per SET

(add $1.50 pp)

Pegasus

DEPT. HG-870, 1855 IMPERIAL AVE.
NEW HYDE PARK, N. Y. 11040

TURTLE TRIVET

SILHOUETTED TURTLE is handsome, practical trivet—lets heat from hot pots escape thru openwork in his shell. Heavy black wrought iron with hand, feet & tail in textured detail. 6X304 Turtlle Trivet; 6x7/16". 1.00

BRECK'S OF BOSTON SINCE 1818
867 BRECK BLDG., BOSTON, MASS. 02210

DINGY TEETH made RADIANT WHITE

Just brush on and instantly you transform dull and unattractive teeth into a sparkling white smile that appears so natural, and natural. WYTEN is used by thousands of women and theatrical folks to cover up stains, blemishes and even gold fillings. Dental formula is completely safe and harmless for natural as well as false teeth.

Send check or money order only. No C.O.D.'s.
Pa. residents add 6% sales tax to kit prices.

A GAL'S BEST FRIEND

Sculpted nylon money cache is your best protection against purse snatchers. Snaps onto belt or slip strap. Holds folding money or other valuables. Plastic lined with foil over felt.

Hide it $1.98 - 20c mailing each

California residents add 5% sales tax.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises dept. HG-87

503 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

CREATIVE CREWEL!

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS. AVAILABLE ONLY FROM CREWEL WORLD!

instantly! Like a Movie-Star smile with new Cosmetic Enamel! Are you smile shy because of discolored, dull and unattractive teeth? Then try WYTEN, a marvelous new "Dental Cosmetic" for an attractive new glamorous look. Just brush on and instantly you transform discolored, yellow and dingy teeth into a sparkling white smile that appears so natural, and natural. WYTEN is used by thousands of women and theatrical folks to cover up stains, blemishes and even gold fillings. Dental formula is completely safe and harmless for natural as well as false teeth.

VEGETABLE POTPOURRI!

A bright, gay and contemporary interpretation. Kit contains: Stamped natural color fabric, yarns of orange, reds and greens, needles, diagrams and complete instructions. Finished size: 12" x 19". Kit #2APP.V. $5.50 plus $0.00 postage.

Send check or money order only. No C.O.D.'s.
Pa. residents add 6% sales tax to kit prices.

Crewel World

BOX 303, DEPT. HGR
HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA. 19006

Send S&H for color brochure. Free with order.

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING AROUND

FUN AT THE ZOO

All set for playroom capers a complete set of 20 giant zoo animals is done up in storybook colored rubbery washable plastic. A marvelous menagerie delights small fry for many a happy hour. 2" high. All 20, $1 plus 25c post; three sets, $2.50. Colonial Studios, Dept. GZE-2, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606.

SAFE ELECTROLYSIS

What with all the emphasis on a perfect skin, do remove any hair from face, arms, legs. Use Perma Tweez with ease; safely destroys roots with tweezie-like action; does not puncture or irritate skin. Accepted for advertising by AMA. $14.95 ppd. General Medical Co., HGE-17, 5701 W. Adams, Los Angeles, Cal. 90016.

SHOW ROOM

Display a collection of spoons to their best advantage. Space for 18 in a well designed two-shelf rack that is pretty enough to hang alone. Satin smooth colonial brown pine with a carved angel furbelow, it's a handsome show-off. 13" by 14". $6.95 ppd. Art Guild Enterprises, HG8, Box 23201, Minneapolis, Minn. 55423.

BOOTS ARE BEST!

Sleek boots with smart buckled instep strap are terrific with tweeds, stretch pants or pants suits. Genuine cowhide with sturdy sole and heel. White, black or bone leather, or natural deer skin. Sizes 4 to 10 M and N; ½ sizes, too. $9.50 plus 60c postage. Order from Old Pueblo Traders, 600-H8G, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

Tiffany Settee

Bench in Art Nouveau style could be a fine focal point in your living room. 28 colors in spot-resistant velvet or other fabrics. Foam padded hardwood in 12 hand-rubbed finishes, 54" I., 14" w., 17 1/2" h. $71 each; $136 pr. exc.

From face, arms, legs. Use Perma Tweez with ease; safely destroys roots with tweezie-like action; does not puncture or irritate skin. Accepted for advertising by AMA. $14.95 ppd. General Medical Co., HGE-17, 5701 W. Adams, Los Angeles, Cal. 90016.

PERSONAL AWAKENER

Electric alarm clock is personized with "Wake up," followed by the name of the sleepyhead in big letters. Case is gleaming white plastic 2 1/2" by 3 1/4" by 4 1/4" with four-foot cord. Saves mom at home, roommate in dormitory. Specify name. $6.49 ppd. Order from Miles Kimball Co., 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.
COOL IT

HANDBY LITTLE NUMBER
Trendline puts the dial and recall button in the palm of your hand. Adjustable ringer. Low, sleek and well-designed. Extra long cord; illuminated dial for night time use. Wall or desk models. Green, pink, blue, beige, white, turquoise, red, ivory, yellow or black. $59.95. Add $1.50 post. Metropolitan Teletronics, HG8, 35 W. 35 St., N. Y. 10001.

WISDOM TO KNOW
Ceramic tile in white with purple and black Old English lettering bears the serenity prayer that ends with, "And wisdom to know the difference." Fine thought for one and all! Six inch square. $2.98 plus 40c postage each tile. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

"HOW-TO" Serendipitous sampling of up-to-date wall coverings and ideas takes the worry out of wall décor. "Wallcoverings and You" displays paisleys, florals, flocked designs; explains how to measure, suggests where to put what. 32 page do-it-yourself booklet, 25c ppd. United-De Soto, HG8, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

RATTAN WITH ELAN
Bring the gaiety of color into your bath with an Oriental rattan basket. Choose from a spectrum of H & G colors: pineapple yellow, parrot green, space blue, azalea, bittersweet, black or white. 11" dia. by 10" high. $3.95 plus 90c post. Deduct $1 for natural. Catalogue 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG8, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

IT'S THE NUTS!
And bolts too. They're both embedded within the 3" lucite cube. A natural for your favorite tycoon's office where he gets down to the nuts and bolts of business. Clearly an interesting addition to any paperweight collection. $15 plus $1 postage. Order from Postamatic Co., HG870, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.
SPRAY THE EASY WAY

Re-decorate your home and save up to $500 with push-button paint sprayer. Viscometer unit adjusts for thin, medium and thick sprays; paints twice as fast; gives smoother professional coating from any angle. No skipping, clogging with jewel nozzle. $12.98; two for $25. Add $1.50 post. World Co., Dept. HG8, 1 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

MEET "DEBRA"

For strolling in the park or shopping, here's the perfect-fitting, quality kid-leather walking shoe. Zigzag rubber sole, 1/4" wedge heel. 2½-13, AAAA-EE (D and EE to size 12); 2½-10 $20.95, 10½-12 $21.95; 12½ and 13 $22.95. Bone/malt, beige/otter, navy/ light blue; black, white. Add $5 dc post. Solly Bayes, HG8, 45 Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02108.

BOUND FOR THE BRINY

Double handled straw basket from Madeira comes all ready for monogram to be needlepointed in colorful International Code flags. Taping boxes, chart, canvas for monogram, lining, needle, instructions included. Basket, 9" by 4" by 5 1/2" h. Perfect for taking to beach. $3.50 plus 50c postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

an heirloom of tomorrow!

Church Christmas Plate

A collector's item! Exquisite porcelain plate is third of a limited yearly series of famous Danish churches. 1970 design shows the marble church Marmorkirken. 1/3 of a limited yearly series of famous Danish churches. Each tube, $1.50. Add 50c for postage. Solby Bayes, HG8, 45 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

Here's a complete line of safe, permanent bond in liquid, gel and paste form. Used for repairing any type of china, porcelain, china, jewelry, glass and tile treasures. Further, the bond is a permanent, washable one that scoffs at heat or cold. Each tube, $1.49 plus 15c postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.
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CAUSE FOR REFLECTION
Place a handsome mirror and shelf set in your living room, center hall or dining room. Enjoy the favorable reaction from admiring guests. It’s stunningly created in baroque style, finished in antique gold. Mirror, 14" by 9 1/2"; shelf, 7 1/2" by 6". Set $3.98 plus 75c post. Harriet Carter, Dept. HG8, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

PET COAT CODDLER
Grooming mist for pets removes coat tangles and snarls in minutes, relieves skin dryness, itchiness in seconds. Spray-button conditioner makes coat easier to brush and groom; adds sheen and pleasant fragrance after brushing or towelling. $2.39 ppd. Mr. Groom Products Inc., Dept. HG10, 601 E. Alton St., Santa Ana, Cal. 92705.

STITCH IN TIME
From a primitive American painting, cross-stitch a colonial sailing ship and ship ahoy with an original idea for a wall hanging! Detai led on blue homespun, everything you’ll need is included except frame. 12" by 15"; $1.25 ppd. Catalogue of painting, stitchery and wood cabinet kits, 29c. Decorative Adventures, P.O. Box 228EX, Abington, Pa. 19001.

LIKE THE REAL THING
Vega is one of the brightest stars shining in the heavens and the Vega man-made gem is pure white brilliance. Each crystalline stone with 58 facets expertly cut and polished. Won’t scratch, chip or discolor. $22 per carat. Free booklet includes styles for men and women. Vega Co., HGE8, Box 465, Radio City Sta., New York, N.Y. 10019.

SHAG CARPET RAKE
Super heavy duty specifically designed hard wood rake is ideal for restring crushed and packed carpet. A carefully arranged round-end metal tangs do an excellent job of lifting up crushed and matted carpet without catching in the yarn or loops. This is a must for all shag and jute carpet owners.

enclose
$4.95
plus 90c postage
No C.O.D.’s please
RAX-A-SHAG EBERLINE PRODUCTS
P. O. BOX 205
TRENTON, MICHIGAN 48183

SUPERWIDE SHEERS FABRIC SHADES & CORNICES PANELS

DURING OUR BETWEEN-SEASON LULL 3 KINDS OF DISCOUNT SAVINGS FOR PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT SPEEDS

order on or before SEPT. 30th 20% DISCOUNT
="I’ll get it right in the mail tonight."

order on or before OCT. 15th 15% DISCOUNT
="I’ll wait until we pay this month’s bills."

order on or before OCT. 31st 10% DISCOUNT
="I never can find a stamp when I need it."

SWAGS & JABOTS
Send for FREE Catalog. Order before Sept. 30-save a full 20% Ronnie Fiberglas Center, Dept. 48-5 145 Broad Ave., Fairview, N.J. 07022

Please rush me, absolutely FREE, the Ronnie Fiberglas Bedspread-Drapery Catalog that offers me additional discounts of 20%, 15% and 10% during your between-season lull.

NAME__________________________
ADDRESS_________________________
CITY________ STATE__ ZIP____________

At Last... a Place to Put Ice Teaspoons... in Our CRYSTAL SPOON COASTERS
Now you can protect table linens from staining or damaging with our new crystal spoon coasters. Made of pressed glass in the old Cape Cod design, so elegant they’ll complement your finest china and silver. Coasters accommodate any tumblers—attached spoon rests hold teaspoons to prevent dripping. SET OF FOuR $4.50 plus 75c post.

ARTISAN GALLERIES
7105-BB Nw. Haskell, Dallas, Texas 75230

RGUS, 1970
SALE

Maple Leaf Sconces
BUY DIRECTLY FROM IMPORTER & SAVE!

Reg. $6.60
NOW $4.45

Harriet Carter
Dept. HG8-70, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

OLD TIME MAGAZINES

Complete colorful reproductions of the May 6, 1905, Saturday Evening Post and an 1890 issue of the ever-favorite Ladies' Home Journal! Tell it like it was at the turn of the century. Young and old will be amused and intrigued with the features, ads, articles and fashions from the "then" each generation.

TWO for $3.75

SEND for FREE GIFT CATALOG

Clymer's of Bucks County
Dept. HG8-A, Peter Pleasant, Pa. 18940

ZODIAC INFLATABLE PILLOWS

Everybody's going mad for Zodiart... and why not? Inflatable pillows with today's wet look in vinyl... stunning color combinations. 12 original Zodiac designs with corresponding horoscope on flip side. Approximately 19" in diameter, and tough enough to stand on. Appealing to all ages. Please state sign desired.

$3.75 ea. Ppd.
Ill. Res. add 5% tax. Gift Catalog 25c

HOUSE OF MINNEL
Deeprath Rd., Dept. HG-80
Batavia, Ill. 60510

SHOPPING AROUND

BRIGHT CONTROL

Never mind that double check to be sure the lights are out. Hate to come home to a dark house? The solution is simple—just attach your control to any indoor lamps, plug into any outlet, set it for when you want the lights on or off—pre-set wall! A useful luxury for $5.95 postpaid from Collier's, Dept. HG8, 9933 Lawler Ave., Skokie, Ill. 60076.

HIDDEN ASSETS

Adjustable money belt is worn under clothing around waist. Inner pockets hold folded bills or important papers. For men to wear under business suits, ladies might conceal it beneath dark slacks. Slim construction makes it virtually invisible. $3.98 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

WORLD OF STITCHES

Three to make ready all manner of pretties—over 300 items of creative needlework. Pictures pillows, tablecloths, rugs, fashions, handbags. There are needlepoint, crewel, cross-stitch, accessories, supplies, kits to choose from. Send 25c for next three issues to The Stitchery, HG8, Wellesley, Mass. 02181.

HEADS UP

Or feet up, whichever you choose—either way, sleeping comfort's assured with the buoyant Foam-Flint. Head and shoulders are raised without piles of pillows, achings legs get relief. 27"h. with washable white cover. 4"h., $10; 7½"h., $12; 10"h., $15; 12½"h., $18. Ppd. Better Sleep, Inc., Dept. HG8, New Providence, N. J. 07074.

DON'T PULL HAIR FROM NOSE!

Why risk infection? Unisex hair can be trimmed easily and safely with "Groomette." Merely insert in nostril and twist to remove hair. Hair is snipped off precisely and neatly. Fine surgical steel. Use it to remove hair from ears, too.

GROOMETTE
$1.49 — 15c Mailing Each
Cafl. residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
105 Market St., Dept. HG-80
San Francisco, Calif. 94108

Your Name on Studio Card

Cards aren't just personalized—you name is actually printed as part of the message on these sophisticated Slim Jim cads in all impecable taste. Custom printed in full colors. Only for Birthdays, get-well, annive's and congrat'ns. Money refunded if not delighted. Cards shipped within 48 hours. An extra gift! Use either first names (Ann and Joe) or family name (The Wilsons). Send printing advice and $5.95 for 10 cards. "Connoisseur's Assortment."

COLLEGE HALL CARDS, Dept. 2A
199 HICKORY DRIVE, LARCHMONT, N. Y. 10538
THE WORD APROPOS
A doormat meaningfully inscribed with one word, scram, clues in bill collectors, peddlers, bores as to their reception. What a laugh for friends who know they're always welcome! Hand-woven in India of tough tan fibers, black letters. Shakes clean, 16" by 27". $5.98 plus 50c post. A Man's World, HG-8, Engel St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802.

HERES "JUDY"
She's footloose and fancy free. Comfortable sandal with wafertin cushion platform on fashionably 1½" heel. Choose blue to royal ombre, bone to brown, all black, white or brown kid leather. For widths AAAA to EE, 2½ to 10. $19.95. 10½ to 12, $20.95. Add 50c post. Free catalogue. Solby Bayes, HG8, 45 Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02108.

BLOT OUT SPOTS
From a ballpoint pen? Marmax stain remover does away with those formerly ineradicable ballpoint inkstains from clothing, walls, floors, anything that can be washed or dry cleaned, except paper. $1., two for $1.95. Ppd. Order from West-Berg Enterprises, Ltd., HG8, P.O. Box 4177, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80909.

JUST YOUR DISH
When you share a treasured recipe with a friend make sure your cuisine gets proper credit. Personalized 3" by 5" cards printed in red with your name in bold black type insure immortality for your cookery. Welcome gift for a bride. 100 for $2.75; 200 for $5. Ppd. Without name, 100 for $1. Bruce Bolind, HG8, Boulder, Colo. 80302.

AGODA ROOF CUPOLA
and 25c today for our new color cate- ing illustrating with prices of many, many styles and sizes of Cupolas and hundreds of unique weather- 

CAPE COD CUPOLA CO.
P. O. BOX A2096, DEPT. CS
NEW BEDFORD, MASS. 02741

LILIAN VERNON SHOPPING GUIDE

GOLDEN SWITCH PLATES
Rich old-world ewes trend in lovely "Barley". Shining Gold plated metal, antique and specially finished, tarnishing-no, polishing. Single switch and two outlet are 4½", double switch is 3½", triple is 6½". Mounting screws included.

1132 Single Switch. $1.00
1132 Double Switch. $1.50
1121 Triple Switch. $1.95
1123 Twin Outlet. $1.50

MATCH STAND $1.99
Dreams display for that hurried watch-finish 18K Gold plated antique stand is made from the original metal. Watch hanger from a base, is 4½" high, finished in book protector velvet, 90% of a work of art! $1.25.

PERSONALIZED DOOR KNOCKER $2.99
Pure classic beauty and a triumph of craftsmanship is 8" knocker of sturdy solid metal, heavily antiqued for dramatic depth of design, tempered to resist the elements. Solid brass plate is custom engraved with any name. Mounting screws included. $1.45

H ANDSOME GOLDEN BOOKS
Set of 4 $1.00
Authentic classic design in cast metal, plated in 18K Gold, tempered for permanence. Existing uses in both powder room, kitchen, den, office, 2" books have handy screw eyes, easily mounted in more seconds. $1556 (set of 4). . . . 1 set $1.00, 3 sets $2.50

HANDSOME GOLDEN HOOKS
Set of 4 $1.00
Authentic classic design in cast metal, plated in 18K Gold, lacquered for permanence. Endless uses in bath, powder room, kitchen, den, office. 2" hooks have handy screw eyes, easily mounted in more seconds. $1556 (set of 4). . . . 1 set $1.00, 3 sets $2.50

GOLD PLATED LIGHT PULLS Each $1.00
Glamorize without expensive electrical work—pick these glittering pulls for closets and fixtures all over home. Solid brass, richly gold plated, each on 36" golden link chain, each so elegant! =1532, $1.95 to $2.95.

COFFEE TABLE Candles
Set of 3 $1.98
Unlock a new world of decorating ideas! Group them on a wall for a fresh, new look, use them in any setting as stunning paperweights! Sculptured metal, antique gold plated, each 3" long. Gorgeous for gift! $1.95.

ELEGANT SILVERWARE STACKERS
Beautify your buffet table! Shining new stackers crush flies, keep service clutter-free, save space! Cast metal, lavishly 18K Gold plated. Each holds 12. =4077—Super savings! All 3 stackers Set $7.50

HAND-CRAFTED COLLECTOR'S PIECE
Tiling dressing Mirror of solid walnut or cherry. Completely hand made and finished by Mountain Crafter, vouching to grace many generations of dressing tables.

18" high 12" wide . . . . $22.50
22" high 14" wide . . . . $28.50
Please state choice of wood and size of mirror. Add $5.50 for shipping charges. A. E. O. B., prizer.

Send 25c for catalog of handcrafts. Visit our shops at Last Exit, Tex., Cheektow, N. Y., Hicksville, N. Y., and Blowing Rock, N. C.

CREATIVE CRAFTS
Dept. 395: Box 101-C
Blowing Rock, N. C. 28605

FIREPLACE ACCESSORIES

GOLD PLATED LIGHT PULLS Each $1.00
Glamorize without expensive electrical work—pick these glittering pulls for closets and fixtures all over home. Solid brass, richly gold plated, each on 36" golden link chain, each so elegant! =1532, $1.95 to $2.95.

Please add 35c for postage and handling
PRINT names for personalized Items
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

LILIAN VERNON, Dept. GA1
520 S. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550
CREWEL SIAMESE CAT

Here's a beauty of a Siamese cat to stitch in crewel embroidery on creamy 17" x 17" linen. The design is 10" x 10" with head, legs and tail in browns and tans. The eyes are a magnificent clear blue. Kit comes with design on linen, crewel wools, needle and instructions. Use as picture or pillow top. Only $3.95 plus 35c postage.

Send 25c for Next 3 Issues Of Our Art Needlecraft Catalog
The Stitchery Dept. HG708, 204 Worcester St. Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181

PONY IN WREATH OF FLOWERS

A colorful garland wreath of blue daisies encircles this adorable brown and tan pony. Kit includes design on linen for front, back and sides of 14" pillow, crewel yarns, blue cording, needle and directions. Only $5.95 plus 45c postage.

FAIR FERNERY

A delicate, airy fern is the subject and his treatment superb in the original lithographs by celebrated artist, Ebb Pate. Printed in color on fine paper, signed by the artist and each in its own portfolio, set of two is $10 ppd. 10" by 12" ea. Catalogue, a refundable 25c. Merri Makers, HG8, 502 So. Broad St., Thomasville, Ga. 31792.

PERSONALIZED TREE TWINKLES

TO START A CHRISTMAS TRADITION!
SAVE OVER 20% ON A DOZEN OR MORE!

Christmas is a family time—and here's one of the warmest family traditions! Each twinkler is engraved with a name—each member of the family hangs his own as a finale to the tree trimming! Water-thin 3" metal swingers are gold plated to dance with highlights, and unbreakable.

Send 25c for Next 3 Issues Of Our Art Needlecraft Catalog
The Stitchery Dept. HG708, 204 Worcester St. Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181

Delft Birth Plate

WILL BE CHERISHED for a LIFETIME

The perfect commemoration for a newborn child—will arrive in less than 3 weeks by air, direct from Royal Delft factories in Holland. Give FULL NAME, TIME OF BIRTH (designated by clock hands), A.M. or P.M., WEIGHT (designated on child stork is carrying), DATE OF BIRTH and PLACE OF BIRTH. Be sure to include all this personally painted plate.

Send 25c for Next 3 Issues Of Our Art Needlecraft Catalog
The Stitchery Dept. HG708, 204 Worcester St. Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181

Send 25c for Next 3 Issues Of Our Art Needlecraft Catalog
The Stitchery Dept. HG708, 204 Worcester St. Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181

POSTAMATIC COMPANY
Dept. HG-870, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

GLEAMING COPPER
For fun, an Indian Kachina PENDANT on 30" chain $3.00; zinging adjustable RING, $1.75; intricate wrought BRACELET $3.00; or choker size BRACELET in ivory size $7.75; men's size $3.50. All in SOLID COPPER with non-tarnish finish. Pd.

GLEAMING COPPER
For fun, an Indian Kachina PENDANT on 30" chain $3.00; zinging adjustable RING, $1.75; intricate wrought BRACELET $3.00; or choker size BRACELET in ivory size $7.75; men's size $3.50. All in SOLID COPPER with non-tarnish finish. Pd.
SHOPPING AROUND

CASUAL CAPER
Whether town shopping or country hopping, corduroy shirtwaist dress is perfectly at ease with snap-fastener front, action back and 4-gore skirt. Choose flattering gold, moss green, geranium pink, Liberty blue or desert tan. Washable. 10-44, 12½-24½. $16.95 plus 60¢ post. Western Classics, 606-H8D, So. Country Club, Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

GOOD CALIBRE
69-calibre flintlock pistol, a reproduction of the Tower model, can be fired—if you can find a lead ball, flint and black powder! 15¼", with solid brass trim it weighs a hefty three pounds. $40. Sure-fire decorative idea with its 8" by 3½" powder flask companion, $10.75. Ppd. William Spencer, HG8, Rancocas Woods, N. J. 08060.

CLEAR CUT
Quintessence of elegance—brandy snifters of heavy cut crystal, letter perfect with two or three initials hand cut on the surface. Try yours to toast the end of summer at an intimate tête-à-tête, complement a handsome bar, gift a gracious hostess. $6.98 for the set of four. Please specify initials. Wales, HG8, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

SANTA REPORTS
Shopping Around suggests Christmas labels that add a really personal touch to holiday greetings. Dash off a bit of family news and have it printed in black on gold labels bearing a Christmas tree seal. Any message, up to 220 characters, just $3.95 for 125, 1¾" by 2" labels in a plastic box. Add 30¢ via air. Bruce Bolind, HG8, Boulder, Colo. 80302.

THE INDIAN WAY
Walk softly along quiet pine-scented paths or from living room to bedroom and all through the house. Glove leather natural tan shoes have foam rubber insoles and flexible cowhide soles. Shoe conforms to the shape of foot, just as a moccasin does. Ladies' 5 to 10, $4.98 plus 50¢ post. Cal-Leather, HG8, 525 W. Windsor Rd., Glendale, Cal. 91204.

WIN
A BRAND NEW $229.95 VALUE DRESSMAKER ZIG-ZAG SEWING MACHINE

Work this Contest and Win Prizes!!!

1ST PRIZES
Brand New $229.95 VALUE DRESSMAKER ZIG-ZAG 24 CAM Sewing Machines

2ND PRIZES
(2)—Adjustable Dress Forms

3RD PRIZES
(5)—Transistor Radios

4TH PRIZES
(5)—Pairs Electric Scissors

Simply Unscramble The Words And Mail Today!

MAIL THIS OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK TO
City Sewing Machine Co.
818 Broadway
Marysville, Ks. 66508

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED!

CONTEST RULES
1. Any resident of the United States may enter except employees and suppliers of CITY SEWING MACHINE CO., Marysville, Ks., and their immediate families. Void where prohibited or restricted by Federal, state or local laws.
2. All entries become the property of CITY SEWING MACHINE CO., Marysville, Kansas.
3. Hurry, mail the entry form or a reason­able facsimile today! Winners of the Sewing Machines, Adjustable Dress Forms, Trans­istor Radios and Electric Scissors will be selected by drawing from among all correct entries. All prize winners will be notified by mail. All other persons entering this contest will receive a coupon offer on a sewing machine.
4. Only one entry permitted from each contestant.
5. Decision of the judges is final.
6. No representative will call or come to your home.

Simply Unscramble These Words—Hint: They All Pertain to Sewing

Unscramble These Words—Hint: They All Pertain to Sewing

WESENG
AMSE
MHE
LENED
EMDN
SROSSICS

Enter This CONTEST and WIN PRIZES!

WESNG: COTTISH
AMSE: UOTTBH
MHE: REPZIP
LENED: NRETTAP
EMDN: SROSSICS

ADDRESS

CITY
STATE ZIP

Mail Entry to CITY SEWING MACHINE CO., 818 Broadway, Marysville, Kansas 66508

GUST, 1970
SHOECRAFT
NEW YORK 10017

Service for 12 $44.98
Service for 8 $29.98
spoons and 2 serving pieces.

 Crusade or bone suede
A waft of fringe . . . skinny
We've gone softie on this

THE PEWTER LOOK

Our stainless steal flatware authentically repro­
duced from an antique English design. Classic plaid handle knives, 9 fixed forks . . . and a
decorative geeler look. Dishwasher safe. Service
includes: 8 ladle forks, 3 soup spoons, 16 tea­
spoons and 1 serving pieces.

Wales, Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530

Wee Crystal Vases
Darling for buds or short stem flowers,
to put at each guest's place with a
small posy or two . . . to hold tooth­
picks, for collector's display on a shelf
or for prism color on a windowsill. Lead
crystal, imported from West Germany;

delightful=

Our extra-silky soft suede
At Low Money Saving Prices.

No RISK TO YOU! Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Mail this coupon to Miles Kimball Co.,
550 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901
SEND ME-FREE-
the 40 -page Miles Kimball special catalog of unique new Christmas Card ideas — some deeply
religious, some light hearted, all completely per­
sonal and guaranteed to express your originality.

My Name ___________________________

City & State __________________________ ZIP __________________________

STATUE

Sculpture of a charming child
cosseting the bird ever enhances
its place in the sun or on the ter­
race, even inside a house. Cast
stone reinforced with steel and
old weathered stone finish. 25”
high statue yours for a surpris­ing-

INDISPENSABLE!
Here, an 111/2” straw dispenser
to turn everyday soda sipping in­
to old-time reminiscing. It keeps
straws neat, clean, out-of-sight
and the colorful wooden lid makes dispensing easy. Perky
hand-decoration will brighten up
a kitchen or bar. Assorted colors.
Straws not included. $2.99 ppd.
Breck's, W19 Breck Blvd., Bos­
ton, Mass. 02210.

INDISPENSABLE!
Here, an 111/2” straw dispenser
to turn everyday soda sipping in­
to old-time reminiscing. It keeps
straws neat, clean, out-of-sight
and the colorful wooden lid makes dispensing easy. Perky
hand-decoration will brighten up
a kitchen or bar. Assorted colors.
Straws not included. $2.99 ppd.

EASY DOES IT
The home passenger elevator is a superb aid in households where
an occupant is suffering from heart trouble, arthritis or rheu­
matism. It requires no special
wiring and installs in two hours,
plugs in and leaves stairs free to use.
Rental or purchase plan. American Stair-Glide, HG8, 201
W. 80th Terr., Kansas City, Mo.
64114.

DECORATING PLANS
Three-dimensional room planning
kit with Styrofoam forms that can
represent over 150 different
pieces of furniture scaled 1/4” to
a foot. Shapes may be covered
with fabric, painted. Arrange
as many as three rooms on graph
paper equivalent to 27’ by 44’.
Walls, windows, doors, too. $7.95
ppd., Plan-It-Kit, Inc., HG8, Box
429, Westport, Conn. 06880.

STONE STATUE
Sculpture of a charming child
cosseting the bird ever enhances
its place in the sun or on the ter­
race, even inside a house. Cast
stone reinforced with steel and
old weathered stone finish. 25”
high statue yours for a surpris­ing-

EASY DOES IT
The home passenger elevator is a superb aid in households where
an occupant is suffering from heart trouble, arthritis or rheu­
matism. It requires no special
wiring and installs in two hours,
plugs in and leaves stairs free to use.
Rental or purchase plan. American Stair-Glide, HG8, 201
W. 80th Terr., Kansas City, Mo.
64114.

EASY DOES IT
The home passenger elevator is a superb aid in households where
an occupant is suffering from heart trouble, arthritis or rheu­
matism. It requires no special
wiring and installs in two hours,
plugs in and leaves stairs free to use.
Rental or purchase plan. American Stair-Glide, HG8, 201
W. 80th Terr., Kansas City, Mo.
64114.
BIG BOOM!
Safe, fast-firing, heavy cast iron carbide cannon's roar echoes for blocks. The bigger the cannon, the bigger the boom! 9" field cannon, $5.95; extra loud 17" modern field cannon, $10.95; mammoth 25" field cannon, $13.95; ammunition tube, 59c; three tubes, $1.50. Add $1.50 post. Standard American, Dept. HG8, 1 Park Ave., New York 10016.

ECONOMY OF SPACE
Easily accomplished with wood-grain looking four-drawer chest! Front framed in wood, its non-stick heavy fibreboard drawers have triple-thick fronts and backs. Brass plated knobs. Roomy, low-priced, too! 28" h., 12" w., 12" d. Each, $6.98; two for $13. Add $1.50 post. J. W. Holst, Inc., Dept. HGA-8, 1005 E. Bay St., East Tawas, Mich. 48730.

BE SEATED
The "Miss-In-Between" has the perfect measurements to sit prettily in a small room or study: 59" l., 30" d., 28" h. (seat 18" d.). Hardwood frame; hand-tufted back; reversible, zip-h., 21" d.). Hardwood frame; hand-tufted back; reversible, zip-h., 21" d.). Standard American, Dept. HG8, 2920 No. Center

SHOPPING AROUND

ECONOMY OF SPACE
Shopping! HG8, 2920 No. Center

BE SEATED
The "Miss-In-Between" has the perfect measurements to sit prettily in a small room or study: 59" l., 30" d., 28" h. (seat 18" d.). Hardwood frame; hand-tufted back; reversible, zip-h., 21" d.). Standard American, Dept. HG8, 2920 No. Center

COOKIES CRISPERS
A nifty gadget that promises to put the crunch back into soggy cookies, nuts, potato chips, pretzels. The lid stores absorbent crystals which draw out moisture, work indefinitely—just reactivate them in the oven now and then. 7" jar holds a big boxful. $4; two for $7.50. Add 50c post. Joan Cook Co., HGB, 1241 N.E. 8th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304.

LITERARY AVIARY
Two thousand North American birds and 699 species held captive in this invaluable one-volume field guide for birdwatchers. Full-color illustrations, songgrams, maps of winter and summer ranges and migration patterns included. 4½" by 7½". $3.95 plus 35c post. Clymer's of Bucks County, HGB, Pt. Pleasant, Pa. 18950.

MAGNIFICENT OLD FASHIONED

Colored Glass Collectors' Decanters

The art of yesteryear comes vibrantly alive in this magnificent collection of Old Fashioned decorator decanters. Original hardboard glass has become a prized collector's item, their direct and honest beauty bringing a classic charm to any setting. Washed by the light from a window the clear, liquid topaz, deep cobalt blue and limpid seagreen glass glows with a warm internal beauty. Among the designs in this collection are the Benjamin Franklin decanter, the Liberty Bell Medicine Bottle, the Dolphin jug and nine more just as famous. Limited editions of these decanters sell for up to $25.00 or more, and the 12 in this collection represent the most precious designs in the history of American glass making. A superb decorating collection at a price lower than several sets as special gifts.

Colonial Studios, Dept. SB-18
2 Bank Street, White Plains, N.Y. 10606
Please send me the Collector Decanters in the amounts selected below on full money back guarantee if I am not absolutely delighted. (Please enclose 25c postage and handling with each order.)
14 (Min. Order) $2
Complete Set of 12 only $4.95
Enclosed is $...

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Hand Embosser for Personalized Stationery

Embroid your own personal stationery for a lifetime by just pressing a handle. Brakes expensive lettering and stenciling. Just the right size, pattern, shape or letter. Easy to use, no ink, no 'fuss, no trouble. Use with inks, markers, or pen. No more than 24 letters or numbers per line. For 4 lines add $1.00. Extra plate alone (no frame) $7.50
Free postal scale included with orders of 2 or more embossers
Send 10c for catalog. 25c in post. or 55c, color bar

Postomatic Co.

720 Market St., Dept. HG-80
San Francisco, Calif. 94104

FAT FREE BROILER

Heavy cast iron pan broils on top of stove, steaks, fish or chicken, without grease. Heat pan and place meat on ribbed bottom. Drippings drain away—flavor sealed in.

Broiler, 9 inch...

Broiler, 11 inch...

Postage...

California residents add 345 sales tax.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
355 Market St., Dept. HG-80
San Francisco, Calif. 94104
Homespun House

Our 17th Year
9026 Lindblade Street
Culver City, Calif. 90036

BURNS TRASH Safely Outdoor!

Burn household and yard refuse safely outdoors in any weather, without watching. Scientific design end neighbor annoyance of smoke or fumes. Made of Aluminized nylon, coated with foam. World's finest. 2 lb. case $16.95 complete with money-back guarantee.

SHIPPING AROUND

IT'S THE BERRIES
A radiantly red ceramic strawberry holds superb strawberry preserves made the old-fashioned way from fresh berries grown in the Ozark mountains. Beautiful to behold, it's a colorful addition to a kitchen, a tasteful hostess gift. 6" by 6". $6.25 ppc. The House of Webster, Box N-488, Rogers, Ark. 72756.

PUTTER WITH CLUTTER
Constructively! Keep desk in order by filing it all away in a Multi-File, handsome four-compartment units, used vertically, horizontally, singly or in groups. Of heavy bookbinders board, kid-grained leatherette covered. 9" by 12¾" by 13" high. Red, blue or black. $7.95 ppc. Art Guild, HGB, Box 23201, Minneapolis, Minn. 55423.

GIANT THERMOMETER
Everyone's ready for temperature surprises when recorded on jumbo thermometer with big black letters, a red indicator readable 100' away. Fasten it to wall, tree, garage. It is 10 inches wide so all viewers can learn the best or worst to be expected of weather. $4.95 plus 75¢ post. Pegasus, HGB, 1895 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

KEEP UP-TO-DATE
Glean the latest and greatest in ideas on homemaking, sewing, handicrafts with the brand new digest-size monthly magazine, FRIENDLY NEIGHBORS. Features include patterns, recipes, garden plans, reader exchanges. A home-maker's delight! 12 issues a year, $3 ppc. Friendly Neighbors, Box 412-157, Danvers, Mass. 01923.

LOVERS AS THEME
Brightly colored music box combines the wistful Romeo and Juliet melody, "A Time For Us," with revolving figurines in delicate bisque finish. Created with an heirloom tone, this enchanting musical gem is a delightful remembrance for all. $6.95 ppd. The House of Webster, Box N-488, Rogers, Ark. 72756.

HOW THEY LOOKED THEN

Rya Kits

One simple stitch makes these pre-started wool rya wallhangings, rugs or cushions. Kits imported from Sweden feature lustrous rug wools, easy to follow color charts and English directions. Send $1. for new color catalog of award winning designs.

Skön
Rug Crafts

72 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901

How They Looked Then

Homespun House

Custorn Draperies
Without Seams!

Woven 10 ft. wide to "up end"—only $3.95 yd!

Scratch "up end" to drape the widest window floor-to-ceiling—no seams to sew or show. Dry open weaves. Study primitive actions that launder, fluff dry, never ironed. Great too for slip-covers, bedspreads, table clothes. Natural, white or color-matched, $3.98 a yard and up. Just arrived—100% imported wool or batiste, 12½ wide, 19 decorator colors, $5.98 & $6.25 yd.

New "Fan Pleating"

Where space is a problem! Unlike anything you've ever seen, stacks luxurious 2½ fullness into less than half the rod space required for our pinch pleating. Compare and choose the one best for you!

Pinch Pleating

Your choice of yards, do-it-yourself pleating materials—or complete, made to-measure draperies (handsewn at low, low cost because they're seam-less). Factory direct prices. Money-back guarantee. For brochure & swatches, send 25¢ (or $1.00 for all 3 catalogs w/86 swatches).

utsch HATS

 ord L8

es, All Simple Hats

r Valet Hats

311.00 complete postpaid. Send for literature.

Spanish Provincial Chairs, which support the nation's finest pottery with eastern modern influence. Made by hand in Mexico, they blend taut modern and ageless grace. Available in brown, red, green, blue and tan. The Knickerbocker, 1225 Madison Ave., New York City. Complete Postage $3.00. $39.00-49.00 per frame. $129.00-

Spanish Provincial Chairs, which support the nation's finest pottery with eastern modern influence. Made by hand in Mexico, they blend taut modern and ageless grace. Available in brown, red, green, blue and tan. The Knickerbocker, 1225 Madison Ave., New York City. Complete Postage $3.00. $39.00-49.00 per frame. $129.00-

ELIZABETH McCaffrey
Department HG8, God, New York 11768

ALSTO COMPANY
Dept. HG-8
8105 Pearl Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44136

Thigh Slim Belts

Don't give up in despair if you haven't been able to reduce thighs with exercise or diets. Use these new thigh slim belts, and as you walk, work or sit, your own body heat melts away weight as the belts gently massage. Rubbertex material will not irritate skin. Velcro fasteners are adjustable. One size fits all. Shipped postpaid.

GIANT THERMOMETER

Everyone's ready for temperature surprises when recorded on jumbo thermometer with big black letters, a red indicator readable 100' away. Fasten it to wall, tree, garage. It is 10 inches wide so all viewers can learn the best or worst to be expected of weather. $4.95 plus 75¢ post. Pegasus, HGB, 1895 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

KEEP UP-TO-DATE
Glean the latest and greatest in ideas on homemaking, sewing, handicrafts with the brand new digest-size monthly magazine, FRIENDLY NEIGHBORS. Features include patterns, recipes, garden plans, reader exchanges. A home-maker's delight! 12 issues a year, $3 ppc. Friendly Neighbors, Box 412-157, Danvers, Mass. 01923.

LOVERS AS THEME
Brightly colored music box combines the wistful Romeo and Juliet melody, "A Time For Us," with revolving figurines in delicate bisque finish. Created with an heirloom tone, this enchanting musical gem is a delightful remembrance for all. $6.95 ppd. The House of Webster, Box N-488, Rogers, Ark. 72756.

HOW THEY LOOKED THEN

Rya Kits

One simple stitch makes these pre-started wool rya wallhangings, rugs or cushions. Kits imported from Sweden feature lustrous rug wools, easy to follow color charts and English directions. Send $1. for new color catalog of award winning designs.

Skön
Rug Crafts

72 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901

How They Looked Then
SAFETY SEAT
A must for the tub is this sturdy seat. Strong grips assure safety
and comfort. Aids in bathing children; for tobbaths, shampoos
and sit-down showers. White enameled metal, non-skid rubber
feet. Fits any tub: choice of 3 positions, with 20" h. ends, 11"
by 16" seat. $7.98 ppd. Walter Drake & Sons, H657, Colorado
Springs, Colo. 80901.

LITTLE HOME OFFICE
What a way to work at home! Marseilles, a complete office in
French Provincial manner. Concealed casters, takes standard
typewriter. 27" h., 26¼" w., 21¼" d. Cherry or fruit wood,
$199.95; Antique white with
gold, $239.95. F.O.B. Free brochure of many styles. Little Home
Office, 1566 Fisk Rd., S.E.,
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506.

SCOOP ON SNACKS
Remember how the old country
scoops? Here's a set of three
store fetched up staples in
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SAFETY is for KEEPS with the patented MEYCO® SAFETY SWIM-POOL COVER. You can be assured of safe protection to children playing around your pool. It will support children and adults in any emergency. It's an all-year-round safety swimming pool cover.

The MEYCO® SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER automatic anchoring system with stainless steel tension springs that lock it in place allow the pool to be covered or uncovered in two minutes. Leaves and debris cannot get in and maintenance is cut to a minimum. Saves on heat and chlorine and discourages algae. It's custom made to fit any size or shape pool and it carries a five year warranty.

15' x 30' Cover. $299.00 complete.

We do not mail covers for above-ground circular pools.

Send for complete information and free booklet on "How to Have a Carefree Pool."

MEYCO® SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS HG-5
138 Haven Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050
[316] 767-6700
(Patent #2 958 872 - ESTABLISHED 1935)

SHOPPING AROUND

ALARMING BEAUTY
Not just an unusually attractive and decorative planter, it has a battery-operated, built-in fire alarm to protect your family and home against possible disaster. Add artificial greenery or your plants, and hang by 3' link chain. 6" w., 14" h. $9.95, two for $18.95. Pp'd. Century Home Guard Systems, Inc., HG5, 82-45 135th St., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

CHRISTMAS PLATE
Direct from Holland by air to you comes the first in a new series of genuine Delft designs. With prestige mark on back a Delft Christmas plate depicts a typical scene— a drawbridge to the entrance of the Hague. 6 1/2" wide. A collector's item to be cherished! Each $12 ppd. by air. Postamatic Co., HG870, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.

TO YOUR HEALTH
Bright buy: a health and beauty lamp with ultra-violet for suntan, infra-red for soothing muscles. Just switch on your choice, adjust the hinge to a convenient angle. The goggles protect your eyes without leaving white rings. Portable or mount it on the wall. $29.95 plus $1.75 post. House of Minnel, HG8, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, Ill. 60510.

ST-R-ETCH TO FIT
Apply liquid leather stretch to tight-fitting shoes and it makes even suede and patent conform to the foot as you walk. A real boon for corn and bunion sufferers. Simple to apply and relief is almost instantaneous. $1.29 plus 20c postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

WALL EXCITEMENT
For clever decorating, we think shelving units take the prize. A set of three, each 60" wide by 30" high by 12" deep, to mix 'n match to taste with posts of pewter color, shelves of walnut tone, and construction of strong reinforced metal. Cinchy assembly. $49.95 ppd. complete. J. Carlton's, Dept. F166, 176 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

HANG OLD MASTERS
RENASCENCE

HONEY and EGG Creme Facial
CONT. 1 OZ. NET. WT.

NEW EASY WAY TO MAKE DELICIOUS POACHED EGGS

Here's the perfect solution to that "egg-old problem"—how to make delicious and digestible poached eggs the easiest way possible. Try our newly patented French Egg Poacher. Just butter it, drop in the eggs, put in boiling water, and let it out in a few minutes by the handle. Made of durable, French flamed maple for years. Get one for every member of the family, and a few more for thoughtful gifts.

$1.00 PPD.
4 for $3.69 PPD.

Also available in purplish sateen finish. French-look guaranteed.

COLONIAL GARDEN COUNTRY KITCHEN

Dept. HG-5, 270 W. Merrick Road
Valley Stream. N.Y. 11582

MAGAZINE FILES

SAFE storage for valuable back-issues! Keep your favorite magazines like new, protected from dust, water, discolor, neatly filed for fast reference. Custom made for any standard publication you name. Titles are embossed in 23K gold. Coated with rich leather-colored Leuchten to resemble fine bound books. Each holds a year's supply of monthlies. Also medical & legal journals.

$3.95 ea. PPD.

ART BEAM-LITE

See your pictures framed-in-light. French made for Lauree-Like lighting. Small, compact, handsome fixture provides concentrated light to enhance the beauty of your paintings, sculptures, objets d'art. Easily adjustable; projects round or rectangular beam up to 20-ft. simple multi-size focus. Attach to wall, ceiling. Used in fine homes, museums, galleries. 5" unit complete with bulb, 8-ft. cord. $19.95 PPD.

HI-FI CASES

D'LUXE storage for your records! These dust-proof cases will hold 20 of your 12" LP's in their original jackets. Richly bound in Brown or Blue simulated hatchet leather. Deeply embossed; lined in 23K gold. Center divider adds tying by style, artist, or composer. Open back enables easy reading of the titles on spine of albums for faster record selection. Specify color choice.

$4.95 ea. PPD.

BOOKEND POSTS

NOW you can end untidily shelves! A sensible, decorative way to support books, magazines, file folders, catalogues, for-see-1n-value space. An internal spring-tension holds automatically between shelves. Protective rubber tips. No slip or slide when a book is removed. Made in U.S. of highest quality anodized aluminum in Brass or Silver finish.

Small: 6 shelves 6 to 11", Set of 6, $2.95
Regular: fit shelves 9 to 14", Set of 6, $3.95
King: fit shelves 14 to 17", Set of 6, $4.95

ART GUILD P.O. Box 22310-16
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423
LADY BE GOOD TO YOUR FEET

Enjoy buying choice-quality shoes by mail from our world-famous catalog showing huge variety of smart styles for every occasion—and our vast size range insures perfect fit—or your money refunded!

SOLBY BAYES
45 Winter Street (Dept. GR) Boston, Mass. 02108

MIRACLE
UPHOLSTERY CLEANER

CHEMICALLY-TREATED CLOTH—DRY-CLEANS UPHOLSTERY—RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME! Does the job thoroughly and inexpensively, it's miraculous! Just spread the cloth over the fabric—ground-in grime and soil disappear, colors & patterns show up brighter than ever! Easier, neater than other cleaners—no waiting for fabric to dry, no tell-tale rings to spoil the look of your good furniture, great for draperies, pillows, chair seats, mattresses, too. Long-lasting 12x6'' cloth can be used over and over. 93815 Upholstery Cloth. 1.99

BRECK'S
357 BRECK BLDG., BOSTON, MASS. 02210

HIPSEAT
$2.98 PPD

This unisex baby carrier is for babies between 4 and 18 months. 100% cotton twill, adjustable to size of mother, folds to fit in purse or pocket, washable. Very handy for shopping. Dark Blue. 2.98 with 40c postage each tile.

CLIMER'S OF BUCKS COUNTY
Dept. HG8-0, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950

Hand-Carved Polichromed Coat of Arms & Family-Crest RINGS

Each coat of arms is an authentic representation, based on extensive research, of your family name. It is available in the following varieties: 4.5 x 2 3/4" $75.00 Philadelphia, 5.5 x 3 1/2" $100.00 New York, 6.5 x 4 1/2" $125.00 Chicago. Engraved on Silvertone or Pewter. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Also available in an heraldic report painted on reproductive paper for $4.95. (Which will be credited to a subsequent order.)

PHOTO FRAMES

Clear-as-crystal Lucite designed to show off your favorites without distortion, on desks, tables or mantles. Photos slip easily in or out of the handsome frames.

HOUSE & GARDEN

CHINESE ACCENT

Perfect reproductions of ancient Chinese ships still sailing Asian waters offer culture without cliché. Intricate detail in wrought iron finished in antique bronze patina shows figures on deck, cars, riggings, etc. Each ship measures 9" by 9". The pair, $2.98 plus 50c postage. Write to Harriet Carter, Dept. HG-8, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

PICKER PACKS BOOKS


PALETTE PLEASING

Tempting little treasures of vegetables and fruits printed in full color on quality paper appeal to the appetite. A leak, eggplant, artichoke and pineapple, ready to frame, a pretty pickup for a kitchen, dinette or dining room wall. 11" by 14" each. Set of four, $3.95 p.p. Artisan Galleries, HGB, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas 75204.

STYLED IN TILE

Practically yours as a hot plate or a handsome wall plaque, 6" by 6" Clock of Life ceramic tile has indissoluble hand-screened design. Artisan Gallery, California. Originally sold in Pennsylvania, finishing with 100% cork backing with built-in hanger. $2.98 plus 40c postage each tile. Anthony Enterprises, HGB, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

BALL-FRINGED CURTAINS

Colonial Style! Classic Colonial curtains like those created by 18th century New England housewives are available today. Made of natural materials, each is authentic in style. Each pair 2'8" x 68" in wide choice of mother, folds to fit in purse or pocket, washable. Very handy for shopping. Dark Blue. 2.98 with 40c postage each tile.

PHOTO FRAMES

Clear-as-crystal Lucite designed to show off your favorites without distortion, on desks, tables or mantles. Photos slip easily in or out of the handsome frames.

ECHO THINGS

2317 Union St., Suite 1
San Francisco, Ca. 94123

PHOTO FRAMES

Clear-as-crystal Lucite designed to show off your favorites without distortion, on desks, tables or mantles. Photos slip easily in or out of the handsome frames.

PHOTO FRAMES

Clear-as-crystal Lucite designed to show off your favorites without distortion, on desks, tables or mantles. Photos slip easily in or out of the handsome frames.

PHOTO FRAMES

Clear-as-crystal Lucite designed to show off your favorites without distortion, on desks, tables or mantles. Photos slip easily in or out of the handsome frames.
BEST SELLER
At your service is a free, colorful catalogue to peruse with 40 pages chock full of goodies from which to pick and choose. Novelties, gifts, linens and wearing apparel for all adults and children. Dresses, suits, separates, sportswear, outerwear, footwear, handbags, too! Write to Johnny Appleseed's, Box 701, Beverly, Mass. 01915.

COOKIE PUSS

BITS A NATURAL
Take a tip from the wondrous world of nature and stitch up a cool Trees modern abstract. Kit has catalog of wood pieces, stitcher, antique needle included. $5.95 plus 50c post. Crewel World, HG-870. 1855 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

MYTHICAL WEIGHT
Romance of legend's focused upon a rock of multi-faceted hand-cut crystal—embedded with miniature 8" replica of King Arthur's sword turned letter opener; stainless steel, gold-plated handle. Legend included. 4" by 3" by 3", $8.95 plus 75c post. Pegasus, HG-870. 1855 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

MUSCLE TONER
Exercising aid made of firm resilient rubber with space for each finger, designed to strengthen hand and arm muscles. Also recommended by doctors for relief from arthritic pain, aches and stiffness.

HAND EXERCISER
$1.49—15c Mailings Each Calif. residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
301 Market St., Dept. HG-46
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

PORTABLE BACK COMFORT
Folded Bed Board protects against back ache due to over soft or sagging mattresses. Full 5-foot length (1/2 inch thick) provides firm back support at home or folds conveniently into four 15" sections for travel. At home or away you'll always be sure of a good night's sleep! Cot Size or one side of a double bed $5.95; Twin Bed Size $7.49; Double Bed Size (in 2 sections) $10.95; Queen or King Size (in 2 sections) $13.95. We pay postage and ship it in 6 hours.

Create Original Paintings
No art training needed to paint this "Cool Trees" modern abstract. Kit has 2 panels 14" x 14", paints, brushes, frames & instructions for 26 designs to do with a unique scanner. You'll be proud to say "I painted these myself". $10.95 p.pd. (Pa. Res. Add 6% S.T.). For catalog of wood pieces, stitchery, antique paintings send 25¢.

DECORATIVE ADVENTURES
P.O. Box 228X, Abington, Pa. 19001

SHOPPING AROUND

MONEY for you... your organization

Christmas Cards
by Peerless

Sell exclusive, fine quality Personal Christmas Cards. The variety of design and the range of price will please the most discriminating buyers. Outstanding selections for individual, professional and business use. Also Popular Priced Personal Christmas Cards, fine Personal Stationery and Holiday Gift Items.

Write Today!

There is no better or easier way to earn extra money

PEERLESS GREETINGS
1930 West Sunnyside, Dept. G-3, Chicago, Ill. 60640

Name

Address

City State Zip

Send For Samples at Once — Season Now in Full Swing!

PURE WHITE BRILLIANCE
at $22 per carat

Luxurious simulated DIAMOND5—man made, inimitably like the real thing in beauty, brilliance, whiteness and hardness, at a fraction of the cost. The VEGA is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED FOR LIFE and to scratch, break, chip, discolor or will be replaced at OUR COST and paid for by us. Buttons, pendants, rings, earrings, etc. Worked in 30 CARAT WHITE. Heavy yarns, black green, brown leaves on black background. Heavy yarns, black cording, needle included. $5.95 plus 50c post. Pegasus, HG-870. 1855 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

VEGA Co.
Dept. HG-6, Box 465.
Redi City St., New York, N. Y. 10019

GOLDEN FILIGREE

SWITCHPLATES

PORTABLE BACK COMFORT

Create Original Paintings

GOLDEN FILIGREE

SWITCHPLATES

Add a touch of charm to your home at little cost with our golden switchplates. Brass-plated, antique non-tarnish finish, scrawls included. Also available in wrought-iron black.

SINGLE—$2.95
DOUBLE—$4.95
TRIPLE—$6.95
QUADRUPE—I $8.95

PLUS 45c POSTAGE & HANDLING

ALL SIZES

THE ADDED TOUCH

12-H Wafer St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

Door Store of Washington, D.C. 3140 M St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007

The truffle

An imported delicacy.
This lamp has an imported satin white glass bowl and a concave base in black, white, mustard or satin chrome. 17" in height. Three way socket. $27.98

Our three volume 1970 catalog is $1. Write for it.

Georgetown Lamp Gallery 3103 M Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20007

Only your pocketbook knows!

"ANTIQUE" ANAGLYPTA MOLDINGS
19" x 16" $5.95 ppd.

Glamorize your plain ceilings with exciting reproductions of antique moldings! So easy to apply—then paint or gild to look like plaster or wood. Moulded, not pressed, they please the most discerning eye. Send 1.00 for complete decorative hardware catalogue.

W. T. Weaver & Sons (EST. 1889)
1208 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

lucky handbag!

A British penny inside brings you luck. Crinkle patent reverses to assist prints. To shoulder or not, it's perfect, packable, and just $12.

(approx. $1.00 postage)
tangerine chocolate fake lizard navy black Kelly caramel white gold red

STATE FLOWER SCARF

Famous Frankie Welch, scarf designer supreme, creates a garden scarf of silky Supima cotton. Green-border with official flowers of 50 states in six colors. 32" square or 11" by 64" long. $16.50 each ppd.

Frankie Welch of Virginia, HGB, 305 Cameron St., Alexandria, Va. 22314.
**STRIPED SURPRISE**
Imagine a dacron polyester dress as smart as this striped shirt style! Pops into washer and dryer and comes out sparkling and ready to go here, there and everywhere! Black/ginger or navy/red, both punctuated with white.
Elasticized waist, shoe string belt. To 13. $34 ppd. Treasure Tree, HGB, 3214 N. St. NW, Washington, D. C. 20007.

**IS IT A DIAMOND?**
No! Frankly fake but the most brilliant idea since the real thing! Emerald-cut Wellington exquisitely mounted with two baguettes in 14k yellow or white gold.

**IS IT A DIAMOND?**
No! Frankly fake but the most brilliant idea since the real thing! Emerald-cut Wellington exquisitely mounted with two baguettes in 14k yellow or white gold.

**GEORGE III TEAPOT**

**IS IT A DIAMOND?**
No! Frankly fake but the most brilliant idea since the real thing! Emerald-cut Wellington exquisitely mounted with two baguettes in 14k yellow or white gold.

**RARE STAMP TUMBLERS**

**TEAK NEST**
$33 ppd.
(In Md., D.C. and Va. add sales tax)
SCAN . . . largest retailer of Scandinavian furnishings in the U.S. . . . emphasizes fine design and quality at low direct-import prices. There are five beautiful stores in metropolitan Washington, others in Baltimore, Md. and Newport News, Va. If these are not on your itinerary, send 50c for catalog. You'll be pleased.

**IS IT A DIAMOND?**
No! Frankly fake but the most brilliant idea since the real thing! Emerald-cut Wellington exquisitely mounted with two baguettes in 14k yellow or white gold.

**Happiness is...**
Swinging in a 12 foot hammock made of cool, strong hemp. One of Port of Call's Special Tributes to the lazy, hazy days of summer.
4.95 postpaid add 50¢ handling

**ZEBRA HEAD**—Suitable for pillow or picture. $41.50 ppd. Approx. 17" sq. 10 stitch white mono canvas. Black & White with black border on your choice of background. Needlepoint & Crewel Designs in Stock and to Order. Prices start at $1. incl. design hand-painted on canvas with all wools ready to work. Your choice of background color. Supplies, Church Designs, Books. Price List 50c
American Needlework Center, Inc. 2803 M Street, N.W. Washington, D. C. 20007

**WANTED:**
**THE TURTLE COPPER BRACELET**
For its effect . . .
For its style . . .
For its mystery . . .
From the ancient Egyptian Middle Kingdom to America, 1970, for over 5,000 years, copper bracelets have been worn to ward off aches and pains. Copper, with its amazing versatility and endurance, is more than any other metal "the human element." Let authentic Turtle Bay copper cast its rosy glow around your wrist. We don't claim a Turtle Bay copper bracelet will cure your ills . . . but it will give you a unique fashion accent and a conversation piece steeped in history.
Turtle Bay's hand-buffed pure copper bracelet: ladies, $6, gentlemen, $8. Write:
TURTLE BAY, Ltd.
P.O. Box 25 / Annapolis, Md. 21404

**IS IT A DIAMOND?**
No! Frankly fake but the most brilliant idea since the real thing! Emerald-cut Wellington exquisitely mounted with two baguettes in 14k yellow or white gold.
### Heirlooms of Tomorrow

**PRESIDENTIAL TRAY** will hold its beauty forever. Fine portraits of all presidents, Washington through Nixon, executed on highly polished coins of jewelers bronze are hand inlaid in lustrous black phenolic resin. 12 1/2" x 18".

**NUMISMATIC COIN CLOCK** is uniquely designed to show all three of our last silver coins. The only clock to truly say "a quarter past the hour," "half past," Depicts a turning point in our economy—the passing of the silver era. Battery operated. For table, desk or wall. Walnut grain finish. 7 1/2" x 7 1/2".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presidential Tray</th>
<th>$30.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numismatic Clock</td>
<td>$39.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Please add 95c postage. Each Sorry no C.O.D.'s.*

SEND FOR GIFT CATALOG

Dept. HGB-6, 1141 Connecticut Ave., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036

---

**TEMPURA SET: FOR THE BEST EAST/WEST COOKERY! $13.95**

Cook Oriental or cook American in our 13" pot of flame red porcelain enamelled steel with chrome-plated steel ring, grill, strainer, pair chopsticks and recipe folder.

Send check or M.O. Add $1.50 postage. Write for FREE Fall Catalog.

**CHINA CLOSET**

6807 WISCONSIN AVENUE

CHEVY CHASE, MD. 20015

---

**YOUR OLD FUR COAT INTO NEW JACKET • CAPE • STOLE**

MORTON'S remodels your old worn fur coat, jacket or cape into a glamorous new fur fashion for only $34.95.

Includes restyling, new lining, monogram, cleaning, glazing, written guarantee.

Order from MORTON'S, Waite's Largest Furs, 3100 M. St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20007.

Styling praised by Harper's Bazaar, Glamour, other fashion leaders. Send No Money! Just mail old fur, state dress size. Pay postman, plus postage, when your thrilling new restyled fashion arrives. Or write for Morton's new FREE Style Book.

**MI-TIE HANGER**

Made of solid walnut with beautiful hand rubbed finish, complemented with brass hook and cross bar. Gold plastic removable rings for individual hanging (extras included).

6", 25 tie size $5.50; 10", 50 tie size $7.50; 10", 100 tie size $9.50 ppd.

Free Quality Gift Catalog on Request

**SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS**

3023 Crane Drive, Falls Church, Va. 22042

---

**SHOPPING AROUND WASHINGTON**

GEORGETOWN MARYLAND VIRGINIA

**PORCELAIN PILLOW**

From an early Chinese porcelain piece, precious pillow to work in Byzantine stitch or your own favorite. Painted in four shades of any color with your choice of background. 16-stitch mono canvas is 12" by 13", $25 ppd. Other needlepoint and crewels designs in stock or made from your designs. Price list, 50c. American Needlework Center, Inc., 2803 M St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20007.

**TAILORED FOR TV**

Most television carts are decoratively dreary. Not so this American black walnut with oiled finish. Uncluttered lines, uncompromising quality. 14" by 24" by 18"h. $54.95 ptr. coll. The Wood Shop, 3100 M. St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20007.

**TELEPHONE TURF**

Mr. Bell's tel has a special spot—a little fringed rug from Austria. Wool pile in pretty pattern of gold, tan, red and black, 9" by 12".

$4.95, two for $9.50. Add 35c post. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HGB, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042.

**BRAZILIAN BEAUTIES**

Agate slabs for paperweights. In two sizes; about 4", $5.50; about 6", $6.50. Silver canape servers, semi-precious stone handles. Spoons, fork, and picks (two of each); six for $3.95. Ppd. Rio Plata, HGB, Box 7111, Alexandria, Va. 22307.
ADAPT

Breakthrough for contact lens wearers! Cushioning solution reduces over-awareness and lens sensation. For additional info consult your contact lens practitioner or write for free booklet on Adapt to Burton, Parsons & Co., Inc., HGB, 7351 86th Ave., Washington, D. C. 20027.

COOK IN CLAY

The culinary approach is age-old; the Roemertopf is new. Soak "Roman pot" in water, bake in oven with no added fat or water and serve tender, moist chicken, beef, fish, vegetables. Red or white meat pot is $10; white fish cooker is $15. Add $1.50 postage each. With recipes and available only at The China Closet, HGB, 6807 Wisconsin Ave. NW, Chevy Chase, Md. 20015.

POTTER'S LAMP

How about a contemporary lamp matched to any color swatch? Slick, simple jug-shaped ceramic base with white linen drum shade. 31" high over all. Price including custom glazing, $45 exp. charges col. Three-volume contemporary lighting catalogue, $1. Georgetown Lamp Gallery, 3103 M St. NW, Washington, D. C. 20007.

CRIB QUILT

A dozen 10" tall toots create motif for 44" by 56" handmade, washable quilt. Pink, blue, yellow or green border. $34 ppd. American handicraft catalogue, $1. Appalachian Spring, 1655 Wisconsin Ave, NW, Washington, D. C. 20007.

Send 50c for new catalogue featuring contemporary & traditional wall, pole, & freestanding suspension furniture units of outstanding craftsmanship in walnut + teak + rosewood + oak. Direct factory savings!

THE WOOD SHOP

The contentsment of child­hood in sculpture

Boy with hands on knees—by Janet Borden (approx. 12x11x6), $38.95 + $4.15 ($5.90 west of the Mississippi) hndlg/shipg.

Girl sifting sand thru toes—by Janet Borden (approx. 11x7x7), $38.95 + $4.15 ($5.90 west of the Mississippi) hndlg/shipg.

Companion pieces, both copyright re­productions from molds of the origi­nals; both in museum stone. Finished like the original terra cotta.

ABACUS GALLERY

Send 50c for new catalogue featuring contemporary & traditional wall, pole, & freestanding suspension furniture units of outstanding craftsmanship in walnut + teak + rosewood + oak. Direct factory savings!

THE WOOD SHOP

Needlepont by "Desiree"

Magnificent medieval "Unicorn and Lion" rug, hand painted on easy to work 10" mesh canvas. Comes complete with richly shaded Persian wools, needles and instructions. Truly an heirloom piece!

Needlepoint by "Desiree"

Magnificent medieval "Unicorn and Lion" rug, hand painted on easy to work 10" mesh canvas. Comes complete with richly shaded Persian wools, needles and instructions. Truly an heirloom piece!

Natural background, specify color of border, deep green, gold, blue or deep red.

Exhined size 28" x 38" $155.00 ppd.

Desiree Design Studio

7942 Wisconsin Ave. Suite 122-24
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

rio plata imports ltd
P.O. Box 7111 Alexandria, Virginia 22307

soft

New Zealand lambskins
with black or white plush wool

Guaranteed Washable!

Chamois from Brazilian black & white or brown & white spotted bleached and milled breeds

Chrome-tanned!

(46.4 oz. to 7 sq. ft.) $15.85 ppd.

(46.4 oz. to 7 sq. ft.) $15.85 ppd.
THE 1970 DANISH CHRISTMAS PLATE

The Christmas Rose and the Cat
Author: Kai Lange

In the time when Man's pioneering victories in space have made the dreams and fantasies of early ages reality, artist Kai Lange's powerful motif for this year's Christmas plate gives us a feeling which, in spite of its quite earthbound perspective, is just as much a part of our lives.

Each plate $10.00 U.S. Postage & handling included.

SORRY, we do not sell precious year plates, only the current year.

Write for Brochure of Bing & Grondahl 1970 and Bavarian Xmas plates, same prices.

46 Clt de la Fabrique, Quebec, Canada

NEW SMARTY TABLE

SPECIAL $3.95 + postage and handling

Why spend a lot of money to cover an expensive table. Use SMARTY, the original collapsible corrugated table used in department stores and homes around the world. Paint it or cover it with a 72" round cloth. Use for end/corner table, buffets, game table. 20" Round Top-27½" high. Satisfaction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s. Dept. H8.

SHOPPING AROUND

HUMMINGBIRD LURE
Specially designed for hummingbirds is this round plastic feeder from which birds sip their fill of nectar. 10½ dia., weather-resistant. Easy to fill and clean. Perch provided for birds' rest. Hangs from branch or hook. $1.99 each; 4 oz. nectar concentrate, 69c. Helen Gallagher, Dept. 108, Peoria, Ill. 61601.

YOUR ANCESTORS

In the tradition of aristocracy, link your family name with history—and perhaps make a rich discovery! A coat-of-arms may await you. Check it out in The Family Tree, a comprehensive genealogy with ship's passenger lists, cemetery records, heraldry, maps, exchange listings, wills. $2 plus 25c post. Holiday Gifts, 308-C, 7047 Pecos, Denver, Colo. 80221.

ANIMAL FARE

Acollection of creatures—giraffe, lion, tiger, zebra—two by two to decorate your buffet as plates and mugs. Black and white ceramic, plates are 8½ dia., mugs with bamboo design handles. Four mugs, $5.95; four plates, $5.95; complete set of each, $11.90. Add $1.30 postage each set. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HGB, Northport, N. Y. 11768.

ALFRESCO NECESSITY

Dining on porch or patio? Wrought iron napkin holder with adjustable center rod keeps napkins from blowing away. Very practical and is handsome in itself. Napkins pull out one at a time. Black, 7" by 7" by 6¼ h. Prepare now for outdoor living! $2.98 plus 35c. The Country Gourmet, G31, 545 So. 4th Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

FLOWER PICTURES

Creative stitchery in posy pictures. Exquisite floral designed kit includes homespun material, gay-colored wool, floss, needle, simple directions, 12" by 15". Or Crash Dieting!

Collar-Extender button "loosens" tight shirt collars. Ends all-day tugging. Expands collar up to ½ size larger for that "just right" feeling. Invisible behind tie. Can be transferred from shirt to skirt in seconds. Set of 6.

COLLAR EXTENDERS $1.95 - 15c Mailling Calif. residents add 4½% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
145 Market St., Dept. HG-80
San Francisco, Calif. 94103

END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE"
Ca. $1.00 - 15c Mailling Calif. residents add 3½% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.
SHOPPING AROUND

HAPPY ENDING
Pretty comfy tilt and swivel's as handsome as any we've seen in hand-rubbed oak finished in antique brown tone, seat and arms dressed in gold, green, black or cinnamon vinyl fastened with brass nail trim. 25" w., 44" h. Adjustable, $157.50 exp., charges coll. Catalogue 25c. Eshelman Marsh, Dept. 771, Box 206, Concord, N. C. 28025.

DESIGNED FOR MONEY
Tan sheepskin with multicolored bas-relief impressions of village scenes of India put together a wallet that can't go unnoticed—Rabindranath Tagore, Nobel Prize winner and poet laureate of India originated the design as well as the relief printing technique. $5.95 p pd. Order from India Imports, HG8, Box 383, Westport, Conn. 06880.

CRYSTAL CLEAR
To us this hand-blown crystal egg is as beautiful in its simplicity as any egg created by Fabergé in 19th c. France. 6" high and lidded, it holds nuts, candy, or tiny presents. Remove lid for flower arrangements that last for weeks. $2.98 plus 25c post.

CLEAR AS A WHISTLE
Something to sing about: a clear plastic cutting board that saves surfaces from scratches while you slice, chop or carve. Dishwasher-safe, heat-resistant. 8" by 11" $2.98; 12" by 16" $4.98; 14" round $6.98. Ppd. Order from Colonial Garden, Dept. HG8, 270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11582.

ELEGANT ILLUMINATOR
A matchless marvel! Called Petit Trianon, a dainty original design candleholder of imported Baccarat-type crystals and cut beads works magic in any small room or space. Silver or brass. Approximately 18" w., 22" l., not counting chain, $200 p pd. Catalogue 25c. King's Chandelier Co., HG8-8, Eden, N. C. 27288.

1000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1
First quality gummed labels. 1000 Handy labels 81. Gold Labels Deluxe size 2x3/4" 250 belts with 125 SELF ADHESIVE Initials, $3.00. QUIK-STIK, self adhesive labels, ideal on any surface; glass, metal, plastic 500 belts $2.00, Deluxe size 2x3/4"—300 for $2.50. onesize Labels colored borders 300 for $1.00. Inc. 10c postage, plus Calif. 5% tax per order. Write for money-saving plan.

HANDY LABELS 811 Jasperton Bldg., Culver City, Calif. 10230
UGUST, 1970

TV RUNABOUT
For those heavy, miniautized portables. Our handsome runabout holds even large color sets. Swivels on big 5" casters, rolls from room to room—everywhere TV anywhere. Stores lots of magazines, papers too. Hand crafted pine, legs from room to room—everywhere TV anywhere.

DOOR CABINET FOR PORTABLES

FOUR BLACK & WHITE OR COLOR SETS
FOR RELEASE
Include Zip Code
Not Sold in Stores
Money Back Guarantee

3 TROPICAL PALM TREES $3
Bring exotic glamour to your patio and garden all summer — enjoy them indoors all winter. Order now and get extra large palms up to one half foot tall shipped direct from the Caribbean. These lush "Butterfly Palms" are available only through this ad. They're featured in HOME and GARDEN Magazines—loved by top landscape and interior decorators. Specimens can sell for up to $10. They thrive in sun or shade, indoors or out, with little care. Grow up to 6 ft. tall. Shipped direct from the tropical nursery with simple instructions. Guaranteed to arrive in perfect condition or money back.

9 PALMS—1 p pd.—just 95 p pd.
9 PALMS—3 pds.—only 87 p pd.

PALM NURSERY SALES.
Dept. GR8
55th St.
New York 10018

"Yard Boy" AMERICA'S FINEST OUTDOOR INCINERATOR
Endorsed by Fire Prevention Authorities

DURABLE GARBAGE LEAVES & LITTER to a Powdered Ash
Quickly! Safely! 
SAFE—Sealed-In flame by heavy gauze, sparks PATENTED—Air rising thru perforated flue forces top-lighted fire to burn downward! Can't smother! HEAVY CAST-IRON and SHEET-IRON CONSTRUCTION for long life. Weatherproofed with fused-on asbestos porcelain on steel, PERFEクト for homes, estates, camps, clubs.

J. W. Fiske
ARCHITECTURAL METALS, INC.
115 Pennsylvania Ave., Paterson, N. J.
ESTABLISHED 1858

BUY DIAMOND JEWELRY DIRECT FROM ONE OF AMERICA'S WELL KNOWN DIAMOND CUTTERS. PAY ONLY ACTUAL MARKET PRICE. WE REFUND ALL MONIES UNLESS YOUR OWN APPRAISAL SHOES VALUE 1/4 TO 1/2 HIGHER.

Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG.
EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12
Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10036
NAME.
ADDRESS.
ZIP.
WELL-SUITED
Men! Cool it by the beautiful sea this summer in a swim suit designed in the surfing style of flowered nylon tricot in marvelously mod multi-prints. Double lined for sun and swim comfort with elastic, low-rise waist. Fast drying.
S, M, L, XL. $7.95 ppd. Ah Men, HGB, 8933 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood, Calif. 90069.

PEARLY WHITE TEETH
Wyten is a remarkable formula developed by dentists to cover discolorations and fillings. Actresses use it to keep their teeth sparkling and white. The formula may be used on false teeth as well as your own. Just brush on Wyten and smile. 3 to 4 months' supply. $1.98; 2, $3.50; 3, $5. Ppd. NuFind, HG8-W, Box 205, Church St., New York 10008.

SHOWOFF
Honorable mention goes to show-case for displaying your medals and ribbons. Solid walnut, maple or other finishes with velvet lining and glass front. 9" by 12" to 17" medals $15.95; 12" by 16", 3 to 20, $19.95; 18" by 20", 10 to 50, $26.95 Ppd. Engraving, 8c per lt. Catalogue, $1. Award Maker, HGB, 12495 N.E. 8th Ave., No. Miami, Fla. 33161.

NOW PHONE
Contemporary in design, light in weight, telephone unit of molded plastic comes complete for ready installation with handset, coiled cord, dial, ringer, cable and plug. Black, white, beige, blue, green, ivory, red, pink or yellow. $19.95 plus $1.50 post. Metropolitan Telecommunications, HGB, 35 W. 35th St., New York, N. Y. 10001.

BIG GAME
To hang in the studio, a striking color lithograph: brown, tan and yellow in various shades. Size is splendidly impressive (2" by 28") by Hug on artist-canvas, splendidly impressive (22" by 28") in various shades. Size is splendidly impressive (22" by 28") in various shades.

SNORE NO MORE
Scientifically designed anti-snore mask insures sound, silent sleep. Washable nylon mask fits over nose and mouth, keeps jaws closed, prevents hateful noises by allowing proper breathing. Adjustable to fit both men and women.

ANTI-SNORE MASK
$2.98 20c Mailing Each
Available at your local stores.

Anthony Enterprises
615 Market St., Dept. HG-00
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

SUNDAY SPECIAL
Baby's First Shoes
Bronze-Plated in Solid Metal only $3.99 a pair
Limited time only. Baby's precious shoes gorgeously bronze-plated in SOLID METAL for only $3.99 a pair. Don't confuse this offer of genuine life-time BRONZE-PLATING with painted imitations. 100% Money-Back Guarantee. Also all-metal Portrait Stands BRONZE-PLATED with plating in SOLID METAL for parents conscious shoes proudly bronze-plated.

Limited time only. Baby's precious shoes gorgeously bronze-plated in SOLID METAL for only $3.99 a pair. Don't confuse this offer of genuine life-time BRONZE-PLATING with painted imitations. 100% Money-Back Guarantee. Also all-metal Portrait Stands BRONZE-PLATED with plating in SOLID METAL for parents conscious shoes proudly bronze-plated.

AMERICAN BRONZING CO.
Box 4504-HG, Bexley, Ohio 43209

YEAR-END SPECIAL
Little boy's preppy bronze-plated shoes with locked-in life-time guarantee.

Limited time only. Baby's precious shoes gorgeously bronze-plated in SOLID METAL for only $3.99 a pair. Don't confuse this offer of genuine life-time BRONZE-PLATING with painted imitations. 100% Money-Back Guarantee. Also all-metal Portrait Stands BRONZE-PLATED with plating in SOLID METAL for parents conscious shoes proudly bronze-plated.

AMERICAN BRONZING CO.
Box 4504-HG, Bexley, Ohio 43209

IF you can't quit smoking
COLD TURKEY
use NIC-O-TYM the cigarette case with the Built in TIME LOCK
AT LAST, a safe, sure way to stop smoking or cut down or your money will be refunded.
NIC-O-TYM locks your cigarettes (in a handsome leather grain finish case), for any preselected time interval, up to 2 hrs. An audio signal lets you know when it is unlocked.
WITH this method you can slowly and gradually denicotise your system and bring your habit under control. You keep smoking, but less and less as you gradually increase the time interval between cigarettes.
NIC-O-TYM IS GUARANTEED to help you — and could even save your life (or the life of a loved one) if you're a heavy smoker. Has many other uses too. 1. Pill box reminder. 2. Parking meter timer. 3. Use as a warning to turn over when suntanning yourself. 4. Stops cigarette moochers.
Send $5.95 plus $.35 postage to TONI STERN Box No. 2029 Livonia, Mich. 48151

Pearly White Teeth
Wyten is a remarkable formula developed by dentists to cover discolorations and fillings. Actresses use it to keep their teeth sparkling and white. The formula may be used on false teeth as well as your own. Just brush on Wyten and smile. 3 to 4 months' supply. $1.98; 2, $3.50; 3, $5. Ppd. NuFind, HG8-W, Box 205, Church St., New York 10008.

Showoff
Honorable mention goes to show-case for displaying your medals and ribbons. Solid walnut, maple or other finishes with velvet lining and glass front. 9" by 12", 1 to 7 medals $15.95; 12" by 16", 3 to 20, $19.95; 18" by 20", 10 to 50, $26.95 Ppd. Engraving, 8c per lt. Catalogue, $1. Award Maker, HGB, 12495 N.E. 8th Ave., No. Miami, Fla. 33161.

Now Phone
Contemporary in design, light in weight, telephone unit of molded plastic comes complete for ready installation with handset, coiled cord, dial, ringer, cable and plug. Black, white, beige, blue, green, ivory, red, pink or yellow. $19.95 plus $1.50 post. Metropolitan Telecommunications, HGB, 35 W. 35th St., New York, N. Y. 10001.

Big Game
To hang in the studio, a striking color lithograph: brown, tan and yellow in various shades. Size is splendidly impressive (22" by 28"), by Hug on artist-canvas, splendidly impressive (22" by 28") in various shades.

Snore No More
Scientifically designed anti-snore mask insures sound, silent sleep. Washable nylon mask fits over nose and mouth, keeps jaws closed, prevents hateful noises by allowing proper breathing. Adjustable to fit both men and women.

Anti-Snore Mask
$2.98 20c Mailing Each
Available at your local stores.

Anthony Enterprises
615 Market St., Dept. HG-00
San Francisco, Calif. 94105
FINE FRENCH HAND

If you want nutritious delicious vegetables, do it the French way: folding basket keeps sprouts, beans or whatever above the water in any saucepan—makes like a double boiler. Imported steaming device measures 6" across all sides up, 9" closed. $3.49 plus 40c postage each. Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

STIR UP A PARTY
Lock-up, roll-up, fold-up bar stores a surprise: holds up to 40 bottles, 48 glasses and all etceteras—21" w., 19" d., 36" h. (38" w. open). Hand-crafted of knotty pine in honey tone or maple, antique pine or walnut liquor resistant finish. $49.95. Unfinished kit. $34.95. Exp. chgs. YIELD HOUSE, HG8, No. Conway, N. H. 03860.

MORE MOORISH!
Cover windows that look out on unsightly views with tough vinyl in lovely glazed ceramic design, a design that evokes thoughts of romantic Spain. Vinyl comes in roll 12' long, 18" wide. Peel off back and simply press "stained glass" on to the window. Easy to cut and match. $1.98 a roll ppd. MILLS ENTERPRISES, HG8. 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94106.

OUTDOOR MAGIC EYE PROTECTS YOUR HOME
Turns your porch light or any other outside light on at dusk, off at first daylight. Screws into standard socket. Helps prevent burglary, vandalism around homes, stores, offices. Weather-resistant, guaranteed. $5.95. NO C.O.D. please Dept. 17-0, Box 385 Shillie, IL 60076.

MOIST HEAT RELIEVES PAIN.
The principle isn't new. Your grandmother dipped towels in boiling water, applied them to painful areas—and they worked. The THERMOPHORE uses same principle without hot towels, scalding water. Large 20" x 13" electric unit generates its own moisture, provides intense moist heat, relieves pain of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle soreness . . . relieves misery of colds and flu. Two thermostats—uniform heat distribution. Automatic turn-off. 15 cent deposit for COD. BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN EQUIPMENT COMPANY. Dept. 4-2, 307 West Jackson, Battle Creek, Mich. 49016.

SHOPPING AROUND

Wise as an owl is the one who finds his way in the dark! Owl Shows How

More Moorish!

Cover windows that look out on unsightly views with tough vinyl in lovely glazed ceramic design. 

Owl Shows How

To find your way in the dark! Wise as an owl is the one who uses an owl switchplate. Attractive in its glazed ceramic design, its glowing eyes serve as guiding lights. A most ingenious safety device! Feathered in warm colors, 3½" by 5¼", $1 plus 25c post. World Co., Dept. HG8, 1 Park Ave., New York 10016.

BOUQUETS OF LIGHT
Hand-cut crystal showered with prisms gives a soft diffused light on dining room buffet or the ends of a mantel. The light bulb is all antique Spain. Vinyl comes in roll 12' long, 18" wide. Peel off back and simply press "stained glass" on to the window. Easy to cut and match. $1.98 a roll ppd. MILLS ENTERPRISES, HG8. 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94106.

Decorative Area Rug

Decorative Area Rug Magnificently woven by hand into a leaf pattern of exceptional durability. Remarkably durable rug is completely finished on both sides making it reversible for even wear. Made of sagged, wool like fiber, its natural color enhancements any room. Can be used indoors or out. Superior in living room, bedroom, bath or patio. Large 4 ft. diameter. A terrible value!—comparable to rugs selling for more than twice our low price.

Add $1.00 postage per item.

Harriet Carter dept. HG-870, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED

Add $1.00 postage per item.
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DOG DROPPINGS GONE WITH DOGGIE DOOLEY
Now 2 Dooleys to choose from

INGROUND ENZYME TYPE A
All metal Doogie Dooley works like a miniature septic tank utilizing enzyme and bacteria action to automatically reduce dog waste to ground absorbing liquid. It's neat, fast, clean, sanitary, convenient, inconspicuous, odorless, insect free and ends annoying nuisance of bad odor around in any climate. Holds up to 60 loadings before emptying into sanitary sewer or ground. Molded in two pieces of heavy duty, life time plastic 24" high x 9" diameter. Complete with fire plug base, lid, galvanized shovel, 12 mos. supply of enzymes. Type B only $29.50. Ppd. Yield House, HG8, Dept. 419, So. Hamilton, Mawr, Pa. 19010.

PORTABLE CHEMICAL TYPE B
Proven under warranty an above ground, self contained, neat, clean, sanitary, odorless and insect free method for dog stool disposal. "Doggie Dooley B" is a fire engine red realistic replica in size and detail of a real fire plug, to backyard conversation piece. Use anywhere above ground (weight of liquid prevents tipping over) or, partially buried in ground. To use, partially fill with water drop in 1 chemical brickette, add dog stool with shovel provided. Steels are automatically liquefied, deodorized and colored blue by chemical action—the same principle used in toilets on modern aircraft. Works year around for c&l delivery from creatures that eat dog waste to ground ab­ sorbing liquid. Holds up to 60 loadings before emptying into sanitary sewer or ground. Complete with fire plug base, lid, galvanized shovel, 12 mos. supply of enzymes. Type A only $9.95 plus $1.00 postage. Additional 1 yr. supply of enzymes $3.95 plus 50c postage.

Manufactured by HURON PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. HG-6, P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811

CRYSTAL CLEAR PHOTO DISPLAY
A sided photochromic made of glass with picture frame. The frame is in a box to which 6 individual photos or group of photos can be attached and changed as desired. The beveled edges capture and reflect light giving photo display the rich look of polished solid crystal. Measures 4" square with crystal clear, heavy, solid, quality look and feel. Only $2.95 ppd.

Manufactured by HURON PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. HG-8, P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811

OLD SCOTTISH PRAYER

The Prayer of the Ancient Highlanders for deliverance from creatures that stalked the foggy moors at night. Hand-screened on fine bristol paper & framed 6" in black with gold trim. 10" x 13" only $14.95 postage paid Send check or M.O.

PERMA TWEED—Revolutionary "one-step" home electrolysis device safely and permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is the only instrument with special U.S. patented safety feature that destroys the hair root without puncturing skin. Automatic "tweezer-like" action gives you professional permanent results. Professionally endorsed.

Advertised with AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

REFRESHINGLY PINK
Life like green leaves growing from the hinging just as they were growing out of the earth. 100% Belgian linen background. Kit includes needle, instructions, cording, and hooked crewel yarn. Complete pillow size 14" x 14". K-69 Geranium—$8.95 prepaid Florida residents add 6% sales tax. Full color brochure of additional kits $1.00.

THE NEEDLEWORK STUDIO
GSP9, P. O. Box 1754
Pompano Beach, Florida, 33061

Old Scottish Prayer

For Den or Recreation Room
The Prayer of the Ancient Highlanders for deliverance from creatures that stalked the foggy moors at night. Hand-screened on fine bristol paper & framed 6" in black with gold trim. 10" x 13" only $14.95 postage paid Send check or M.O.

Just in Time for Fall Planting

New 36-Page Color Catalog...

Our new, enlarged, 36 page catalog shows over 1000 varieties of the finest imported Holland bulbs with detailed descriptions and many full color illustrations. For your most exciting and colorful Fall plantings...

Write for your FREE copy!

No. Conway, N. H. 03860

Old Scottish Prayer

Imagine Nyons and Panty Hose that Last Forever!
One simple spray of 9 L of Nyons and panty hose indelibly. With a beautifully bristled brush and fresh scent you can guard against costly and embarrassing runs, before they happen. Imagine Nyons & panty hose that last and last for only $2.95. Plus 25c postage and handling. Order 9 Lites Hose today now 100c. Each for postage...

CRAIG EVAN ASSOCIATES
129

Imagine Nyons and Panty Hose that Last Forever!
SPEED THE MAIL! USE ZIP CODES!

**NEW SOUTH MAIL BOX STAND**

Different and distinctive to accent today's architectural style of home. The little house contains a standard rural style mailbox and also space to keep the largest newspaper, mailbox, nameplate and stand complete as illustrated. 8" wide, 10" high, and 10" deep. Send for free catalog of aluminum products for the home and garden.

**Moultrie Manufacturing Co.**
MOULTREI, GA. 31768

**BIG REALLY TOUGH BAGS**

We take the finest, toughest U.S. Govt. Spec. canvas, carefully cut and sew it, to build these handy canvas bags. Then we sell them to you at a cost hard to match.

**SHOULDER BAG**

Can be used as a purse, for travel articles, or baby's bag. Heavy, strong duck, but beautifully finished. Simple closure. 12 x 13 x 4 inches. $7.95.

**SCHOOL BAG**

Genuine leather, new design. Double bottom, side pocket, rivets. Rain flap covers books, lunch, gym clothes. Red, white & blue. 12-in. by 16-in. @ $8.95.

**TOUGH SCHOOL BAG**

This is maybe the last school bag you'll ever have to buy. Carries a boy without breaking! 21-oz duck, double bottom, side pocket, rivets. Rain flap covers books, lunch, gym, clothes. Red, white & blue. 12-in. by 16-in. @ $8.95.

We guarantee our products. If you don't like what you've bought, send it back in 10 days for a full refund. Naturally, we will put a $2 deposit on used or needed if it breaks, we replace it for a $1.50 handling charge.

Mail check or money order (No C.O.D.) to Bags & Bags, Dept. HG8, Roanoke, Ala 36274

**SHAWN Enterprises**
422 Shopping International Bldg.
Burlington, Vermont 05016

**HELP A FOOT**

Orthopedic pad helps straighten out crooked toes that cause pain and embarrassment to the barefoot set. Unique wedge does the job—even toe tip corns disappear. Elastic yarn slips over toe. Orthopedic pad helps straighten out crooked toes that cause pain and embarrassment to the barefoot set. Unique wedge does the job—even toe tip corns disappear. Elastic yarn slips over toe.

**FREE COLOR CATALOGUE**

Write for your new free color catalogue showing sandals, exotic jewelry, unusual clothing, imports, home decor items, earrings, and rings.

**Maharani**
8 Fifth Ave., Scottsdale, Ariz. 85261

**FREE COLOR CATALOGUE**

Write for your new free color catalogue showing sandals, exotic jewelry, unusual clothing, imports, home decor items, earrings, and rings.

**Maharani**
8 Fifth Ave., Scottsdale, Ariz. 85261

**SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL**

56-page Fall Magazine-Catalog

Over 600 Gifts from 30 Countries. NOW . . . 20 pages in glorious Full Color.

Take a fascinating around-the-world tour—from the leisurely comfort of your home—and see the finest handicrafts of the world. This fall we take a trip to Kashmir for paper mache, walnut wood and crested embroidery. Then shop India for its brass, ivory and exotic jewelry. Select your Christmas gifts from Germany, Scandi-

**SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL, INC.**

422 Shopping International Bldg.
Burlington, Vermont 05016

To take this tour send 25c for our new 56-page catalogue with hundreds of new handicraft items from $1 to $100.

**SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL, INC.**

422 Shopping International Bldg.
Burlington, Vermont 05016
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To take this tour send 25c for our new 56-page catalogue with hundreds of new handicraft items from $1 to $100.

**YOU UP**

INTO A GIANT

2 FT. X 3 FT.

POSTER

2 ft. x 3 ft. $3.50

3 ft. x 4 ft. $7.50

Yes, we will blow up anyone you want . . . your self, wife, friend, family or your favorite snap shot . . . into a GIANT black and white POSTER 2 feet by 3 feet. Great for gift giving . . . great for surprise parties! Send us any original black & white or color photo up to 8" x 10" for best results (no negatives). Original returned unharmed with poster. Shipped in self-storing tube. Send check or money order. For prompt delivery, put name and address on back of photo.
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SHOPPING AROUND

COLLECTOR CUBE
Paperweight to lure an art conscious collector: diamond cut multi-faceted lucite cube whose pearl inset's preserved for you and posterity; a black base manages to capture all the highlights. Definitely a present with a purpose—postage it or present it: $15 plus 95c post. Postamat Co., HG870, Lafayette, Pa. 19444

STANDING ORDER
Beautiful rosewood stands, hand carved in century-old Oriental patterns are superb show-off spots. Decorative to display a treasured figure, a flowering plant. Shown is the low base model at $2.50 and the footed version at $6.75. Both are 4" in dia. Ppd. Other sizes. A. C. Gifts, HGB, 2642 Central Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 10710

CALL FOR ORDER
When things seem to accumulate faster than the allotted space allows, it's time to call the house order—and there's no better answer to that call than pigeon holes. Stack them side by side or one atop the other. Heavy wood grain fiberboard. Each, 13½" by 6½" by 10½". Set of four, $3.98 two sets, $7.85. Ppd. Downes Dept. 1408, Evanston, Ill. 60204

SERVICE FOR SILVER
Pamper your silver. Gorham does. Store it in this tarnish proof, Pacific silvercloth pad. Converts drawer to silver chest. Enamel Holds: 11½" by 15" by 2½", holds over 100 pieces, $5.95. 17½" by 13½" by 2½", over 125 pieces, $6.95. Add 50c post. Order from Barrington Specialties, HG8, Box 2154-G, Barrington, Rhode Island 02806

BERTH OF BEAUTY
Credit goes to hand-embroidered crewel for spreading its talent for good taste in choice of multi-color, black, gold, natural or avocado on natural backgrounds. Single bedspread, 80" by 115", $50; full size, 94" by 115", $60; king size, 120" by 120", $80. Ppd. Gurian Fabrics Inc., HG8, 2642 Central Ave., N. Y. 10710

CAPTURED
A butterfly found its way into a spectacular, multi-faceted lucite cube whose pearl inset's preserved for you and posterity. A black base manages to capture all the highlights. Definitely a present with a purpose—postage it or present it: $15 plus 95c post. Postamat Co., HG870, Lafayette, Pa. 19444

HOUSE & GARDEN
BOAT MOBILE
Bobbing boats take the breezes beautifully. It's all smooth sailing with a perfectly balanced mobile from Germany. Sailboat armada is hand-carved from beech wood, hulls are dark cork. 19" overall when hanging; four boats stand 5" high each. All aboard the breeze!! $5.50 ppd. Shopping International, Inc., Dept. 421, Norwich, Vt. 05055.

IT'S PERSONAL
Easy-Does-It dacron and cotton blouse with detachable scarf ties bearing your initials. Tuck-in or let-it-all-hangout design is very versatile with long sleeves, soft collar in choice of gold, cadet blue or white. Sizes 10 to 18. Specify three initials. $11 plus 35c post. Vicki Wayne, 610-H8B-So. Country Club, Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
White ceramic tile bears a message that keeps tempers in check in these hectic times. "May the Good Lord take a liking to you—but not too soon." Hung on the wall by a breakfast table, it's a great family soother. 6" sq. $2.98 plus 40c postage each tile. Anthony Enterprises, HGB, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

DREAM DOG? your dog can be!
A quick shake in your hand... — a new world of standing for you and your dog. Hi-Fido is a scientifically engineered sound device literally understandable to any dog. Puppies... dogs of all ages. Never fail! TEACHES ANY COMMAND... IN MINUTES
Comes with a 30-day trial period. STOP ANNOYING HABITS... INSTANTLY
Housebreaking—Chewing—Jumping—Barking, etc. lead Control your dog without a leash... unforgettable! By kind, amazing, effective. Quick and easy to use. Do a amazing world-wide revolution in dog training.

PERIWINKLE
Grows and Spreads through Fall
Ships young Green
All Winter
Grows Spring with
delicate bloom
Thrifts in Sun and
Shade
Use lovely Periwinkle in stone window boxes in your yard. It thrives in shade—under fences, on slopes, in rock gardens—piles where grass won't grow. (Actually recommended as a barrier to the spread of poison ivy). Two plants spread to cover 200 sq. ft. Provide ample space, plenty of water and soil. Ships bare root. 50 for $2.98. 100 for $4.98. 200 or more for $8.96. Postage extra. Please Print Name.

THE AH MEN LOOK
RACER swim suit in fast drying nylon-tricot featuring bra-style covering, contrast side trim with veiled legs for free movement, fully lined (blue, tangerine red, black or white) $3.50.

FOR under swimwear:
(a) French style brief in all nylon-tricot, fast drying, proven great support (blue, white, black or nude) $3.50.
(b) SWIM CUP
One size . . . $1.00
One size . . . $2.00

FOR inlay with elastic:
(a) SWIM CUP
One size . . . $2.00
One size . . . $3.00

FOR cotton shield:
(b) SWIM CUP
One size . . . $3.00
One size . . . $4.00

ADD 50c \ postage No C.O.D.

BOAT MOBILE
Bobbing boats take the breezes beautifully. It's all smooth sailing with a perfectly balanced mobile from Germany. Sailboat armada is hand-carved from beech wood, hulls are dark cork. 19" overall when hanging; four boats stand 5" high each. All aboard the breeze!! $5.50 ppd. Shopping International, Inc., Dept. 421, Norwich, Vt. 05055.

IT'S PERSONAL
Easy-Does-It dacron and cotton blouse with detachable scarf ties bearing your initials. Tuck-in or let-it-all-hangout design is very versatile with long sleeves, soft collar in choice of gold, cadet blue or white. Sizes 10 to 18. Specify three initials. $11 plus 35c post. Vicki Wayne, 610-H8B-So. Country Club, Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
White ceramic tile bears a message that keeps tempers in check in these hectic times. "May the Good Lord take a liking to you—but not too soon." Hung on the wall by a breakfast table, it's a great family soother. 6" sq. $2.98 plus 40c postage each tile. Anthony Enterprises, HGB, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

DREAM DOG? your dog can be!
A quick shake in your hand... — a new world of standing for you and your dog. Hi-Fido is a scientifically engineered sound device literally understandable to any dog. Puppies... dogs of all ages. Never fail! TEACHES ANY COMMAND... IN MINUTES
Comes with a 30-day trial period. STOP ANNOYING HABITS... INSTANTLY
Housebreaking—Chewing—Jumping—Barking, etc. lead Control your dog without a leash... unforgettable! By kind, amazing, effective. Quick and easy to use. Do a amazing world-wide revolution in dog training.

PERIWINKLE
Grows and Spreads through Fall
Ships young Green
All Winter
Grows Spring with
delicate bloom
Thrifts in Sun and
Shade
Use lovely Periwinkle in stone window boxes in your yard. It thrives in shade—under fences, on slopes, in rock gardens—piles where grass won't grow. (Actually recommended as a barrier to the spread of poison ivy). Two plants spread to cover 200 sq. ft. Provide ample space, plenty of water and soil. Ships bare root. 50 for $2.98. 100 for $4.98. 200 or more for $8.96. Postage extra. Please Print Name.
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ADD 50¢ postagé No C.O.D.
**UNUSUAL DECORATIVE HARDWARE BEAUTIFULLY PRICED**

Everything from massive door pulls to jewelled cabinet knobs. Send $1.00 for our big 1/2 page Decorative Hardware Catalog. Also send $1.00 for our catalog of hard carved imported doors starting under $10.

**ACME HARDWARE CO., INC.**

At usual with the unusual since 1926.

Dept. 2L, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**WISH OF THE IRISH**

Creamy ceramic tile bears the old Gaelic blessing. Six-inches square, it has a hanger for the wall or it is handsome under a potted plant—including shamrocks. It works splendidly beneath a hot pot of coffee or steaming strong tea, too. $2.98 plus 40c post. ea. Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

**PLAY-AND-LEARN**

Educational toy appears in the form of a doll dressed up in clothes that unbutton, unzip, unbutton, snap up, tuck in, untie. For a tot at an age to dress and undress himself, "Lil Button" is the present perfect. Hand washable, 16" tall. $6.95 plus 75c post. Order from Creative House, HG8, 221 W. 9th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

**CARRYING ON**

"Totaubes," made by Portofino are duck canvas with show-off brass tuck-locks. They have a Scotch-gard finish backed with heavy vinyl for playing in the rain. 15½ by 15½ by 2". 15½ by 8 by 2" folded. Navy with red trim, black with tan or brass with tan. $11.95 plus $1 post. Pegasus, HG8, 1855 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

**SOMETHING BREWING**

It's an efficient hostess who keeps the tea hot in a clever brewing pot—electric, too—of translucent china with delicate pink blossoms and accented with gold leaf trim and handle; 5" cord attachment. 6½" tall with a five-cup capacity. $3.99 ppd. Order from Breck's, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas 75204.

**DRAWER PARTNERS**

Decorative put-on—round, white porcelain knobs, the touch unusual for a refinished chest or kitchen cabinets. Each different, each delightful which you choose the mushroom quartet or posy group in full color. $2.50 set of four. $3.50 plus 40c post. from Artisan Galleries, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas 75204.
SHOPPING AROUND

ONE DROP FREES STICKING ZIPPERS

New Non-Stain Lubricant for Stubborn Zippers!

New Zipper-Eze is a new miracle agent which makes stuck zippers work like new. Just one drop of this non-stain lubricant on your zipper, work it back & forth and your troubles are over. A thousand uses! Great for dresses, pants, luggage, golf bags, boots, sleeping bags...even convertible tops. Only $1 postage paid for handy 200 drop bottle. Guaranteed to work or your money back.

WERLEY CHEMICAL & SUPPLY
Dept. HG-8
1508 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio 44115

CULLED FOR KITCHEN

Two-inch thick butcher block sits on wooden frame with huge wooden legs. Overall height, 34". 48" by 24". $99.50; 48" by 30", $109.50; 48" by 36", $129.50; 60" by 24", $109.50; 60" by 30", $129.50; 60" by 36", $139.50. With casters, add $25. Exp. chgs. coll. Catalogue 50c. Piper Brace, Dept. HG-80SH, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

STOOP STOPPER

Sagging shoulders get a lovely lift with the Pi Peer shoulder brace, a lightweight device that puts posture on the straight and narrow. Three-ply ventilated material with softly-padded invisible arm bands. Men measure around chest, women below bust. $5.95 plus 45c post. Piper Brace, Dept. HG-80SH, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

RECORD BROWSER

House the records in the flip box so that you may browse through to view every album cover—just as the buffs do at the local record shop. Rubber liner protects records from slip hazard. Reinforced fiberboard, suede base. Holds 75 LP’s; 13 1/4" by 15" by 30". $129.50; 60” by 36”. $109.50; 60” by 24”. $99.50; 48” by 30”. $99.50; 48” by 36”. $129.50. J & D Brauner, Inc., HG-8, 298 Bowery, N. Y. 10012.

SCENT-SATIONAL

Delightful air freshener—decorative Perm-A-Scent wall vases turn lily (shown) or ribbed vase. Gift shop. Rubber liner protects as the buffs do at the local record shop. Reinforced fiberboard, suede base. Holds 75 LP’s; 13 1/4" by 15" by 30". $129.50 ppd. Art Guild, HG8, 298 Bowery, N. Y. 10012.

ANGEL NIGHT LIGHT

Give your child the feeling of love and security with this beautiful night light 6 V, tall in porcelain bisque, the bow is in soft red, white or blue colors. 52.48 each ppd. Satisfaction guaranteed

HOLLY HOUSE
9524 Edgecliff
Dallas, Tex. 75238

THE EARTH COMPANY

P. O. Box 741, New York, N.Y. 10010

ATTENTION! CLOWN LOVERS

Bast Basta Toothbrush

You put your favorite toothpaste in it. A slit of some of the handle and up pops the toothpaste between the bristles. Fits your pocket, purse or travelbag. Now you can “brush after every meal” wherever you may be, office, school, military, vacation or traveling. It never clogs and is easy to clean. Holds two weeks supply. Comes in red, white or blue colors. $2.48 each ppd. Additional brush heads 59c each.

INFAllABLE FIT

Is yours in contour water buffalo sandals from India? Just wear them into the shower once, and they mold to the shape of your feet! All hand-sewn, beautifully designed with smart toe loop. Men’s and women’s sizes 6 to 12. (Specify.) $5.95 plus $1 post. J. Carlton’s, Dept. HG8, 175 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.
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FINISH, Large foam rubber pad
you appear inches slimmer, im-
proves posture, helps relieve
for sacroiliac strains. Patented
and washable. Snap
proves posture, helps relieve
For sacroiliac strains. Patented


WRITE:

HIDE AND NO-PEEK
Your hair stays tucked in with a
wig liner that fits like a stocking.
New stretch net liner keeps your
own hair tidy; gives a perfect,
more natural-feeling wig fit; and
keeps you cooler, because it
breathes! Flesh color. Set of two.
$2.98 plus 25c post. Palm Co.,
7249 Greenland Bldg., Miami,
Fla. 33054.

SUPER SALT
Twenty-one ingredient salt shakes
up the best steaks, chops, sea-
food, soups, stews, salads and
Bloody Marys. $5.95 plus 75c
post for one bottle of Bonanza
Salt and ceramic shaker 5½" l.
One pound refill, $2.50 plus 50c
post. If you're timid, send for a
free sample! Pioneer Products,
Inc., HG8, Box 6155, Grand Rapids,
Mich. 49506.

TAKE A TOTE
We seem to need an extra "bag"
everywhere! Here's the carryall
that's better for books, beach
and travel. Extra heavy vinyl, re-
furbished double handles, protec-
tive flap, opens to a big 15" by
10½" by 4". With three gay red
initials. $2.49. Print initials.
Without, $1.98. Add 25c post.
Lillian Vernon, GA1, 560 So. Third
Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

showcases for collectors
Plush case in solid walnut, maple or other finishes. Velvet lining backed by foam pad in
block or any color. Hinged glass door with
dock, bezel proof.Shown with sample case
cased on any wall. For complete line of show-
cases, send $1, for our beautiful full color
catalog (refund with order).
AWARD MAKER

61295 N.E. 8th Ave. Dept. 750, North Miami, Fla. 33181
WALKING TREASURE

VOICE OF THE TURTLE
Perfect embroidery choice for an Indian Summer evening is this woodland scene with mushrooms, a fat, lazy turtle, a snail and flowering grasses. Yarns are browns, gold and greens on white linen 12" by 16". Perfect size for pillow or frame. Directions are included. $4.50 plus 35c post. The Stitchery, HGB, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181.

PRICELESS
"Where" and "how" of happy hunting for treasures revealed in a 119-page bottles and relics guide. Check full of photos, many in color, and info on over 500 bottles. Jim Beams' insulators, fruit jars, guns, utensils, lanterns, etceteras, each with dollar value. $4.50 plus 15c post. Sturbridge Yankee Workshop, HG8, Sturbridge, Mass. 01566.

GLORIOUS GLEAMING
Enhance the dignity and status of your home with a European imported chandelier. It is a real beauty created in bronze and imported glass. It is a real storehouse of evening. $21 64 Naso-Vent. $2.95

No bounds to losing pounds IN A TRIM-EZ EXERCISE SUIT
Lose 2, 10, 20 pounds in 1, 5 or 10 weeks with the unique TRIM-EZ suit! Acts like a "portable steam bath", melts off excess pounds safely, easily while you exercise. Professional models and athletes use TRIM-EZ. Now you can! $9.95

ENDS SNORING!
Invention of Internationally Renowned Surgeon
SAFE, PROVEN CURE FOR LOUD SNORING!
Used effectively by millions of suffering snorers, you and your mate will be grateful for Naso-Vent. Worn nightly, it relieves the discomfort by keeping the nasal passages open. Now, you can lie on your back and breathe evenly—and not be bothered by that stuffy, congested feeling! Safe, comfortable portable—won't irritate nostrils.

Silverware REPAIRED & SILVERPLATED
also 24 kt Gold Plate
Coffee & Tea Pots, Trays, etc.
Repairing a specialty
Chromium, Brass, Pewter repaired and refinished. Stainless knife blades installed. Free illustrated price list sent on request.
One of America's largest
Established 1891
SIMMONS SILVER PLATING COMPANY, INC. (Dept. 5G-60)
409 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, Georgia 30301
### STONE FOUNTAIN
REJCIRCULATES WATER! NO PIPES!

"Dutch Girl on Shell"

What a delightful alstonite fountain! Boxed, mottled water three inches deep into top. Dutch Girl smiles in 30" tall. Shell 24" wide, 24" high. Price for each a reduced, sale price of $75.00. Send money back guarantee. (Must return fountain for refund.)

VISIT OUR MAGNIFICENT GARDEN AND INDOOR SHOWROOMS.

BELLO-GROPPI STUDIO
Dept. G80 • 421 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60614

Telephone: Area Code 312—Whitehall 3-5577

### DECORATOR'S CHOICE
Divide a room, accentuate a corner, or enhance the decor of your home with this free standing, three panel screen made of solid mahogany. Comes in dark or light, mahogany finish. Please specify.

The upholstered center can be easily recovered to match the decor of your room. Each panel measures 16 1/2" x 70" with an overall size of 49 1/2" x 70".

Three Panel Screen . . . . $36.00 Ppd.

For additional information please write:
Robert Allan Interiors
22 Hackberry Lane
Houston, Texas 77027

### PUSSEYFOOTING AROUND
2.98

Pussycotters are cat talk for California's own prowling playshoes. Custom-made of thick soft guide leather for beefy comfort. Saddle-stitched on toe. Real cowhide soles... ankle-tied with a cat's whisker bow. Women's sizes 4 thru 10 in a fashion-cued colors—Siamese Tan, Siamese Black, Turn- off black, Angora, White, Persian Pink, Golden Brown. All 2.98 plus 35c postage.

### SHOPPING AROUND
STAY-AT-HOME

Once used to stash bag and baggage for long journeys in grandmother's day, chest now puts its woven willow to work as storage for toys, blankets. 20" by 14" by 14", $13.50; 24" by 16" by 16", $15.20; 28" by 17" by 17", $17.40; 30" by 18" by 18", $19.95. Pp'd. Catalogue 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG8, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

DON'T BE A BO-PEEP

And lose your dog, cat, parrot or what have you. Safeguard your pet with a stainless steel identification tag engraved free with his name, address and your phone number. Steel hook for easy attachment to pet's collar. Guaranteed for life of pet. $1 ppd. West Benz Enterprises, Dept. HG8, Box 4177, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80909.

SAFETY IN NUMBERS

Arrange seven decorated safety treads at danger spots in your tub or shower to prevent slips and falls. Skid-proof, easy to apply, they adhere permanently, stay clean. Floral pattern on white, pink or blue background. (Specify.) Set of seven 16" treads, $4.95 ppd. Holiday Gifts, 308-D, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

LIGHT THE PAST

Here's a bright buy—an exact replica of an Early-American stove in black, heavy cast iron with moveable parts to light up the shape, a replica in red of a bushel basket with a generous helping of white ball fringe. On the whole it's 18" h. $17.98 plus 85c post. from Madison House, 7248 Greenwood Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054.

MAKE THE SEAMS GO

Exactly the way you want them—straight or curved—using a seam guide. Invented by a famous sewing authority, a revolutionary metal guide adjusts from 1/16" to 1 3/8"; fits any machine with attachment hole; is neither too low nor too high. 2 1/2" by 3". 1 ppd. Breck's, W212 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

### Golden Treasury of Labels

Stock up on a supply of elegant address labels. This set features variety; 250 black-on-gold script initial address labels (1 1/2" x 1 1/2") and 125 matching gold initial envelopes (1" x 1 1/2"). Packed in 2" x 3" plastic box. Complete set for $3 (via air, add 40c). Write for refunding folder.

### Toby Bruce Bolin, 28 Bolin Bldg., Boulder, Colorado 80302. Thank you kindly!
THE PERFECT GIFT

**Antiques**

Fascinating new newspaper devoted to Antiques, is check-full of interesting items for collectors

At last, America has its very own Antiques monthly newspaper devoted to Antiques. Edited with skill and knowledge, this big 22-page newspaper is full of good reading, to keep you entertained by your hearth. There's, true picture, from old or new antique, and the story of how it came to be in your home.

FREE SAMPLE OFFER: 2 issues of *Antiques Monthly* for 50c. 

*Antiques Monthly*, D. 2, Tucson, Ariz. 85701

FREE SAMPLE OFFER: 2 issues of *Antiques Monthly* for 50c.

*Antiques Monthly*, D. 2, Tucson, Ariz. 85701

__FREE SAMPLE OFFER:__ 2 issues of *Antiques Monthly* for 50c.

*Antiques Monthly*, D. 2, Tucson, Ariz. 85701

**MAKE WINE AT HOME**

Federal law permits 1000 bottles of wine a year, of wine purchased at home.

**PLANT "NURSEMAIDS"**

Inserted in water, other end in soil. Plants for up to 8 weeks. One end in water, other end in soil. Will not rot or mildew.

**FREE SAMPLE**

If you're interested in **ANTIQUES**

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

DEPT. R. 153 EAST 57 ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10022

**1970 Carnival Glass Plate**

First of an annual limited commemorative series for collectors, in original Carnival Glass formula made famous by Fenton Art Glass. Plate honors earliest glass craftsman at Jamestown, 1608, in embossed dark glass flowing with rainbow hues; back has embossed legend, half-mart, date of issue (1970). Hand made, 8 1/2", dia., display stand included. A collector's delight

Order No. 7355 $9.75 post...

**Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.**

**Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.**

DEPT. R, 153 EAST 57 ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10022

Large format of the finest portraits. Satisfaction guaranteed. **Free Illustrated Catalog and Book. "How To Order An Oil Portrait."**

**The "Lori"**

A lovely lawn with an elegant air is Lori! Adapting perfectly to any decor, this Charm-Chair is available in 26 colors of spot-resistant velvet or other varied fabrics. Front seat and back: select hardwood frame finished in your choice of 12 hand rubbed finishes. H. 10", W. 23", Seat H. 18", Seat D. 22"; 449.00 ea., 449.00 pr. (Ship WT.

**1970 Carnival Glass Plate**

First of an annual limited commemorative series for collectors, in original Carnival Glass formula made famous by Fenton Art Glass. Plate honors earliest glass craftsman at Jamestown, 1608, in embossed dark glass flowing with rainbow hues; back has embossed legend, half-mart, date of issue (1970). Hand made, 8 1/2", dia., display stand included. A collector's delight

Order No. 7355 $9.75 post...

**Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.**

**Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.**

DEPT. R, 153 EAST 57 ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
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A lovely lawn with an elegant air is Lori! Adapting perfectly to any decor, this Charm-Chair is available in 26 colors of spot-resistant velvet or other varied fabrics. Front seat and back: select hardwood frame finished in your choice of 12 hand rubbed finishes. H. 10", W. 23", Seat H. 18", Seat D. 22"; 449.00 ea., 449.00 pr. (Ship WT.

**HUNT GALLERIES, INC.**

2920 N. Center St., HG8, Hickory, N. C. 28601

Cottons to show you where to

Linen in black, white, dark green, or

Hand-laced moccasins and pouch bag accom­

ate with total comfort and
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**SHOPPING AROUND**

**FLYING COLORS**
Two native birds in their natural colors hand-made in Sandwich, Massachusetts from beautiful ancient glass fragments and hand-framed in lead to brighten up a window when the sunlight shines through. Approximately 8" H. Blue Heron $7.95, Kingfisher $10.50. Add 35c postage. Order from Clyme's of Bucks County, HG-8, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950.

**SOMETHING SWEET**
A brilliantly-faceted ribbed shaker from England for the sweeter things in life: sugar or a cinnamon-sugar mixture to embellish fruits, desserts, iced tea or coffee. Made of English Melon glass, it has a handsome finial and silver-plated cover to top it off. 8¾" H. $3.95 plus 50c post. New Hampton General Store, 833 King St., Hampton, N. J. 08827.

**CARDS, CARDS, CARDS!**
Bet you've been waiting for the Miles Kimball 1970 Christmas card catalogue! And here it is, free as always and brimming with new beauties. Holiday whimsy or religious inspiration, all personal and personalized, many with drawings of the family or your home. Write to Miles Kimball, 610 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.
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EAGLE RINGS THE BELL

SHOPPING AROUND

NEAT ARRANGEMENT

TIME-SAVING TOTALIZER

Margol

INTERIOR DECORATION

SERENITY PRAYER PLAQUE

FINGER TIP TYPE

PROMPT SHIPMENT. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career

SHOPPING AROUND

Margol MARBLE STAIN REMOVER and POLISHING KIT

I CAN;

The Steak to have an Affair With!

MAY GOD GRANT ME THE SERENITY TO

COLORFUL STAIN REMOVER and POLISHING KIT

I CANNOT CHANGE:

MY LITTLE ONE

the peace and serenity with which you can

I CAN AND THE WISDOM TO KNOW THE DIFFERENCE.
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NEW SLIDING GLASS DOOR IDEAS
Send for this brochure before you build, buy or remodel. PELLA Wood Sliding Glass Doors feature slim wood for beauty and insulation, with welded steel frame for extra strength. Self-closing screens for convenience. Snap-in dividers for the traditional look. Send coupon for brochure today!

GARDENER'S NOTES
BY JAMES FANNING

"AS THE POET'S HEART LEAPED UP when he beheld a host of golden daffodils, so mine throbbed when I beheld a row of meticulously cultivated cauliflower flowers." Angelo M. Pellegrini, in *The Food Lover's Garden* (Knopf, 86.95) is not kidding. His delight in gardening is gustatory as well as visual. He also enjoys actually digging the soil, cultivating the plants, and harvesting their produce. Mr. Pellegrini is a teacher of English, but his writing is as lively as the climate and cookery of Italy where he was born. In addition to the complete roster of plants grown for food in his Oregon garden, his book includes a real estate agent (villain) and two eager ladies who vie for the author's favor by cooking lip-smacking dishes that use the produce of his garden patch. Not just a how-to-do-it book, this also tells how to use it and most of all, how to enjoy it.

EVEN SUCH WORKDAY ITEMS AS PLANTSTAKES don't have to be workaday in looks. Stakes made in Cameroon of tough bamboo and carved hardwood, above, are striking enough to stand alone as well as give support to delphiniums, tomatoes, or whatever else may need their aid. The price ($6 each) may seem a bit steep, but they last for years and will be first-rate conversation pieces for all that time. From The Egg and The Eye, 581 4 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal., 90036.

AUGUST IS THE GOURMET'S MONTH for sweet corn. When the water boils it's time to pick the corn, so goes the old saying. And that is only a slight exaggeration. Plain fact of the matter is that corn begins to toughen and lose flavor the instant it leaves the parent stalk, so the shorter the time between garden and table the better. One way to shorten the time is to hurry the shucking process by chopping off tops and bottoms of the ears with a sharp knife or kitchen shears, after which a simple twist of the thumb peels off the remaining husks. To shorten the cooking, boil enough salted water to cover completely the number of ears you have picked, dump in the ears, cover tightly and leave the heat on high. When the water boils again, turn off the heat immediately, let the kettle sit for five minutes, and serve.

EXOTIC IS THE WORD that comes to mind when you think about hibiscus. The broad-petaled, lusciously colored flowers represent, as perhaps nothing else can, the lushness of growth and flowering we expect to find in warm climates. So it's a little surprising to find two kinds of hibiscus that are as tough and hardy as oak trees and lilacs, yet have flowering habits as spectacular as their tropical kin. The rose-mallow, *Hibiscus moscheutos*, right, rates as an herbaceous perennial, since it dies back to the ground every winter. But by late summer, the new stalks are 3 or 4 feet high and opening, day after day, butter-plate-sized flowers of cameo pink, brilliant red, or gleaming white. A moisture lover, the rose-mallow grows best and shows to its best advantage at the edge of a pool or stream. Rose of Sharon, *Hibiscus syriacus*, is the other hardy hibiscus, in this case a bigbush shrub. The original, old-fashioned species had flowers of an unattractive muddy magenta, but the new hybrids come in colors ranging from clear pink through red and white to a lovely red-centered sky blue. Unlike the rose-mallow, Rose of Sharon does not like wet feet. In late spring, if the shrub still looks bare and leafless weeks after nearby plants are in full leaf, don't give it up for dead, just wait. It's a late starter and will have made up for lost time—and more—by late August.
INFORMATION FOR SHOPPING
continued from page 97

x 75" each, $169. Blue Heaven pillows
with dacron polyester filling, 21" x
27", $6 each. Blue Heaven pillows
filled with white goose down, 21" x
37", $36 each. All pillows and beds
upholstered in "Young Homemaker"
king size mattress pads, 28" x 80",
fitted $11, with anchor bands $10.
White molded plastic stacking tables
by Kartell, 16" diam. x 13¾" high to
17" diam. x 16" high, $60 set of 3.
Imari ware cigarette bowls, 3" diam.,
$7.50 each. Antique plates (on stack­
ing tables), c. 1880, 7" diam., $10
each. Bamboo parsons table with
white lacquer finish, 18¾" x 60¾" x
29¾" high, $350. Imari ware plate.
11¾" square, $35. Imari ware fruit
bowl, 7¾" diam. x 3¾" high. $60.
Skylight made from 3 room-dividers
with Altman's own cut-out design, 7'
x 28" panels available in natural only,
$78 each. All at Altman's, Fifth Ave.
& 34th St., New York, N. Y., 10016.

ADDRESSES OF STORES

CARRICK, PIERE SCOTT, State, Madison
& Monroe Sts., Chicago, Ill., 60603
HAMACHER SCHLEMMER, 147 E. 57th
St., New York, N. Y., 10022
THE MAY COMPANY, Broadway, Hill &
8th Sts., Los Angeles, Calif., 90014
and branches
SAXS FIFTH AVENUE, 611 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N. Y., 10022

Arizona
Phoenix ............... Goldwater's
Tucson ................ Levy's

California
Los Angeles ............. Robinson's
Sacramento ............. Weinstock's

Colorado
Denver ............... May-D & F

District of Columbia
Washington ......... Woodward & Lothrop

Florida
Miami .......... Burdine's
West Palm Beach .... Pioneer Company

Georgia
Atlanta ............. Rich's

Hawaii
Honolulu ........ Liberty House

Louisiana
New Orleans .......... D. H. Holmes

Massachusetts
Boston .............. R. H. Stearns

Missouri
St. Louis .......... Stix, Baer & Fuller

Nebraska
Lincoln ............ Miller & Paine

Nevada
Las Vegas .......... Vegas Village

New Mexico
Albuquerque.......... Eckert's

New York
New York .......... Lord & Taylor

North Carolina
Asheville ............. Ivey's

Ohio
Columbus .......... F & R Lazarus

Oregon
Eugene .......... Meier & Frank
Portland ......... Meier & Frank
Springfield ....... Meier & Frank

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia .... Strawbridge & Clothier

South Carolina
Greenville .......... Ivey's

Tennessee
Chattanooga .... Millers Brothers
Knoxville ......... Miller's Inc.

Texas
Austin .......... Scarbrough's

Wisconsin
Madison .......... Manchester's

These stores will feature In­
stant Decorating Boutiques
inspired by pages 64-71.

End squeaks in
children's swings
and play equipment.

When your children's backyard play
equipment, swings and see-saws
squeak, save your nerves—with 3-IN-ONE HOUSEHOLD OIL SPRAY
in the aerosol can. It sprays
deep into rust spots to end annoy­
ing squeaks. Lubricates and cleans,
to prevent rust and tarnish. Get 3-IN-
ONE HOUSEHOLD OIL in the aerosol
can or squeeze can. In hardware stores
and supermarkets.

3-IN-ONE®

HOUSEHOLD OIL

Buy
United States Savings Bonds

Before Trouble Starts—
use RID-X®

IT CAN SAVE YOU
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!

Whether your home is old or new, you can have a costly,
messy back-up in your septic tank or cesspool. So before
trouble starts, use Rm-X...it works to prevent messy back­
ups and foul odors...acts to keep your sewage system
working smoothly and trouble-free. Yes, Rm-X can save
you HUNDREDS of dollars on digging, pumping, landscaping!

EASY TO USE! SAFE! Just pour Rm-X in toilet bowl and
flush. That's all. Rm-X can't harm porcelain, metal pipes,
fitting.

Before trouble starts, use Rm-X...it can save
you hundreds of dollars!

ILLUSTRATED
BOOKLET!

16 Fact-Filled Pages on Care and
Maintenance of Septic Tanks and
Cesspools. Send 10¢ for postage, han­
dling to:

RID-X, P.O. BOX 24
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.

ANOTHER FAMOUS PRODUCT OF THE D-CON COMPANY, INC.
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What's the lowdown on hip New Yorker brownstone living?

An Acrilan' Odyssey exposing what's afoot across America.

In the October issue.

THE SIGHTS YOU SEE ON VIRGINIA'S NEWPORT NEWS TOUR

YOU READ ABOUT ON THE FRONT PAGE.

NEWPORT NEWS MAKES NEWS EVERY DAY.

SEE IT FIRST.

Only 20 minutes from Williamsburg

Write for Free Color Brochure:
The Great Adventure
Dept. HG-8, City Hall
Newport News, Va. 23601
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Best in booklets

Because House & Garden wishes to fill your booklet requests promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order directly from us. Fill in the coupon below, circling the number of each booklet desired. If remittance is required other than the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany each coupon, it will be indicated next to the booklet number. Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order only. Please do not send stamps. House & Garden will do all it can to see your requests are filled as rapidly as possible.

EATING AND ENTERTAINING

1. GETTING INTO THE SPIRIT is easy to do with a manual on liqueurs from the General Wine & Spirits Co. Explains the special liqueur vocabulary and histories of the various liqueurs. Some delightful recipes are also included.

2. SET A TEMPTING SCENE for every occasion with Mikasa dinnerware. Full-color brochure features designs to match every mood and explains the different kinds of dinnerware.

3. A GUIDE TO HOME ENTERTAINING—Invaluable Hohbheim handbook contains all the essentials of party giving. Information about inviting guests, what to serve, setting up a bar, etc. 50c.

4. CAREFREE COOKING is possible with West Bend stainless steel cookware. 50-page booklet offers cooking and cleaning instructions and recipes for appetizing dishes and desserts.

DECORATING

5. HOW TO FURNISH FOR RELAXED LIVING—theme of Shaw of Charlotte's brochure of furniture from quiet casual to ultraformal. Lounge chairs in three sizes for short, average, 6-feet-and-over figures. Colorful room settings, plus close-ups of each piece with specifications. $1.

6. WALLS OF PERSONALITY can be yours. Colorful booklet from makers of Wall-Tex vinyl wall covering is packed with ideas for expressing yourself in your décor. Covers basics like color, pattern, texture. 25c.

7. THE PERFECT BLEND of good taste and design is presented in a collection of tables, occasional pieces, and upholstery by Hammary, pictured in a 40-page full-color booklet. 50c.

8. LAMPS OF ELEGANCE appear in 88-page fully illustrated Frederick Cooper catalog. All are crafted with old world care, whether they be contemporary or authentically crafted reproductions. Price list included. $1.

9. WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT CARPETS—how to judge quality, wearability, fashion, value in rugs and carpets; how to clean them; and hundreds of other facts in a 192-page paperback book offered by E. T. Barwick Mills. 50c.

10. WHY WAIT? BUY BASSETT. Catalogue from Bassett carries furniture for all styles of décor and all budgets. Also tells what to look for when buying furniture. 50c.

11. SPARK YOUR ENTIRE DÉCOR with Gould Drapewear fashions. Colorful booklet presents dozens of new window treatments and other decorating ideas, including things you can make yourself. 50c.

12. ELEGANT AND EXCITING. New 110-page booklet from Hekman Furniture Co. shows decorator designed tables, chairs, desks, commodes, cabinets in many popular styles. Over 250 pictures illustrate unusual new hand finishes. $2.

13. RECIPES FOR COLORFUL ROOMS have been compiled by Wunda Weve in a carpet decorating guide. Explains how to mix color, texture, form to achieve a well-balanced room décor. 50c.
14. THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC . . . Two valuable booklets by the Everett Piano Co. tell how to make music part of your child's life. They offer information on choosing a piano for "him" or "her," selecting a teacher, practicing, and performing.

15. DESIGN PORTFOLIO by Thomasville contains a tempting assortment of fine furniture collections shown in full color, including close-ups. Styles range from contemporary to Early American. $2.

16. ATTENTION, SHADE FANCERS! New, beautifully illustrated guide from Window Shade Manufacturers Assn. explains how decorative shades can enhance a room. Full of "how to" hints for prettier and more practical window treatments. 25c.

17. DESIGN A NEW KITCHEN with the help of a 34-page fully illustrated design kit from Kitchen Kompact. Leads you step by step to completion of idea sketches to show architect or contractor. $1.

18. PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR ELEGANT LIVING are easily possible by using any of the 160 colors, patterns, and wood grains of Formica laminate surfacing for all home living areas. New brochure features full room settings and specific applications.

19. CABINETS THAT GLOW - The H. J. Seehirich Company offers a full-color brochure of cabinets for kitchen and bath in Brommglow birch, 50c.

20. A NEW KIND OF ELEGANCE can be added to your bath with beautiful Boutique faucets by Moen. Color literature gives all the "inside" information.

--- ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS ---

August, 1970

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money order, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #8
Box 3579, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y., 10017

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

I enclose:

$____ for postage and handling of my request for booklets

$____ for booklets circled requiring payment

$____ is my total remittance

Offer expires 10/15/70

Name (please print) ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City State Zip #

--- Christmas Cards and Gifts from The Metropolitan Museum of Art ---

The Metropolitan Museum's 100th anniversary catalogue of Christmas cards and presents — rare American blown glass, sculpture, ancient jewelry in gold and silver, and for the first time a selection of rings; new books and prints, and the magnificent 1971 Engagement Calendar, "Flowers for All Seasons". New designs for the famous Museum cards include works by Fra Angelico, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Rembrandt, El Greco, Bruegel, and Degas, medieval enamels, frescoes, della Robbias, and early American crewel embroidery. All Christmas cards and presents, except the books, are made especially for the Museum and can be bought only by mail or at the Museum itself. The catalogue will be mailed about September first.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
255 Gracie Station, New York 10028

Please send me the Museum's new catalogue of Christmas cards, 25 cents enclosed

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City State Zip #

Offer expires 10/15/70

--- POTPOURRI ---

21. FOR PROTECTION OF VALUABLES against fire, theft...the Meilink Steel Safe Company, makers of Hercules home vaults, offers a catalogue of styles plus an inventory of personal property check-off list.

22. GET GOING ON FALL GARDENING PLANS with the aid of Jackson & Perkins new spring catalogue, featuring six beautiful new tulips.

23. A VARIETY VACATION LAND—North Carolina—is represented in a lovely 38-page, four-color brochure prepared by the North Carolina Dept. of Conservation & Development. Included is a handy alphabetical listing of points of interest.

--- White of Mebane ---

What a way to dramatize a dining room! A plush white setting furnished with pieces from White's Lorraine IV Collection. For a complete showing of the Lorraine IV Collection, send fifty cents to White of Mebane, Dept. HG-8, Mebane, North Carolina 27302. And start coloring up your decorating with White.

--- White of Mebane ---

White on white
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The Metropolitan Museum's 100th anniversary catalogue of Christmas cards and presents — rare American blown glass, sculpture, ancient jewelry in gold and silver, and for the first time a selection of rings; new books and prints, and the magnificent 1971 Engagement Calendar, "Flowers for All Seasons". New designs for the famous Museum cards include works by Fra Angelico, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Rembrandt, El Greco, Bruegel, and Degas, medieval enamels, frescoes, della Robbias, and early American crewel embroidery. All Christmas cards and presents, except the books, are made especially for the Museum and can be bought only by mail or at the Museum itself. The catalogue will be mailed about September first.
Few things express individuality and taste so well as sensitively designed and appreciatively crafted traditional furniture—such as the Baker European and English collections. Each piece has the authenticity, excellence and enduring appeal of a unique collector's item. For a preview, send $5.00 for the entire new Baker Book.

**Perfume**

Eleanor Shoemaker, the sensitive Astrologer, who links up the signs of the Zodiac with their appropriate perfumes, wanted to reassure the Leos who see rather unpromising signs for the present... everything's coming up roses with the first of the year. About that time, she feels that a glorious seven year cycle will start for Leos (July 23 through August 22) that will mean good things romantically, in a business way, and most particularly travel. (Mrs. Shoemaker who is always strong on cycles sees business caught in one now and says, “I've been getting my clients out of the market for a year and a half.”) The Leo heroes and heroines behave in a lordly way, love dash and splendor, adulation, and luxury. And Mrs. Shoemaker sees a Leo woman having several perfumes of different moods with only an underlying emotional thread to tie them together. She thinks that Joy with all those roses and that drowning deepness would be a Leo scent (roses, especially red roses, are strongly connected with the sign), also Caron's Fleur de Rocaille where there are roses, too. When Mrs. Shoemaker sniffed Stradivarius, she said, “Ah, this would go right to the back of the head where the Leos live and speak to them.” She also thinks that Nuit de Noel—because it is what she calls a “personality perfume”—would do a lot for Leo women. All of these would make nice presents. Leo needs presents and often deserves them because as Mrs. Shoemaker says, “Leo is very loyal,” and then she laughed and added, “that’s not to be confused with always faithful.”

**New This Month in the Stores**

**Polly Bergen:** Skin Freshener: newly pleasant in gel form and right for traveling on two counts, keeps a traveler's face right and her case organized. 3 ounces for $3.50 at Woodward & Lothrop; Lord & Taylor; D. Holmes.

**Max Factor:** Tried & True Soft Hair Spray. This not only keeps the hair under control but also does it softly, gives it bounce. And all for under $1 at Woodward & Lothrop; Bloomingdale’s; Bullock’s.

**Estée Lauder:** Fresh Mineral Water Facial Spray. Very much into the ecology bit for those who insist on soap and water and—purity. 11 ounces in an aerosol bottle for $5 at Woodward & Lothrop; Bonwit Teller; Bullock’s.

**Revlon:** Eyelashes, new ones by the baker's half dozen: all seven styles naturally of the moment for the rich gypsy... Sweeper, Raggedy-Plus, Wispy, Raggedy, and Tassel, $6.50... Winged lower lashes, $4.50... Super-sweep lashes, $7.50... Falbaliner Liquid Liner in wand form. Black and brown as usual and Cornflower Blue and Meadow Green as unusual (perfect to make a ring of color around the eyes—over the top lashes, beneath the lowers). $2.75... Eye Gleamers. New looking colors to gleam on eyelids... Alabaster Lustre, Lime Lustre, Honey Lustre, Skyblue Lustre, Pale Plum Lustre. $2 all at Woodward & Lothrop; Lord & Taylor; D. Holmes.
This is one time you should put your foot down!

For a wonderful feeling! The soft feel of World’s Golden Touch.

Feet love to get lost in a shag this luxurious. People love to find out it’s so practical.

That’s because World really cares what’s going on underfoot. So we make this wild and wooly texture of Kodel® polyester! In the widest range of colors. All as exciting as this Reef Blue!

It’s time you put your foot down in this World! It’ll make your world a lot softer. KODEL®

WORLD CARPETs

For nearest dealer dial anytime, toll free: 800-243-0355; in Conn. call collect 853-3600.
Quality tells the world over, why do more beautiful bright women use Maybelline? Because they know that nothing does so much for a woman as beautiful eyes. With easy-to-use Maybelline, all eyes can be beautiful.